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Abstract

In the Lubin-Tate setting we study pairings for analytic pϕL,Γq-modules and prove

an abstract reciprocity law which then implies a relation between the analogue of Perrin-

Riou's Big Exponential map as developed by Berger and Fourquaux and a p-adic regulator
map whose construction relies on the theory of Kisin-Ren modules generalising the concept

of Wach modules to the Lubin-Tate situation.

Introduction

Classically explicit reciprocity laws or formulas usually mean an explicit computation of
Hilbert symbols or (local) cup products using e.g. di�erential forms, (Coleman) power se-
ries etc. and a bunch of manifestations of this idea exists in the literature due to Artin-Hasse,
Iwasawa, Wiles, Kolyvagin, Vostokiov, Brückner, Coleman, Sen, de Shalit, Fesenko, Bloch-
Kato, Benois ... In the same spirit Perrin-Riou's reciprocity law gives an explicit calculation of
the Iwasawa cohomology pairing in terms of big exponential and regulator maps for crystalline
representations of GQp ; more precisely, the latter maps are adjoint to each other when also
involving the crystalline duality paring after base change to the distribution algebra corre-
sponding to the cyclotomic situation.

The motivating question for this article is to investigate what happens if one replaces the
cyclotomic Zp-extension by a Lubin-Tate extension L8 over some �nite extension L over Qp

with Galois group ΓL � GpL8{Lq and Lubin-Tate character χLT : GL Ñ o�L which all arise
from a Lubin-Tate formal group attached to a prime πL P oL; by q we denote the cardinality
of the residue �eld oL{oLπL. We try to extend the above sketched cyclotomic picture to the
Lubin-Tate case at least for L-analytic crystalline representations of the absolute Galois group
GL of L. As pointed out in [SV15] already, the character τ :� χcyc � χ

�1
LT plays a crucial role.

To this aim we study pϕL,ΓLq-modules over the Robba ring R with coe�cients in an
appropriate extension K of L which contains the period Ω of the dual of the �xed Lubin-
Tate group. One ingredient is the theory of Schneider and Teitelbaum: Via Fourier theory
and the Lubin-Tate isomorpshism the locally L-analytic distribution algebra DpoL,Kq of the
additive group of the ring of integers oL of L with coe�cients in K becomes isomorphic to
the subring R� � R consisting of those functions which converge on the full open unit disk,
while the functions in R in general only converge on some annulus r ¤ |Z|   1 for some radius
0   r   1. This isomorphism induces the Mellin-transform, i.e., a topological isomorphism
between Dpo�L ,Kq and the Dpo�L ,Kq-submodule pR�qψL�0 of R� on which the ψL-operator
- up to a scalar a left inverse of the Lubin-Tate ϕL-operator - acts as zero. After introducing
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the Robba group ring RpΓLq containing DpΓL,Kq we extend the Mellin transform to an
isomorphism of RpΓLq and pRqψL�0. This is a special case of the following

Theorem 1 (Theorem 2.33). IfM denotes a L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-module over R, thenMψL�0

is a free RpΓLq-module of rank rkRM.

A second ingredient is Serre duality on the open unit disk and more general on the character
variety of the group ΓL, which induces a residue pairing

t , u : Ω1 �RÑ K

for the di�erentials Ω1 � RdZ and also a pairing

  , ¡: RpΓLq �RpΓLq Ñ K,

which induces topological isomorphisms HomK,ctspRpΓLq,Kq � RpΓLq and
HomK,ctspRpΓLq{DpΓL,Kq,Kq � DpΓL,Kq. For a L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-module M we �nally
de�ne on the one hand the two Iwasawa pairings

t , u1M,Iw : M̌ψL�0 �MψL�0 Ñ RpΓLq

and
t , uM,Iw : M̌

ψL�
q
πL �MψL�1 Ñ DpΓL,Kq,

where M̌ :� HomRpM,Ω1q. They are linked by the commutative diagram

t , uM,Iw : M̌
ψL�

q
πL

ϕL�1

��

� MψL�1

πL
q
ϕL�1

��

// DpΓL,Kq� _

��
t , u1M,Iw : M̌ψL�0 � MψL�0 // RpΓLq.

Now assume thatM arises as D:
rigpW q under Berger's equivalence of categories (see Theo-

rem 2.71) from a L-analytic, crystalline representationW ofGL, whence M̌ � D:
rigpW

�pχLT qq.
Then, on the other hand we obtain the pairing

r , sDcris,LpW q : RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpW
�pχLT qq �RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpW q Ñ RpΓLq

by base extension of the usual crystalline duality pairing. The work of Kisin and Ren provides
comparison isomorphisms

compM : M r
1

tLT
s � Rr 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpW q

and

compM̌ : M̌ r
1

tLT
s � Rr 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpW

�pχLT qq.

Here tLT � logLT pZq P R denotes the Lubin-Tate period which stems from the Lubin-Tate log-
arithm. The Lubin-Tate character χLT induces isomorphism ΓL

�
ÝÑ o�L as well as LiepΓLq

�
ÝÑ L,

and we let ∇ P LiepΓLq be the preimage of 1. Then the abstract reciprocity law we prove is
the following statement.
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Theorem 2 (Theorem 2.74). For all x P M̌ψL�0 and y P MψL�0, for which the crystalline
pairing is de�ned via the comparison isomorphism, it holds

t
∇
Ω
x, yu1M,Iw � rx, ysDcris,LpW q.

As an application we show the adjointness of big exponential and regulator maps. Recall
that Berger and Fourquaux have constructed for V an L-analytic representation of GL and
an integer h ¥ 1 such that

� Fil�hDcris,LpV q � Dcris,LpV q and

� Dcris,LpV q
ϕL�π

�h
L � 0

a big exponential map à la Perrin-Riou

ΩV,h : pR�qψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV q Ñ D:
rigpV q

ψL�
q
πL ,

which up to comparison isomorphism is for h � 1 given by f � p1 � ϕLqx ÞÑ ∇x and which
interpolates Bloch-Kato exponential maps expL,V pχrLT q.

On the other hand, based on an extension of the work of Kisin and Ren in the �rst section,
we construct for a lattice T � V, such that V pτ�1q is L-analytic and crystalline and such that
V does not have any quotient isomorphic to Lpτq, a regulator map à la Loe�er and Zerbes

L0
V : H1

IwpL8{L, T q � DLT pT pτ
�1qqψL�1 Ñ pR�qψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq

as applying the operator

1�
πL
q
ϕL

up to comparison isomorphism. Then we derive from the abstract version above with W �
V pτ�1q the following reciprocity formula

Theorem 3 (Theorem 3.2). Assume that V �p1q is L-analytic. If Fil�1Dcris,LpV
�p1qq �

Dcris,LpV
�p1qq and Dcris,LpV

�p1qqϕL�π
�1
L � Dcris,LpV

�p1qqϕL�1 � 0, then the following di-
agram commutes:

D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL � DpV pτ�1qqψL�1

ΩL0
V ��

t,uIw // DpΓL,Cpq

pR�qψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

ΩV�p1q,1

OO

� pR�qψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

r,s // DpΓL,Cpq.

While the crystalline pairing satis�es an interpolation property (Proposition 3.22) for triv-
ial reasons, the statement that the second Iwasawa pairing interpolates Tate's cup product
pairing is more subtle (Proposition 3.21). Eventually the interpolation property of Berger and
Fourquaux for ΩV,h combined with the adjointness of the latter with L0

V implies an interpola-
tion formula for the regulator map, which interpolates dual Bloch-Kato exponential maps see
Theorem 3.26.
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Notation

Let Qp � L � Cp be a �eld of �nite degree d over Qp, oL the ring of integers of L, πL P oL a
�xed prime element, kL � oL{πLoL the residue �eld, q :� |kL| and e the absolute rami�cation
index of L. We always use the absolute value | | on Cp which is normalized by |πL| � q�1.

We �x a Lubin-Tate formal oL-module LT � LTπL over oL corresponding to the prime
element πL. We always identify LT with the open unit disk around zero, which gives us a global
coordinate Z on LT . The oL-action then is given by formal power series raspZq P oLrrZss. For
simplicity the formal group law will be denoted by �LT .

The power series BpX�LTY q
BY |pX,Y q�pZ,0q

is a unit in oLrrZss and we let gLT pZq denote its

inverse. Then gLT pZqdZ is, up to scalars, the unique invariant di�erential form on LT ([Haz]
�5.8). We also let

(1) logLT pZq � Z � . . .

denote the unique formal power series in LrrZss whose formal derivative is gLT . This logLT is
the logarithm of LT ([Lan] 8.6). In particular, gLTdZ � d logLT . The invariant derivation Binv

corresponding to the form d logLT is determined by

f 1dZ � df � Binvpfqd logLT � BinvpfqgLTdZ

and hence is given by

(2) Binvpfq � g�1
LT f

1 .

For any a P oL we have

(3) logLT praspZqq � a � logLT and hence agLT pZq � gLT praspZqq � ras
1pZq

([Lan] 8.6 Lemma 2).
Let Tπ be the Tate module of LT . Then Tπ is a free oL-module of rank one, say with

generator η, and the action of GL :� GalpL{Lq on Tπ is given by a continuous character
χLT : GL ÝÑ o�L . Let T

1
π denote the Tate module of the p-divisible group Cartier dual to

LT with period Ω (depending on the choice of a generator of T 1π), which again is a free oL-
module of rank one. The Galois action on T 1π � T �π p1q is given by the continuous character
τ :� χcyc � χ

�1
LT , where χcyc is the cyclotomic character.

For n ¥ 0 we let Ln{L denote the extension (in Cp) generated by the πnL-torsion points of
LT , and we put L8 :�

�
n Ln. The extension L8{L is Galois. We let ΓL :� GalpL8{Lq and

HL :� GalpL{L8q. The Lubin-Tate character χLT induces an isomorphism ΓL
�
ÝÑ o�L .

Henceforth we use the same notation as in [SV15]. In particular, the ring endomorphisms
induced by sending Z to rπLspZq are called ϕL where applicable; e.g. for the ring AL de�ned
to be the πL-adic completion of oLrrZssrZ�1s or BL :� ALrπ

�1
L s which denotes the �eld of

fractions of AL. Recall that we also have introduced the unique additive endomorphism ψL of
BL (and then AL) which satis�es

ϕL � ψL � π�1
L � traceBL{ϕLpBLq .

Moreover, projection formula

ψLpϕLpf1qf2q � f1ψLpf2q for any fi P BL
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as well as the formula
ψL � ϕL �

q

πL
� id

hold. An étale pϕL,ΓLq-module M comes with a Frobenius operator ϕM and an induced
operator denoted by ψM .

Let rE� :� limÐÝ oCp{poCp with the transition maps being given by the Frobenius ϕpaq � ap.

We may also identify rE� with limÐÝ oCp{πLoCp with the transition maps being given by the

q-Frobenius ϕqpaq � aq. Recall that rE� is a complete valuation ring with residue �eld Fp and
its �eld of fractions rE � limÐÝCp being algebraically closed of characteristic p. Let mrE denote

the maximal ideal in rE�.
The q-Frobenius ϕq �rst extends by functoriality to the rings of the Witt vectorsW prE�q �

W prEq and then oL-linearly toW prE�qL :�W prE�qboL0
oL �W prEqL :�W prEqboL0

oL, where

L0 is the maximal unrami�ed subextension of L. The Galois group GL obviously acts on rE
andW prEqL by automorphisms commuting with ϕq. This GL-action is continuous for the weak
topology on W prEqL (cf. [GAL] Lemma 1.5.3).

Sometimes we omit the index q, L, orM from the Frobenius operator, but we always write
ϕp when dealing with the p-Frobenius.

1 Wach-modules à la Kisin-Ren

1.1 Wach-modules

In this section we recall the theory of Wach-modules à la Kisin-Ren [KR] (with the simplifying
assumption that - in their notation - K � L, m � 1 etc.).

By sending Z to ωLT P W prE�qL (see directly after [SV15, Lem. 4.1]) we obtain an GL-
equivariant, Frobenius compatible embedding of rings

oLrrZss ÝÑW prE�qL

the image of which we call A�
L , it is a subring of AL (the image of AL in W prEqL). The latter

ring is a complete discrete valuation ring with prime element πL and residue �eld the image EL

of kLppZqq ãÑ rE sending Z to ω :� ωLT mod πL. We form the maximal integral unrami�ed
extension (� strict Henselization) Anr

L of AL inside W prEqL. Its p-adic completion A still is
contained inW prEqL. Note that A is a complete discrete valuation ring with prime element πL
and residue �eld the separable algebraic closure Esep

L of EL in rE. By the functoriality properties
of strict Henselizations the q-Frobenius ϕq preserves A. According to [KR] Lemma 1.4 the GL-

action onW prEqL respects A and induces an isomorphism HL � kerpχLT q
�
ÝÑ AutcontpA{ALq.

We set A� :� AXW prE�qL.

Set Q :� rπLspωLT q
ωLT

P A�
L , which satis�es per de�nitionem ϕLpωLT q � Q � ωLT .

Following [KR] we write O � OLpBq for the ring of rigid analytic functions on the open
unit disk B over L, or equivalently the ring of power series in Z over L converging in B. Via
sending ωLT to Z we view A�

L as a subring of O. We denote by ModϕL,ΓL,anO the category
consisting of �nitely generated free O-modules M together with the following data:

(i) an isomorphism 1b ϕM : pϕ�LMqr 1
Q s �Mr 1

Q s.

(ii) a semi-linear ΓL-action on M, commuting with ϕM and such that the induced action
on DpMq :�M{ωLTM is trivial.
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We note that, since M{ωLTM � Mr 1
Q s{ωLTMr 1

Q s the map ϕM induces an L-linear endo-
morphism of DpMq, which we denote by ϕDpMq. As a consequence of (1) it, in fact, is an
automorphism.

The ΓL-action on M is di�erentiable ([BSX] Lemma 3.4.13) , and the corresponding de-
rived action of LiepΓLq is L-bilinear ([BSX] Remark 3.4.15).

Similarly, we denote by ModϕL,ΓL,an
A�
L

the category consisting of �nitely generated free A�
L -

modules N together with the following data:

(i) an isomorphism 1b ϕN : pϕ�LNqr
1
Q s � N r 1

Q s.

(ii) a semi-linear ΓL-action on N , commuting with ϕN and such that the induced action on
N{ωLTN is trivial.

The map ϕN induces an L-linear automorphism ofDpNq :� N r1
p s{ωLTN r

1
p s denoted by ϕDpNq.

Obviously we have the base extension functor O bA�
L
� : ModϕL,ΓL,an

A�
L

ÝÑ ModϕL,ΓL,anO .

It satis�es

(4) DpO bA�
L
Nq � DpNq .

We write ModϕL,ΓL,0O for the full subcategory of ModϕL,ΓL,anO consisting of all M such that
RbO M is pure of slope 0. Here R denotes the Robba ring.

By Mod
F,ϕq
L we denote the category of �nite dimensional L-vector spaces D equipped

with an L-linear automorphism ϕq : D
�
ÝÑ D and a decreasing, separated, and exhaustive

�ltration, indexed by Z, by L-subspaces. In Mod
F,ϕq
L we have the full subcategory Mod

F,ϕq ,wa
L

of weakly admissible objects. For D in Mod
F,ϕq ,wa
L let VLpDq � Fil0pBcris,LbLDq

ϕq�1 where,
as usual, Bcris,L :� Bcris bL0 L. In order to formulate the crystalline comparison theorem

in this context we also consider the category Mod
F,ϕq
L0bQpL

of �nitely generated free L0 bQp L-

modules D equipped with a pϕp b idq-linear automorphism ϕq : D
�
ÝÑ D and a decreasing,

separated, and exhaustive �ltration on DL :� DbL0 L, indexed by Z, by LbQp L-submodules.

For D in Mod
F,ϕq
L0bQpL

we de�ne, as usual,

V pDq :� pBcris bL0 Dq
ϕ�1 X Fil0pBdR bL DLq .

Let RepoL,f pGLq denote the category of �nitely generated free oL-modules equipped with a

continuous linear GL-action and Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq the full subcategory of those T which are free

over oL and such that the representation V :� LboLT is crystalline and analytic, i.e., satisfying
that, if DdRpT q :� pT bZp BdRq

GL , the �ltration on DdRpT qm is trivial for each maximal ideal
m of L bQp L which does not correspond to the identity id : L Ñ L. Correspondingly we let

RepcrisL pGLq, resp. Repcris,anL pGLq, denote the category of continuous GL-representations in
�nite dimensional L-vector spaces which are crystalline, resp. crystalline and analytic. The
base extension functor LboL � induces an equivalence of categories Repcris,anoL,f

pGLqbZp Qp
�
ÝÑ

Repcris,anL pGLq. Here applying bZpQp to a Zp-linear category means applying this functor

to the Hom-modules. For V in Repcris,anL pGLq we set Dcris,LpV q :� pBcris,L bL V q
GL �

pBcris bL0 V q
GL and DcrispV q :� pBcris bQp V q

GL . The usual crystalline comparison theorem
says that Dcris and V are equivalences of categories between RepcrisL pGLq and the subcategory

of weakly admissible objects in Mod
F,ϕq
L0bQpL

.
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Lemma 1.1. ([ST4] Lemma 5.3 and subsequent discussion, or [KR] Cor. 3.3.1) There is a
fully faithful b-functor

� : Mod
F,ϕq
L ÝÑ ModF,ϕL0bQpL

D ÞÝÑ D̃ :� L0 bQp D ,

whose essential image consists of all analytic objects, i.e., those for which the �ltration on the
non-identity components is trivial. A quasi-inverse functor from the essential image is given
by sending D to the base extension LbL0bQpL D for the multiplication map L0 bQp LÑ L.

Lemma 1.1 implies that

(5) Dcris,LpV q
� � DcrispV q for any V in Repcris,anL pGLq.

We denote by MetpALq the category of étale pϕq,ΓLq-modules over AL (cf. [SV15, Def.
3.7]) and by Met

f pALq the full subcategory consisting of those objects, which are �nitely
generated free as AL-module. ForM inMet

f pALq, resp. for T in RepoL,f pGLq, we put V pMq :�

pAbAL
MqϕqbϕM�1, resp. DLT pT q :� pAboL T q

kerpχLT q.
Having de�ned all of the relevant categories (and most of the functors) we now contemplate

the following diagram of functors:

Met
f pALq

V

��
ModϕL,ΓL,an

A�
L

Ob
A�
L
�

''

��

� //

ALbA�
L
�

22

Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq

LboL�

��

� // RepoL,f pGLq

DLT�

OO

ModϕL,ΓL,an
A�
L

bZp Qp

�

��

ModϕL,ΓL,0O

�
��

D
�

//
Mod

F,ϕq ,wa
L

�
��

M
oo

VL
�
//
Repcris,anL pGLq

Dcris,L
oo

ModϕL,ΓL,anO

D
�

//
Mod

F,ϕq
L

M
oo

The arrows without decoration are the obvious natural ones. The following pairs of functors
are quasi-inverse b-equivalences of b-categories:

� pDLT , V q by [KR] Thm. 1.6;

� pDcris,L, VLq by the crystalline comparison theorem ([F1] Rem. 3.6.7) and Lemma 1.1;

� pD,Mq by [KR] Prop. 2.2.6 (or [BSX] Thm. 3.4.16) and [KR] Cor. 2.4.4, to which we
also refer for the de�nition of the functor M.

In particular, all functors in the above diagram are b-functors. The second arrow in the left
column, resp. the left arrow in the upper horizontal row, is an equivalence of categories by [KR]
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Cor. 2.4.2, resp. by [KR] Cor. 3.3.8. The lower square and the upper triangle are commutative
for trivial reasons.

We list a few additional properties of these functors.

Remark 1.2. i. For any M in Met
f pALq the inclusion V pMq � AbAL

M extends to an
isomorphism

(6) AboL V pMq
�
ÝÑ AbAL

M ,

which is compatible with the ϕq- and ΓL-actions on both sides.

ii. The functors DLT , V , and V pAL bA�
L
�q respect exact sequences (of abelian groups).

iii. ([BSX] Prop. 3.4.14) For any M in ModϕL,ΓL,anO the projection map MrωLTtLT
s ÝÑ DpMq

restricts to an isomorphism MrωLTtLT
sΓL

�
ÝÝÑ DpMq such that the diagram

MrωLTtLT
sΓL

ϕM

��

� // DpMq

ϕDpMq

��
MrωLTtLT

sΓL
� // DpMq

is commutative; moreover, MrωLTtLT
s � OrωLTtLT

s bL MrωLTtLT
sΓL � OrωLTtLT

s bL DpMq.

Now we recall that Acris is the p-adic completion of a divided power envelope of W prE�q
and let Acris,L :� Acris bL0 L. The inclusion W prE�q � Acris induces an embedding A�

L �

W prE�qL � Acris,L.
We observe that tLT � logLT pωLT q belongs to B

�
cris,L. Indeed, by [Co5, �III.2] we know

that ϕppBmaxq � Bcris � Bmax, whence we obtain

ϕqpBmax bL0 Lq � Bcris,L � Bmax bL0 L,

where the de�nition of Bmax can be found in (loc. cit.). By [Co4, Prop. 9.10, Lem. 9.17,�9.7] tLT
and ωLT are invertible in Bmax,L � BmaxbL0 L (This reference assumes that the power series
rπLspZq is a polynomial. But, by some additional convergence considerations, the results can
be seen to hold in general (cf. [GAL] �2.1 for more details)). Hence, by the above inclusions
and using that ϕqptLT q � πLtLT , we see that tLT is a unit Bcris,L. In particular, we have
an inclusion Acris,Lr

1
πL
, 1
tLT

s � Bcris,L. Moreover, since ϕqpωLT q � QωLT is invertible in
ϕqpBmax bL0 Lq, the elements ωLT and Q are units in Bcris,L as well. In particular, we have
an inclusion

A�r 1
ωLT

s � Bcris,L.(7)

Next we shall recall in Lemma 1.4 below that the above inclusion A�
L � Acris,L extends

to a (continuous) ring homomorphism

O Ñ Acris,Lr
1
πL
s � Bcris,L.(8)

For α P rE� � proj limn oCp we denote by α
p0q as usual its zero-component.
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Lemma 1.3. The following diagram of oL0-modules is commutative

(9) 0 // J

��

//W prE�q

u
��

Θ // oCp
// 0

0 // kerpΘLq //W prE�qL
ΘL // oCp

// 0,

where J :� kerpΘq, Θp
°
n¥0rαnsp

nqq �
°
n¥0 α

p0q
n pn and similarly ΘLp

°
n¥0rαnsπ

n
Lqq �°

n¥0 α
p0q
n πnL, while u denotes the canonical map as de�ned in [FF, Lem. 1.2.3], it sends Te-

ichmüller lifts rαs with respect to W prE�q to the Teichmüller lift rαs with respect to W prE�qL.

Proof. First of all we recall from [GAL, Lem. 1.6.1] that Θ and ΘL are continuous and show
that also u is continuous, each time with respect to the weak topology, of which a fundamental
system of open neighbourhoods consists of

Ua,m :� tpb0, b1, . . .q PW prE�q|b0, . . . , bm�1 P au �
m�1̧

i�0

V i
p prasq � pmW prE�q

and similarly ULa,m :� tpb0, b1, . . .q P W prE�qL|b0, . . . , bm�1 P au for open ideals a of rE� and

m ¥ 0; see �1.5 in (loc. cit.). By oL0-linearity, we see that upp
mW prE�qq � pmW prE�qL. Using

the relation
upVpxq �

p

πL
VπLpupF

f�1xqq

from [FF, Lem. 1.2.3], where V? denotes the Verschiebung, one easily concludes that

upV i
p prbsqq � p

p

πL
qiV i

πL
prbp

ipf�1q
sq,

whence upUa,mq � ULa,m and continuity of u follows.
Since the commutativity is clear on Teichmüller lifts and on p by oL0-linearity, which

generate a dense ideal, the result follows by continuity.

The following lemma generalizes parts from [PR, Prop. 1.5.2.].

Lemma 1.4. Sending f �
°
n¥0 anZ

n to fpωLT q induces a continuous map

O Ñ Acris,Lr
1

πL
s,

where the source carries the Fréchet-topology while the target is a topological oL0-module, of
which the topology is uniquely determined by requiring that Acris,L is open, i.e., the system
pmAcris,L with m ¥ 0 forms a basis of open neighbourhoods of 0.

Proof. First of all, the relation Jp � pAcris from [PR, �1.4.1, bottom of p. 96] (note that
Jp �WppRq regarding the notation in (loc. cit.) for the last object) implies easily by �at base
change

(10) JpL � pAcris,L

9



with JL :� J boL0
oL. By [GAL, Lem. 2.1.12] we know that ωLT belongs to kerpΘLq. Now

we claim that there exists a natural number r1 such that ωr
1

LT lies in W1 :� JL � pW prE�qL,
whence for r :� pr1 we have ωrLT P Wp with Wm :� Wm

1 for all m ¥ 0. To this aim note that
diagram (9) induces the following commutative diagram with exact lines
(11)

0 //W1

��

//W prE�q boL0
oL

�
��

Θ // poCp boL0
oLq{ppoCp boL0

oLq

µ

��

// 0

0 // kerpΘLq � pW prE�qL //W prE�qL
ΘL // oCp{poCp // 0,

where the map µ is induced by sending a b b to ab and a reference for the middle vertical
isomorphism is [GAL, Prop. 1.1.26]. By the snake lemma the cokernel of the left vertical map
is isomorphic to

kerpµq � ker
�
poCp boL0

oLq{ppoCp boL0
oLq Ñ k̄

	
� ker

�
oCp{poCp bk oL{poL Ñ oCp{mCp bk oL{πLoL

�
� mCp bk oL{poL � oCp{poCp bk πLoL{poL

and thus consists of nilpotent elements whence the claim follows. Here mCp denotes the max-
imal ideal of oCp .

Now let f �
°
n¥0 anZ

n satisfy that |an|ρn tends to zero for all ρ   1.Writing n � qnr�rn
with 0 ¤ rn   r, we have

anω
n
LT � anω

rn
LT pω

r
LT q

qn P anWpqn � anp
qnAcris,L,

where the last inclusion follows from (10). But |anpqn | ¤ |an|pp
1�n

r tends to 0 for n Ñ 8.
Thus the series

°
n¥0 anω

n
LT converges in Acris,Lr 1

πL
s.

Moreover, since one has sup|anp�1�n
r | ¤ p||f ||ρ for the usual norms || � ||ρ if 1 ¡ ρ ¡ p�

1
r ,

we obtain for any m that

tf | ||f ||ρ   p�m�1u � tf P O|fpωLT q P pmAcris,Lu,

whence the latter set, which is the preimage of pmAcris,L, is open. This implies continuity.

Lemma 1.5. The big square in the middle is a commutative square of b-functors (up to a
natural isomorphism of b-functors).

Proof. We have to establish a natural isomorphism

(12) LboL V pAL bA�
L
Nq � VLpDpO bA�

L
Nqq for any N in ModϕL,ΓL,an

A�
L

.

In fact, we shall prove the dual statement, i.e., using (4), that

(13) pLboL V pAL bA�
L
Nqq� � VLpDpNqq

�,

where � indicates the L-dual. From the canonical isomorphisms

HomAL,ϕqpM,Aq � HomA,ϕqpAbAL
M,Aq

� HomA,ϕqpAboL V pMq,Aq

� HomoLpV pMq,Aϕq�1q

� HomoLpV pMq, oLq,

10



where we used (6) for the second isomorphism and write M for AL bA�
L
N , we conclude that

the left hand side of (13) is canonically isomorphic to HomAL,ϕqpAL bA�
L
N,Aq boL L. Let

A� :� A XW prE�qL. On the one hand, by [KR] Lemma (3.2.1), base extension induces an
isomorphism

HomA�
L ,ϕq

pN,A�r 1
ωLT

sq
�
ÝÑ HomAL,ϕqpAL bA�

L
N,Aq .

On the other hand, in [KR] Prop. (3.2.3) they construct a natural isomorphism

(14) HomA�
L ,ϕq

pN,A�r 1
ωLT

sq boL L
�
ÝÑ HomL,ϕq ,FilppN{ωLTNqr

1
p s, Bcris,Lq .

Therefore, the left hand side of (13) becomes naturally isomorphic to

(15) HomL,ϕq ,FilpDpNq, Bcris,Lq � VLpDpNq
�q,

where the last isomorphism is straightforward. Thus the proof of (13) is reduced to the canon-
ical identity

(16) VLpDpNq
�q � VLpDpNqq

�.

This can be proved in the same way as in [F1, Rem. 3.4.5 (iii), Rem. 3.6.7]: Since VL is a rigid
b-functor, it preserves inner Hom-objects, in particular duals.

In order to see that (12) is compatible with tensor products note that base change, taking
L-duals or applying comparison isomorphisms are b-compatible. Thus the claim is reduced to
the tensor compatiblity of the isomorphism (14) the construction of which we therefore recall
from [KR]. It is induced by a natural map

HomA�
L
pN,A�r 1

ωLT
sq boL L ÝÑ HomLppN{ωLTNqr

1
p s, Bcris,Lq

which comes about as follows. Let f P HomA�
L
pN,A�r 1

ωLT
sq. By composing f with the inclu-

sion (7) we obtain f1 : N Ñ Bcris,L. By base extension to O via (8) and then localization in
Q the map f1 gives rise to a map f2 : pObA�

L
Nqr 1

Q s Ñ Bcris,L. This one we precompose with
the isomorphism 1b ϕN to obtain

f3 : pO bA�
L ,ϕL

Nqr 1
Q s

�
ÝÑ pO bA�

L
Nqr 1

Q s Ñ Bcris,L .

Now we observe the inclusions

pO bA�
L ,ϕL

Nqr 1
Q s � pO bA�

L ,ϕL
NqrωLTtLT

s � pO bA�
L ,ϕL

NqrϕLp
ωLT
tLT

qs

� O bO,ϕL
�
pO bA�

L
NqrωLTtLT

s
�
.

They only di�er by elements which are invertible in Bcris,L. Therefore giving the map f3 is
equivalent to giving a map f4 : ObO,ϕL

�
pObA�

L
NqrωLTtLT

s
�
Ñ Bcris,L. Finally we use Remark

1.2.iii which gives the map

ξ : pN{ωLTNqr
1
p s

�
ÐÝ
pr

�
pO bA�

L
NqrωLTtLT

s
�ΓL �

ÝÑ pO bA�
L
NqrωLTtLT

s .

By precomposing f4 with 1b ξ we at last arrive at a map f5 : pN{ωLTNqr
1
p s Ñ Bcris,L. From

this description the compatibility with tensor products is easily checked.

11



Suppose that N is in ModϕL,ΓL,an
A�
L

and put T :� V pAL bA�
L
Nq in Repcris,anoL,f

pGLq. Then,

by Remark 1.2.iii and Lemma 1.5, we have a natural isomorphism of b-functors

(17) comp : OrωLTtLT
s bA�

L
N

�
ÝÝÑ OrωLTtLT

s bL Dcris,LpLboL T q

which is compatible with the diagonal ϕ's on both sides.
In the proof of [KR] Cor. 3.3.8 it is shown that, for any T in Repcris,anoL,f

pGLq, there exists

an A�
L -submodule M � DLT pT q which

(N1) lies in ModϕL,ΓL,an
A�
L

with ϕM and the ΓL-action on M being induced by the pϕq,ΓLq-

structure of DLT pT q, and

(N2) satis�es AL bA�
L
M � DLT pT q.

Note that property (N2) implies that M is p-saturated in DLT pT q, i.e., Mr1
p s XDLT pT q �M,

since A�
L is obviously p-saturated in A.

L

We once and for all pick such an NpT q :�M. This de�nes a functor

N : Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq ÝÑ ModϕL,ΓL,an

A�
L

which is quasi-inverse to the upper left horizontal arrow in the above big diagram. Note that
N is in a unique way a b-functor by [Sa, I.4.4.2.1].

Remark 1.6. For T in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq and N :� NpT q in ModϕL,ΓL,an

A�
L

we have:

(i) If LboL T is a positive analytic crystalline representation, then N is stable under ϕN ;

(ii) If the Hodge-Tate weights of LboL T are all ¥ 0, then we have N � A�
L �ϕN pNq, where

the latter means the A�
L -span generated by ϕN pNq.

Proof. The corresponding assertions for M :� O bA�
L
N are contained in [BSX] Cor. 3.4.9.

Let n1, . . . , nd be an A�
L -basis of N .

For (i) we have to show that ϕN pnjq P N for any 1 ¤ j ¤ d. Writing ϕN pnjq �
°d
i�1 fijni

we know from the de�nition of the category ModϕL,ΓL,an
A�
L

that fij P A�
L r

1
Q s and from the above

observation that fij P O. This reduces us to showing that oLrrZssr 1
Q sXO � oLrrZss. Suppose

therefore that Qrh � f for some r ¥ 1, h P O, and f P oLrrZss. The �nitely many zeros of
Q P oLrrZss, which are the nonzero πL-torsion points of the Lubin-Tate formal group, all lie
in the open unit disk. By Weierstrass preparation it follows that Q must divide f already in
oLrrZss. Hence h P oLrrZss.

For (ii) we have to show that nj �
°d
i�1 fijϕN pniq, for any 1 ¤ j ¤ d, with fij P A�

L . For
the same reasons as in the proof of (1) we have nj �

°d
i�1 f

1
ijϕN pniq �

°d
i�1 f

2
ijϕN pniq with

f 1ij P A�
L r

1
Q s and f

2
ij P O. Then

°d
i�1pf

1
ij � f

2
ijqϕN pniq � 0. But, again by the de�nition of the

category ModϕL,ΓL,an
A�
L

, the ϕN pniq are linearly independent over A�
L r

1
Q s and hence over Or 1

Q s.

It follows that f 1ij � f2ij P A�
L .

First we further investigate any T in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq whose Hodge-Tate weights are all

¤ 0, i.e., which is positive. For this purpose we need the ring A� � A XW prE�qL. One has
the following general fact.
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Lemma 1.7. Let F be any nonarchimedean valued �eld which contains oL{πLoL, and let oF
denote its ring of integers; we have:

i. Let α P W pF qL be any element; if the W poF qL-submodule of W pF qL generated by
tϕiqpαqui¥0 is �nitely generated then α PW poF qL.

ii. Let X be a �nitely generated free oL-module, and let M be a �nitely generated W poF qL-
submodule of W pF qL boL X; if M is ϕq b id-invariant then M �W poF qL boL X.

Proof. i. This is a simple explicit calculation as given, for example, in the proof of [Co1]
Lemma III.5. ii. This is a straightforward consequence of i.

Proposition 1.8. For positive T in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq we have

NpT q � D�
LT pT q :� pA� boL T q

kerpχLT q ,

and NpT q is p-saturated in D�
LT pT q.

Proof. By Remark 1.6.i the A�
L -submodule NpT q of W prEqL boL T is ϕq b id-invariant (and

�nitely generated). Hence we may apply Lemma 1.7.ii to M :� W prE�qL � NpT q and obtain
that NpT q � pW prE�qLboL T qXpAboL T q

kerpχLT q � D�
LT pT q. Since NpT q is even p-saturated

in DLT pT q, the same holds with respect to the smaller D�
LT pT q.

Corollary 1.9. For positive T in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq the A�

L -module D�
LT pT q is free of the same

rank as NpT q.

Proof. By the argument in the proof of [Co1] Lemma III.3 the A�
L -module D�

LT pT q always is
free of a rank less or equal to the rank of NpT q. The equality of the ranks in the positive case
then is a consequence of Prop. 1.8.

Next we relate NpT q to the construction in [Be] Prop. II.1.1.

Proposition 1.10. Suppose that T in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq is positive. For N :� NpT q we then

have:

i. N is the unique A�
L -submodule of DLT pT q which satis�es (N1) and (N2).

ii. N is also the unique A�
L -submodule of D�

LT pT q which satis�es:

(a) N is free of rank equal to the rank of D�
LT pT q;

(b) N is ΓL-invariant;

(c) the induced ΓL-action on N{ωLTN is trivial;

(d) ωrLTD
�
LT pT q � N for some r ¥ 0.

Proof. Let P � P pA�
L q denote the set of height one prime ideals of A�

L . It contains the prime
ideal p0 :� pωLT q.

Step 1: We show the existence of a unique A�
L -submodule N 1 of D�

LT pT q which satis�es
(a) � (d), and we show that this N 1 is ϕq-invariant.

Existence: We begin by observing that the A�
L -submodule N :� NpT q of D�

LT pT q has the
properties (a), (b), and (c), but possibly not (d). In particular, the quotient D�

LT pT q{N is an
A�
L -torsion module. Hence the localizations Np � D�

LT pT qp coincide for all but �nitely many
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p P P . By [B-CA] VII.4.3 Thm. 3 there exists a unique intermediate A�
L -module N � N 1 �

D�
LT pT q which is �nitely generated and re�exive and such that N 1

p0
� Np0 and N

1
p � D�

LT pT qp
for any p P P ztp0u. Since A�

L is a two dimensional regular local ring the �nitely generated
re�exive module N 1 is actually free, and then, of course, must have the same rank as N and
D�
LT pT q. We also have N 1 �

�
pN

1
p � Np0 X

�
p�p0

D�
LT pT qp. Since p0 is preserved by ϕD�

LT pT q

and ΓL it follows that N 1 is ϕD�
LT pT q

- and ΓL-invariant. Next the identities

LboL N{ωLTN � Np0{ωLTNp0 � N 1
p0
{ωLTN

1
p0
� LboL N

1{ωLTN
1 � N 1{ωLTN

1

show that the induced ΓL-action on N 1{ωLTN
1 is trivial. By using [B-CA] VII.4.4 Thm.

5 we obtain, for some m1, . . . ,md ¥ 0, a homomorphism of A�
L -modules D�

LT pT q{N
1 ÝÑ

`di�1A
�
L{p

mi
0 A�

L whose kernel is �nite. Any �nite A�
L -module is annihilated by a power of the

maximal ideal in A�
L . We see that D�

LT pT q{N
1 is annihilated by a power of p0, which proves

(d).
Uniqueness: Observing that γpωLT q � rχLT pγqspωLT q for any γ P ΓL ([GAL] Lemma

2.1.15) this is exactly the same computation as in the uniqueness part of the proof of [Be]
Prop. II.1.1.

Step 2: We show that N 1 is p-saturated in D�
LT pT q. By construction we have pN 1qpπLq �

D�
LT pT qpπLq. This implies that the p-torsion in the quotient D�

LT pT q{N
1 is �nite. On the other

hand, both modules, N 1 and D�
LT pT q, are free of the same rank. Hence the �nitely generated

A�
L -module D�

LT pT q{N
1 has projective dimension ¤ 1 and therefore has no nonzero �nite

submodule (cf. [NSW] Prop. 5.5.3(iv)).
Step 3: We show that N 1 � N . Since both, N and N 1, are p-saturated in D�

LT pT q it su�ces
to show that the free B�

L -modules NpV q :� N r1
p s and N 1pV q :� N 1r1

p s over the principal

ideal domain B�
L :� A�

L r
1
p s coincide. As they are both ΓL-invariant, so is the annihilator

ideal I :� annB�
L
pN 1pV q{NpV qq. Hence, by a standard argument as in [Be] Lemma I.3.2, the

ideal I is generated by an element f of the form ωα0
LT

±s
n¥1 ϕ

n�1
L pQqαn with certain αn ¥ 0,

0 ¤ n ¤ s, for some (minimal) s ¥ 0. Since NpV qpωLT q � N 1pV qpωLT q by the construction of
N 1, it follows that α0 � 0. Assuming that M :� N 1pV q{NpV q � 0 we conclude that s ¥ 1
(with αs ¥ 1), i.e., that, with pn :� pϕn�1

L pQqq, we have Mps � 0 while Mps�1 � 0. We claim
that pϕ�LMqps�1 � 0. First note that we have have an exact sequence

0 Ñ pB�
L q

d A
ÝÑ pB�

L q
d ÑM Ñ 0 ,

with f dividing detpAq P B�
LzpB

�
L q

�
ps , which induces an exact sequence

0 Ñ pB�
L q

d ϕLpAq
ÝÝÝÝÑ pB�

L q
d Ñ ϕ�LM Ñ 0 .

Since ϕLpfq �
±s�1
n¥2 ϕ

n�1
L pQqαn�1 divides detpϕLpAqq we conclude that detpϕLpAqq belongs

to ps�1 which implies the claim.
Now consider the following diagram with exact rows

0 // pϕ�LNpV qqr
1
Q s� _

��

� // NpV qr 1
Q s� _

��

// 0

��

// 0

0 // pϕ�LN
1pV qqr 1

Q s
// N 1pV qr 1

Q s
// C // 0.
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The upper isomorphism comes from the de�nition of the category ModϕL,ΓL,an
A�
L

in which N

lies. The map pϕ�LN
1pV qqr 1

Q s Ñ N 1pV qr 1
Q s is injective since ϕ�LN

1 Ñ N 1 is the restriction of

the isomorphism ϕ�LDLT pT q
�
ÝÑ DLT pT q. By the snake lemma and as Q R ps�1 we obtain an

injection
0 � pϕ�LMqps�1 ãÑMps�1 � 0 ,

which is a contradiction. Thus M � 0 as had to be shown.

Remark 1.11. (i) NpoLpχ
�1
LT qq � ωLTA�

L boL oLη
b�1 and NpoLq � A�

L .

(ii) Let oLpχq � oLt0 with χ : GL Ñ o�L unrami�ed. Then there exists an a P W pk̄Lq
�
L with

σa � χ�1pσqa for all σ P GL by Remark 1.21 ; in particular,

NpoLpχqq � D�
LT poLpχqq � A�

Ln0 for n0 � ab t0,

where ΓL �xes n0 and ϕNpoLpχqqpn0q � cn0 with c :� ϕLpaq
a P o�L .

Proof. Each case belongs to a positive representation T : in all cases the right hand side of
the equality satis�es the properties characterizing NpT q in Prop. 1.10.ii (cf. [GAL] Lemma
2.1.15).

Lemma 1.12. For any T P Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq we have:

i. NpT q is the unique A�
L -submodule of DLT pT q which satis�es (N1) and (N2);

ii. NpT pχ�rLT qq � ωrLTNpT q boL oLη
b�r.

Proof. First we choose r ¥ 0 such that T pχ�rLT q is positive. Sending N to ωrLTNpT q boL
oLη

b�r � DLT pT q boL oLη
b�r viewed in DLT pT q boL oLη

b�r � DLT pT pχ
�r
LT qq sets up a

bijection between the A�
L -submodules of DLT pT q and DLT pT pχ

�r
LT qq, respectively. One checks

that N satis�es (N1) and (N2) if and only if its image does. Hence i. and ii. (for such r) are
a consequence of Prop. 1.10.i. That ii. holds in general follows from the obvious transitivity
property of the above bijections.

Proposition 1.13. Let T be in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq of oL-rank d and such that V � L boL T is

positive with Hodge-Tate weights �r � �rd ¤ � � � ¤ �r1 ¤ 0. Taking (17) as an identi�cation
we then have

(18) p tLTωLT
qrO bA�

L
NpT q � O bL Dcris,LpLboL T q � O bA�

L
NpT q

with elementary divisors

rO bA�
L
NpT q : O bL Dcris,LpLboL T qs � rp tLTωLT

qr1 : � � � : p tLTωLT
qrds.

Proof. We abbreviate D :� Dcris,LpV q. By the de�nition of the functor M in [KR] we have

(19) O bL D �MpDq � p tLTωLT
q�rO bL D .

On the other hand, the commutativity of the big diagram before Remark 1.2 says thatMpDq �
O bA�

L
NpT q. This implies the inclusions (18).
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Concerning the second part of the assertion we �rst of all note that, although O is only
a Bezout domain, it does satisfy the elementary divisor theorem ([ST1] proof of Prop. 4.4).
We may equivalently determine the elementary divisors of the O-module MpDq{pO bL Dq.
The countable set S of zeros of the function tLT

ωLT
P O coincides with the set of nonzero torsion

points of our Lubin-Tate formal group, each occurring with multiplicity one. The �rst part
of the assertion implies that the module O-module MpDq{pO bL Dq is supported on S. Let
MzpDq, resp. Oz, denote the stalk in z P S of the coherent sheaf on B de�ned by MpDq, resp.
O. The argument in the proof of [BSX] Prop. 1.1.10 then shows that we have

MpDq{pO bL Dq �
¹
zPS

MzpDq{pOz bL Dq .

The ring Oz is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal mz generated by tLT
ωLT

. We consider
on its �eld of fractions FrpOzq the mz-adic �ltration and then on FrpOzq bL D the tensor
product �ltration. By [Kis] Lemma 1.2.1(2) (or [BSX] Lemma 3.4.4) we have

MzpDq � Fil0pFrpOzq bL Dq for any z P S,

and this isomorphism preserves Oz bL D. At this point we let 0 ¤ s1   . . .   sm   r denote
the jumps of the �ltration FilD, i.e., the rj but without repetition. We write

D � D1 ` . . .`Dm such that Filsi D � Di ` . . .`Dm .

For the following computation let, for notational simplicity, R denote any L-algebra which
is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal m. We compute

Fil0pFrpRq bL Dq �
¸
jPZ

m�j bL Filj D �
ŗ

j�0

m�j bL Filj D

�
m̧

i�1

m�si bL Filsi D �
m̧

i�1

m̧

j�i

m�si bL Dj

�
m̧

j�1

p

j̧

i�1

m�siq bL Dj �
m̧

j�1

m�sj bL Dj .

Hence we obtain

Fil0pFrpRq bL Dq{pRbL Dq � `mj�1m
�sj{RbL Dj � `mj�1R{m

sj bL Dj .

By combining all of the above we �nally arrive at

MpDq{pO bL Dq �
¹
zPS

MzpDq{pOz bL Dq �
¹
zPS

Fil0pFrpOzq bL Dq{pOz bL Dq

�
¹
zPS
p`mj�1Oz{m

sj
z bL Djq � `mj�1p

¹
zPS
pOz{p

tLT
ωLT

qsjOz bL Djqq

� `mj�1p
¹
zPS

Oz{p
tLT
ωLT

qsjOzq bL Dj � `mj�1O{p tLTωLT
qsjO bL Dj .
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For a �rst application of this result we recall the comparison isomorphism

(20) NpV q

�
��

NpV qr 1
Q s

� // OrωLTtLT
s bA�

L
NpV q

comp

�
// OrωLTtLT

s bL Dcris,LpV q

for any T in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq, V :� L boL T , and NpV q :� NpT qr 1

πL
s. The left horizontal

inclusion comes from the fact that tLT
ωLT

is a multiple of Q in O. In particular, we have the
commutative diagram

NpV q
ϕNpV q

yy
ϕNpV q

��

comp // OrωLTtLT
s bL Dcris,LpV q

ϕLbϕcris

��
N pϕqpV q

� // NpV qr 1
Q s

comp // OrωLTtLT
s bL Dcris,LpV q

where ϕcris denotes the q-Frobenius on Dcris,LpV q and where

N pϕqpV q :� the A�
L -submodule of NpV qr 1

Q s generated by the image of NpV q under ϕNpV q.

We note that, since Q is invertible in AL, N pϕqpV q can also be viewed as the A�
L -submodule of

DLT pV q � ALbA�
L
NpV q generated by the image of NpV q under ϕDLT pV q. from this one easily

deduces (use the projection formula for the ψ-operator) that the map ψDLT pV q on DLT pV q
restricts to an operator

ψNpV q : N pϕqpV q ÝÑ NpV q .

Corollary 1.14. Assume that the Hodge-Tate weights of V are all in r0, rs. Then we have

comppNpV qq � O bL Dcris,LpV q, comppN pϕqpV qq � O bL Dcris,LpV q, and(21)

comppN pϕqpV qψNpV q�0q � OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV q .(22)

Proof. Apply Proposition 1.13 to T pχ�rLT q, then divide the resulting (left) inclusion in (18) by
trLT and tensor with oLpχrLT q. This gives the �rst inclusion by Lemma 1.12 upon noting that
trLTDcris,LpLboL T q bL Lη

b�r � Dcris,LpLboL T pχ
�r
LT qq. The second inclusion easily derives

from the �rst by using that the map comp is compatible with the ϕ's.
For the third inclusion we consider any element x �

°
i fiϕNpV qpxiq P N pϕqpV q, with

fi P A�
L and xi P NpV q, such that ψNpV qpxq �

°
i ψLpfiqxi � 0. We choose an L-basis

e1, . . . , em of Dcris,LpV q and write comppxiq �
°
j fij b ej with fij P O. Then

0 � comppψNpV qpxqq �
¸
i

ψLpfiqcomppxiq �
¸
i

¸
j

ψLpfiqfij b ej

and it follows that
ψLp
¸
i

fiϕLpfijqq �
¸
i

ψLpfiqfij � 0 ,
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i.e., that
°
i fiϕLpfijq P OψL�0. On the other hand we compute

comppxq �
¸
i

fiϕNpV qpxiq �
¸
i

fipϕL b ϕcrisqpcomppxiqq

�
¸
i

¸
j

fipϕLpfijq b ϕcrispejqq

�
¸
j

�¸
i

fiϕLpfijq
�
b ϕcrispejq .

Corollary 1.15. In the situation of Proposition 1.13 we have

Dcris,LpV q �
�
O bA�

L
NpT q

	ΓL
.

Proof. We set M :� O bA�
L
NpT q and identify DpMq and Dcris,LpV q based on Lemma 1.5

and using (18). The proof of [KR, Prop. (2.2.6)] combined with Remark 1.2 iii. implies the
commutativity of the following diagram

DpMq �
�

incl.
//

� u

incl. ''

OrωLTtLT
s bL DpMq

ξ

�
//MrωLTtLT

s

MpDpMqq
?�

incl.

OO

� //M,
?�

incl.

OO

in which the right vertical map is the canonical inclusion while the left vertical map stems from
the de�nition of the functor M as in (19) (which also implies the commutativity of the left
triangle). Taking ΓL-invariants and using the fact that the upper line induces the isomorphism
DpMq �MrωLTtLT

sΓL in Remark 1.2 (iii) the result follows.

Corollary 1.16. In the situation of Proposition 1.13 we have QrNpV q � N pϕqpV q.

Proof. In the present situation ϕNpV q : NpV q Ñ NpV q is an semilinear endomorphism of
NpV q by Remark 1.6(i). Then ϕOb

A�
L
NpV q � ϕL b ϕNpV q : O bA�

L
NpV q Ñ O bA�

L
NpV q is

an endomorphism as well. The corresponding linearized maps are

ϕlinNpV q : A�
L bA�

L ,ϕL
NpV q

�
ÝÝÑ N pϕqpV q � NpV q

f b x ÞÝÑ fϕNpV qpxq

and

ϕlinOb
A�
L
NpV q � idO bϕ

lin
NpV q : O bA�

L ,ϕL
NpV q � O bA�

L

�
A�
L bA�

L ,ϕL
NpV q

�
ÝÑ O bA�

L
NpV q .

Since O is �at over A�
L r

1
πL
s it follows that

O bA�
L
NpV q{ impϕlinOb

A�
L
NpV qq � O bA�

L
pNpV q{N pϕqpV qq .
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But O is even faithfully �at over A�
L r

1
πL
s. Hence the natural map

NpV q{N pϕqpV q ÝÑ O bA�
L
NpV q{ impϕlinOb

A�
L
NpV qq

is injective. This reduces us to proving that

QrpO bA�
L
NpV qq � impϕlinOb

A�
L
NpV qq .

As for any object in the category ModϕL,γL,anO , we do have

QhpO bA�
L
NpV qq � impϕlinOb

A�
L
NpV qq .

for some su�ciently big integer h. On the other hand, (18) says that

p tLTωLT
qrcomp

�
O bA�

L
NpV q

�
� O bL Dcris,LpV q � comp

�
O bA�

L
NpV q

�
.

Since ϕcris is bijective we can sharpen the right hand inclusion to

O bL Dcris,LpV q � comp
�

impϕlinOb
A�
L
NpV qq

�
.

It follows that p tLTωLT
qrpObA�

L
NpV qq � impϕlinOb

A�
L
NpV qq. Since the greatest common divisor of

Qh and p tLTωLT
qr is Qminph,rq we �nally obtain that QrpO bA�

L
NpV qq � impϕlinOb

A�
L
NpV qq.

Corollary 1.17. In the situation of Proposition 1.13 we have, with regard to an A�
L -basis of

N :� NpT q and with s :�
°d
i�1 ri, that

detpϕN : NpT q Ñ NpT qq � detpϕNpV q : NpV q Ñ NpV qq � Qs

up to an element in o�L � pϕL � 1q
�
pA�

L q
�
�
.

Proof. Note �rst that N is ϕN -stable by Remark 1.6(i). Moreover, the determinant of ϕN
acting onNpV q equals the determinant of ϕLbϕN acting onObA�

L
NpT q, since we can take for

both an A�
L -basis ofNpT q. Since ϕLp

tLT
ωLT

q � πL
Q

tLT
ωLT

, by proposition 1.13 the latter determinant
equals pπLQ q

�s multiplied by the determinant of ϕL b Frob acting on O bL Dcris,LpV q. The
latter is equal to the determinant of Frob on Dcris,LpV q, which is πsL up to a unit in oL since
the �ltered Frobenius module Dcris,LpV q is weakly admissible. This shows the claim up to an
element in o�L � pϕL � 1qpO�q. But O� � πZL � pA

�
L q

� by [Laz1] (4.8). Hence pϕL � 1qpO�q �
pϕL � 1q

�
pA�

L q
�
�
.

1.2 The determinant of the crystalline comparison isomorphism

Let T be any object in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq of oL-rank d and such that V � LboLT has Hodge-Tate

weights �r � �rd ¤ � � � ¤ �r1; we set s :�
°d
i�1 ri, N :� NpT q and M � O b N . Consider

the integral lattice
D :� DpT q � Dcris,LpV q

which is de�ned as the image of N{ωLTN � DpNq under the natural isomorphisms DpNq �
DpMq � Dcris,LpV q arising from Lemma 1.5 and (4). Then with Np�q also Dp�q is a b-
functor. The aim of this subsection is to prove the following result.
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Proposition 1.18. With regard to bases of T and D the determinant of the crystalline com-
parison isomorphism

Bcris,L bL V � Bcris,L bL Dcris,LpV q

belongs to tsLTW pk̄Lq
�
L .

We write
�
V for the highest exterior power of V over L.

Remark 1.19. If V is L-analyic (Hodge-Tate, crystalline), then so is
�
V.

SinceDcris,L is a tensor functor, we are mainly reduced to consider characters ρ : GL Ñ L�,
for which we denote by Vρ its representation space.

Remark 1.20. (i) If Vρ is Hodge-Tate, then ρ coincides on an open subgroup of the inertia
group IL of GL with ¹

σPΣL

σ�1 � χnσσL,LT ,

for some integers nσ, where ΣL denotes the set of embeddings of L into L̄ and χσL,LT is
the Lubin-Tate character for σL and σpπLq.

(ii) If, in addition, Vρ is L-analytic, then ρ coincides on an open subgroup of the inertia
group IL with χnLT for some integer n.

Proof. This follows from [Se0] III.A4 Prop. 4 as well as III.A5 Theorem 2 and its corollary.

Remark 1.21. Let ρ be a crystalline (hence Hodge-Tate) and L-analytic character. We then
have:

(i) If ρ factorizes through GpL1{Lq for some discretely valued Galois extension L1 of L, then
the determinant of the crystalline comparison isomorphism for Vρ belongs to pW pk̄LqLr

1
p sq

�

(with respect to arbitrary bases of V and Dcris,LpV q.)

(ii) If ρ has Hodge-Tate weight �s, then the determinant of the crystalline comparison iso-
morphism for Vρ lies in t

s
LT pW pk̄LqLr

1
p sq

�.

(iii) ρ is of the form χnLTχ
un with an integer n and an unrami�ed character χun.

Proof. We shall write K0 for the maximal absolutely unrami�ed subextension of K, any alge-
braic extension of Qp. Taking GL1-invariants of the comparison isomorphism shows that the
latter is already de�ned over

B
GL1
cris,L � pLbL0 Bcrisq

GL1 � LbL0 pBcrisq
GL1 � LbL0

xL10 �W pk̄LqLr
1
p s,

whence (i). Using Remark 1.20 (ii) and applying (i) to ρχ�nLT gives (ii). By the same argument it
su�ces to prove (iii) in the case of Hodge-Tate weight 0. Then its period lies in the completion
of the maximal unrami�ed extension of L by (i), whence the claim that ρ is unrami�ed follows,
as the inertia subgroup of GL must act trivially.

By Proposition 1.8 we have

NpT q � D�
LT pT q � A� boL T
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if T is positive. Using (N2) and the isomorphism

AbAL
DLT pT q � AboL T

we obtain a canonical injection

(23) A� bA�
L
NpT q ãÑ A� boL T.

Proposition 1.22. If T is positive, then the determinant of (23) with respect to bases of
NpT q and T is contained in ωsLT pA

�
L q

� �W pk̄Lq
�
L .

Proof. Let M P MdpA
�q be the matrix of a basis of NpT q with respect to a basis of T

and P P MdpA
�
L q the matrix of ϕL with respect to the same basis of NpT q. Then we have

ϕLpMq � MP . By Corollary 1.17 we have detpP q � QsϕLpfqf
�1u for some f P pA�

L q
� and

u P o�L . But Q � ϕLpωLT qω
�1
LT . We deduce that

ϕLpdetpMqq � ϕLpω
s
LT fqpω

s
LT fq

�1udetpMq , i.e., that pωsLT faq
�1 detpMq P AϕL�1 � oL .

with a PW pk̄Lq
�
L such that ϕLpaq{a � u. It follows that detpMq P ωsLT oLpA

�
L q

� �W pk̄Lq
�
L . But

we also have detpMq P A�. Hence we �nally obtain detpMq P ωsLT oLpA
�
L q

� �W pk̄Lq
�
L XA� �

ωsLT pA
�
L q

� �W pk̄Lq
�
L .

Remark 1.23. For T � oLpχq with unrami�ed χ as in Remark 1.11 the map (23) maps the
basis n0 to ab t0.

Lemma 1.24. If T is positive, then we have:

i. O boL DpT q � O bL Dcris,LpV q � comppO bA�
L
NpT qq;

ii. the determinant of the inclusion in i. with respect to bases of DpT q and NpT q belongs to
p tLTωLT

qspA�
L q

�.

iii. for T � oLpχq with unrami�ed χ as in Remark 1.11: comppn0q � ϕLpaq b t0 � cab t0 P

Dcris,LpV q with c �
ϕLpaq
a P o�L ; in particular, the element ab t0 is a basis of DpT q.

Proof. By construction the comparison isomorphism (17) is of the form

comp � idOrωLT
tLT

sbL comp0

with
comp0 :

�
O bA�

L
N rωLTtLT

s
�ΓL �

ÝÝÑ
pr

N{ωLTN r
1
p s � DpNq

�
ÝÝÑ Dcris,LpV q

the right hand arrow being the natural isomorphism from Lemma 1.5. For positive T we know
in addition from the proof of Lemma 1.15 that

�
O bA�

L
N
�ΓL �

�
O bA�

L
N rωLTtLT

s
�ΓL . We

deduce that

comppO bA�
L
Nq � O bL comp0p

�
O bA�

L
N
�ΓLq � O bL Dcris,LpV q .

By Proposition 1.13 we know that the determinant in ii. is of the form p tLTωLT
qsfpωLT q with

fpωLT q P O�. On the other hand, if we base change the inclusion in i. to L � O{ωLTO then
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we obtain the base change from oL to L of the isomorphism D � N{ωLTN . By our choice
of bases the determinant of the latter lies in o�L . Since evaluation in zero maps p tLTωLT

qsfpωLT q

to fp0q it follows that fp0q belongs to o�L and hence ([Laz1] (4.8)) that fpωLT q belongs to
pA�

L q
�.

Now we prove iii.: By the above description of comp0 we have to show that the image
n̄0 P DpNpT qq of n0 is mapped to ca b t0 under the natural isomorphism from Lemma 1.5.
Since under the crystalline comparison isomorphisms these elements are sent to abpa�1bn̄0q P
Bcris,LbL VLpDpNqq and cab t0 P Bcris,LboL T, respectively, it su�ces to show that the map
(12) sends a�1 b n0 P L boL V pAL bA�

L
Nq (which corresponds to t0 under the canonical

isomorphism T � V pAL bA�
L
Nq) to pcaq�1 b n̄0 P VLpDpNqq. Dualizing, this is equivalent

to the claim that the map (13) sends the dual basis δa�1bn0
P pLboL V pMqq� of a�1 b n0 to

δpcaq�1bn̄0
P VLpDpNqq

�. Note that the isomorphism

pLboL V pMqq� � LboL HomAL,ϕqpAL bA�
L
N,Aq � LboL HomA�

L ,ϕq
pN,A�r 1

ωLT
sq

sends δa�1bn0
to aδn0 . Thus it su�ces to show that the map (14) sends aδn0 to caδn̄0 in

HomL,ϕq ,FilppN{ωLTNqr
1
p s, Bcris,Lq, since the latter corresponds under (15) to ca b δn̄0 P

VLpDpNq
�q which in turn corresponds to δpcaq�1bn̄0

under (16).
If f � aδn0 , which is the map which sends n0 to a, then - in the notation of the proof of

Lemma 1.5 - f1 and f2 share this property, while f3 (and hence f4) sends c�1n0 to a, because
ϕN pc

�1n0q � c�1ϕLpaqa
�1n0 � n0. Then f5 sends c�1n̄0 to a, because ξpc�1n̄0q � c�1n0.

Altogether this means, that aδn0 is mapped to ϕLpaqδn0 � caδn̄0 as claimed.

Proof of Proposition 1.18. The functor Dcris,Lp�q on crystalline Galois representations is a
b-functor and commutes with exterior powers, and the crystalline comparison isomorphism is
compatible with tensor products and exterior powers. The analogous facts hold for the functor
Np�q and hence for the functor Dp�q (by base change). The case of the functor Np�q reduces,
by using the properties (N1) and (N2) in Lemma 1.12 (i), to the case of the functor DLT p�q.
Here the properties can easily be seen by the comparison isomorphism (6).

Upon replacing T by its highest exterior power we may and do assume that the oL-module
T has rank 1. In addition by twisting T if necessary with a power of χLT we may and do
assume that T is positive with s � 0, i.e., unrami�ed by 1.21. In this case it is clear that -
using the notation of Lemma 1.24 iii. - the crystalline comparison isomorphism sends t0 to
ab t0. Since the latter is also a basis of DpT q by the same Lemma, the proposition follows.

1.3 Non-negative Hodge-Tate weights

Now assume that for T in Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq the Hodge-Tate weights are all ¥ 0 and set

N :� NpT q. By [SV15] Remark 3.2.i.-ii. the map ψL preserves A�
L . It follows that ψDLT pT q

maps A�
L �ϕN pNq - and henceN by Remark 1.6.i(2) - intoN . The following lemmata generalize

those of [B, Appendix A].

Lemma 1.25. For m ¥ 1, there exists Qm P oLrrZss such that

ψLp
1

ωmLT
q �

πm�1
L � ωLTQmpωLT q

ωmLT
.
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Proof. According to the paragraph after Remark 2.1 in [SV15] combined with Remark 3.2 ii.
in (loc. cit.) we have that

hpωLT q :� ωmLTψLp
1

ωmLT
q � ψLp

rπLs
m

ωmLT
q P A�

L .

Obviously there exists Qm P oLrrZss such that

hpωLT q � hp0q � ωLTQmpωLT q.

Thus the claim follows from

hp0q � ϕLphpωLT qq|ωLT�0 � ϕL � ψLp
rπLs

m

ωmLT
q|ωLT�0 � π�1

L

¸
aPLT1

�
rπLs

mpa�LT ωLT q

pa�LT ωLT qm



|ωLT�0

� π�1
L

¸
aPLT1

�
rπLspωLT q

a�LT ωLT


m
|ωLT�0

� πm�1
L ,

because
�
rπLspωLT q
a�LTωLT

	
|ωLT�0

� πL for a � 0 and � 0 otherwise.

Lemma 1.26. We have

ψDLT pT qpπLDLT pT q � ω�1
LTNpT qq � πLDLT pT q � ω�1

LTNpT q

and, for k ¥ 1,

ψDLT pT qpπLDLT pT q � ω
�pk�1q
LT NpT qq � πLDLT pT q � ω�kLTNpT q.

Proof. By Remark 1.6 (2) we can write any x P NpT q in the form x �
°
aiϕN pxiq with

ai P A�
L and xi P NpT q. Therefore ψDLT pT qpω

�pk�1q
LT xq �

°
ψLpω

�pk�1q
LT aiqxi by the pro-

jection formula. Since ψL preserves A�
L and is oL-linear we conclude by Lemma 1.25 that

ψLpω
�pk�1q
LT aiq belongs to πLAL � ω�kLTA�

L , whenever k ¥ 1, from which the second claim
follows as ψDLT pT qpπLDLT pT qq � πLDLT pT q by oL-linearity of ψDLT pT q. For k � 0 �nally,
ψLpω

�1
LTaiq belongs to ω

�1
LTA�

L , from which the �rst claim follows.

Lemma 1.27. If k ¥ 1 and x P DLT pT q satis�es ψDLT pT qpxq � x P πLDLT pT q � ω�kLTNpT q,

then x belongs to πLDLT pT q � ω�kLTNpT q.

Proof. Since DLT pT q{πLDLT pT q is a �nitely generated (free) kLppωLT qq-module there exists
an integer m ¥ 0 such that x P πLDLT pT q�ω

�m
LT NpT q; let l denote the smallest among them.

Assume that l ¡ k. Then Lemma 1.26 shows that

ψDLT pT qpxq P πLDLT pT q � ω
�pl�1q
LT NpT q.

Hence ψDLT pT qpxq � x would belong to πLDLT pT q � ω�lLTNpT q but not to pπLDLT pT q �

ω
�pl�1q
LT NpT qq, a contradiction to our assumption. It follows that l ¤ k, and we are done.

Lemma 1.28. It holds DLT pT q
ψDLT pT q�1 � ω�1

LTNpT q, i.e.,

DLT pT q
ψDLT pT q�1 �

�
ω�1
LTNpT q

�ψDLT pT q�1
.
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Proof. By induction on k ¥ 1 we will show that DLT pT q
ψDLT pT q�1 � πkLDLT pT q � ω�1

LTNpT q,

i.e., writing x � πkLyk � nk P DLT pT q
ψDLT pT q�1 the sequence nk will πL-adically converge in

ω�1
LTNpT q with limit x.
In order to show the claim assume x P DLT pT q

ψDLT pT q�1. As in the previous proof there
exists some minimal integer m ¥ 0 such that x P πLDLT pT q � ω�mLT NpT q. Then m � 1 and
we are done since otherwise Lemma 1.27 implies that m can be decreased by 1. This proves
the claim for k � 1.

By our induction hypothesis we can write x P DLT pT q
ψDLT pT q�1 as x � πkLy � n with

y P DLT pT q and n P ω
�1
LTNpT q. The equation ψDLT pT qpxq � x implies that ψDLT pT qpnq � n �

πkLpψDLT pT qpyq�yq. In the proof of Lemma 1.26 we have seen that ψDLT pT qpnq�n P ω
�1
LTNpT q.

Note that πkLDLT pT q X ω�1
LTNpT q � πkLω

�1
LTNpT q because AL{ω

�1
LTA�

L has no πL-torsion.
Therefore ψDLT pT qpyq � y P ω�1

LTNpT q, whence y, by Lemma 1.27, belongs to πLDLT pT q �

ω�1
LTNpT q so that we can write x � πkLpπLy

1 � n1q � n � πk�1
L y1 � pπkLn

1 � nq as desired.

Set V :� T boL L.

Lemma 1.29. If Dcris,LpV q
ϕq�1 � 0, then V has the trivial representation L as quotient, i.e.,

the co-invariants VGL are non-trivial.

Proof. Let W � V � be the L-dual of V. Then, by [SV15, (51)] we have

pVGLq
� � H0pL,W q � Dcris,LpW qϕq�1 X pB�

dR bLW qGL � Dcris,LpW qϕq�1 � 0,

because pB�
dR bL W qGL � pBdR bL W qGL � Dcris,LpW q since the Hodge-Tate weights of W

are ¤ 0.

Lemma 1.30. If V does not have any quotient isomorphic to the trivial representation L,
then DLT pT q

ψDLT pT q�1 � NpT q, i.e.,

DLT pT q
ψDLT pT q�1 � NpT qψDLT pT q�1 .

Proof. Because of Lemma 1.28 it su�ces to show that pω�1
LTNpT qq

ψDLT pT q�1 � NpT q. Let
e1, . . . , ed be a basis of N :� NpT q over A�

L . Then, by Remark 1.6 (ii) there exist βij �°
`¥0 βij,`ω

`
LT P A�

L such that ei �
°d
j�1 βijϕN pejq. Now assume that ω�1

LTn �
°d
i�1 αiei �°

i,j αiβijϕN pejq belongs to pω�1
LTNq

ψDLT pT q�1 with αi �
°
`¥�1 αi,`ω

`
LT P ω�1

LTA�
L . By the

projection formula this implies, for 1 ¤ j ¤ d,

αj � ψLp
ḑ

i�1

αiβijq � ω�1
LT

ḑ

i�1

αi,�1βij,0 mod A�
L

because ψLpω
�1
LT q � ω�1

LT mod A�
L by Lemma 1.25, whence

ϕLpωLT qϕLpαjq �
ḑ

i�1

αi,�1βij,0 mod ωLTA�
L .

It follows from the de�nition of βij that

ϕN pnq �
¸
j

ϕLpωLT qϕLpαjqϕN pejq �
¸
j,i

αi,�1βij,0ϕN pejq �
¸
i

αi,�1ei � n mod ωLTN,

i.e., that Dcris,LpV q � N{ωLTN r
1
p s (by (4) and Lemma 1.5) contains an eigenvector for ϕq

with eigenvalue 1, if ω�1
LTn does not belong to N. Now the result follows from Lemma 1.29.
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2 pϕL,ΓLq-modules over the Robba ring

2.1 Robba rings of character varieties

2.1.1 The additive case

Let L � K � Cp be a complete intermediate extension and let G :� oL denote the additive
group oL viewed as a locally L-analytic group. The group of K-valued locally analytic charac-
ters of G is denoted by pGpKq. It is shown in [ST2] �2 that there is a one dimensional smooth
connected rigid analytic group variety X over L which �represents the character group pG�. We
have the rings O¤1

K pXq � Ob
KpXq � OKpXq of bounded by 1, of bounded, and of all K-valued

global holomorphic functions on X, respectively. We note that OKpXq
� � Ob

KpXq
� by [BSX]

Lemma 2.3.
For any a P oL the map g ÞÝÑ ag on G is locally L-analytic. This induces an action of

the multiplicative monoid oLzt0u on the topological vector space of locally analytic functions
CanpG,Kq given by f ÞÝÑ a�pfqpgq :� fpagq. Obviously, with χ P pGpKq also a�pχq is a
character in pGpKq. In this way we obtain actions of the ring oL on these groups. In fact,
this action on character groups comes from an oL-action on the rigid character variety X (cf.
[BSX]). Moreover, from the action on X we derive a translation action by the multiplicative
monoid oLzt0u on the Fréchet algebra OKpXq, which will be denoted by pa, F q ÞÝÑ a�pF q.
Note that this action respect the subrings O¤1

K pXq � Ob
KpXq.

The continuous dual of the locally convex K-vector space CanpG,Kq is the Fréchet algebra
DpG,Kq of locally analytic distributions on G. The oLzt0u-action on CanpG,Kq dualizes into
an action on DpG,Kq denoted by pa, λq ÞÝÑ a�pλq � λ � a�. By [ST2] Thm. 2.3 we have the
Fourier isomorphism

DpG,Kq
�
ÝÝÑ OKpXq(24)

λ ÞÝÑ Fλpχq � λpχq .

One easily checks that this isomorphism is oLzt0u-equivariant. In the following we will denote
the endomorphism pπLq� on both sides by ϕL. The Fourier isomorphism maps the Dirac
distribution δg, for any g P G, to the evaluation function evgpχq :� χpgq. Of course, these
functions are units in O¤1

K pXq.

Lemma 2.1. The endomorphism ϕL makes OKpXq into a free module over itself of rank equal
to the cardinality of oL{πLoL; a basis is given by the functions evg for g running over a �xed
system of representatives for the cosets in oL{πLoL.

Proof. This is most easily seen by using the Fourier isomorphism which reduces the claim
to the corresponding statement about the distribution algebra DpoL,Kq. But here the ring
homomorphism ϕL visibly induces an isomorphism between DpoL,Kq and the subalgebra
DpπLoL,Kq of DpoL,Kq. Let R � oL denote a set of representatives for the cosets in oL{πLoL.
Then the Dirac distributions tδgugPR form a basis of DpoL,Kq as a DpπLoL,Kq-module.

Lemma 2.2. The o�L -action on DpG,Kq � OKpXq extends naturally to a (jointly) continuous
Dpo�L ,Kq-module structure.

Proof. In a �rst step we consider the case K � L, so that K is spherically complete. By [ST1]
Cor. 3.4 it su�ces to show that CanpG,Kq as an o�L -representation is locally analytic. This
means we have to establish that, for any f P CanpG,Kq, the orbit map a ÞÝÑ a�pfq on o�L is
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locally analytic. But this map is the image of the locally analytic function pa, gq ÞÝÑ fpagq
under the isomorphism Canpo�L �G,Kq � Canpo�L , C

anpG,Kqq in [ST3] Lemma A.1.
Now let K be general. All tensor products in the following are understood to be formed

with the projective tensor product topology. By the universal property of the latter the jointly
continuous bilinear map Dpo�L , Lq �OLpXq Ñ OLpXq extends uniquely to a continuous linear
map Dpo�L , LqpbLOLpXq Ñ OLpXq. This further extends to the right hand map in the sequence
of continuous K-linear maps�

K pbLDpo�L , Lq�pbK�K pbLOLpXq
�
Ñ K pbL�Dpo�L , LqpbLOLpXq

�
Ñ K pbLOLpXq .

The left hand map is the obvious canonical one. We refer to [PGS] �10.6 for the basics on scalar
extensions of locally convex vector spaces. The same reasoning as in the proof of [BSX] Prop.
2.5.ii shows that K pbLOLpXq � OKpXq. It remains to check that K pbLDpo�L , Lq � Dpo�L ,Kq
holds true as well. For any open subgroup U � o�L we have Dpo�L ,�q � `aPo�L{U

δaDpU,�q.

Hence it su�ces to check thatK pbLDpU,Lq � DpU,Kq for one appropriate U . But o�L contains
such a subgroup U which is isomorphic to the additive group oL so that DpU,�q � DpoL,�q �
O�pXq. In this case we had established our claim already.

The operator ϕL has a distinguished K-linear continuous left inverse ψDL which is de�ned
to be the dual of the map

CanpG,Kq ÝÑ CanpG,Kq

f ÞÝÑ pπLq!pfqpgq :�

#
fpπ�1

L gq if g P πLoL,

0 otherwise,

and then, via the Fourier transform, induces an operator ψX
L on OKpXq. One checks that for

Dirac distributions we have

(25) ψDL pδgq �

#
δπ�1
L g if g P πLoL,

0 otherwise.

Together with Lemma 2.1 this implies the following.

Lemma 2.3. If R0 � oL is a set of representatives for the nonzero cosets in oL{πLoL then

kerpψX
Lq � `gPR0 evg �ϕLpOKpXqq .

We also recall the resulting projection formula

ψX
LpϕLpF1qF2q � F1ψ

X
LpF2q for any F1, F2 P OKpXq.

In order to establish a formula for the composition ϕL �ψX
L we let XrπLs :� kerpX

π�LÝÝÑ Xq.
Then XrπLspCpq is the character group of the �nite group oL{πLoL. The points in XrπLspCpq
are de�ned over some �nite extension K1{K. For any ζ P XrπLspCpq we have the continuous
translation operator

OK1pXq ÝÑ OK1pXq

F ÞÝÑ pζF qpχq :� F pχζq .
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Proposition 2.4. i. For any F P OK1pXq we have

roL : πLoLs � ϕL � ψ
X
LpF q �

¸
ζPXrπLspCpq

ζF .

ii. ϕLpOKpXqq � tF P OKpXq : ζF � F for any ζ P XrπLspCpqu.

Proof. i. Since the functions evg generate a dense subspace in OK1pXq ([ST1] Lemma 3.1 the
proof of which remains valid for general K by [PGS] Cor. 4.2.6 and Thm. 11.3.5) it su�ces,
by the continuity of all operators involved, to consider any F � evg. We compute

p
¸
ζ

ζ evgqpχq �
¸
ζ

evgpχζq � χpgq
¸
ζ

ζpgq

�

#
roL : πLoLs � χpgq if g P πLoL,

0 otherwise

�

#
roL : πLoLs � evgpχq if g P πLoL,

0 otherwise.

On the other hand

ϕLpψ
X
Lpevgqq � ϕL

�#evπ�1
L g if g P πLoL,

0 otherwise

	
�

#
evg if g P πLoL,

0 otherwise.

ii. If ζF � F for any ζ P XrπLspCpq then ϕLpψX
LpF qq � F by i. On the other hand

pζϕLpF qqpχq � ϕLpF qpχζqq � F pπ�Lpχqπ
�
Lpζqq � F pπ�Lpχqq � ϕLpF qpχq .

We have observed in the above proof that the functions evg, for g P G, generate a dense
subspace of OKpXq. Considering the topological decomposition

OKpXq � ϕLpOKpXqq `OKpXq
ψX
L�0(26)

F � ϕLpψ
X
LpF qq � pF � ϕLpψ

X
LpF qqq

we see, using (25), that the evg for g P πLoL, resp. the evg for g P o
�
L , generate a dense subspace

of ϕLpOKpXqq, resp. of OKpXq
ψX
L�0. In view of Lemma 2.2 the obvious formula a�pevgq � evag

together with the fact, that the Dirac distributions δa, for a P o
�
L , generate a dense subspace

of Dpo�L ,Kq, then imply that the decomposition (26) is Dpo�L ,Kq-invariant.

Lemma 2.5. (Mellin transform) The action of Dpo�L ,Kq upon δ1 P DpoL,Kq combined with
the Fourier isomorphism induces the map

Dpo�L ,Kq
�
ÝÝÑ DpoL,Kq

ψDL�0 � OKpXq
ψX
L�0

λ ÞÝÑ λpδ1q � λpev1q

which is a topological isomorphism of Dpo�L ,Kq-modules.
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Proof. The disjoint decomposition into open sets oL � πLoLY o
�
L induces the linear topological

decomposition DpG,Kq � ϕLpDpG,Kqq`Dpo
�
L ,Kq. The assertion follows by comparing this

with the decomposition (26).

In the following we use the isomorphism χLT : ΓL
�
ÝÑ o�L in order to identify the distribution

algebra DpΓL,Kq with Dpo
�
L ,Kq. We then have obvious versions of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma

2.5 for DpΓL,Kq.
Next we recall the construction of the Robba ring RKpXq [BSX] �2.1. As a quasi-Stein

space X �
�
n¥1 Xn has an admissible covering by an increasing sequence X1 � . . . � Xn � . . .

of a�noid subdomains Xn. The complements XzXn are admissible open, and the Robba ring
is de�ned to be

RLpXq :� limÝÑ
n

OLpXzXnq .

Since any a�noid subdomain of X must be contained in some Xn the Robba ring RLpXq is
equal to limÝÑU

OLpXzUq where U runs through all a�noid subdomains of X. This shows that
the initial de�nition does not depend on the choice of the Xn. In the following we always will
take those Xn which were de�ned in [BSX] after Remark 1.21. They satisfy:

(1) The system pXzXnq{Cp is isomorphic to an decreasing system of one dimensional annuli
([BSX] Prop. 1.20). This implies:

� RLpXq is the increasing union of the rings OLpXzXnq and contains OLpXq;

� each OLpXzXnq as well as RLpXq are integral domains.

(2) With X each XzXn is one dimensional and smooth.

(3) Each XzXn is a quasi-Stein space ([BSX] Prop. 2.1). This implies:

� The OLpXzXnq are naturally Fréchet algebras. We will therefore view RLpXq as the
locally convex inductive limit of these Fréchet algebras.

(4) The action of the monoid oLzt0u on OLpXq extends naturally to a continuous action on
RLpXq ([BSX] Lemma 2.12). In fact, the o�L -action preserves each subring OLpXzXnq
([BSX] Lemma 2.10).

To say more about the o�L -action we need to go a bit more into the technicalities. The reason
behind the property (3) is that XzXn �

�
s¤s1 Xps, s

1q has an admissible covering by an
increasing sequence of a�noid subdomains Xps, s1q, which over Cp become isomorphic to closed
annuli ([BSX] Prop. 1.20) and which are o�L -invariant. In [BSX] Prop. 2.17 and paragraphs
after Lemma 2.18 it is shown that the induced o�L -action on the Banach spaces OLpXps, s

1qq is
locally L-analytic. According to [ST1] Prop. 3.2 this o�L -action therefore extends to a separately
continuous action of the distribution algebra Dpo�L , Lq �rst on OLpXps, s

1qq and then, by
passing to the projective limit, on OLpXzXnq. These actions, in fact, are jointly continuous
since any separately continuous bilinear map between Fréchet spaces is jointly continuous.
Passing to the inductive limit (w.r.t. n) we �nally obtain a separately continuous Dpo�L , Lq-
action on RLpXq.
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2.1.2 The multiplicative case

It will be technically convenient to pick an open subgroup Γ � ΓL which is isomorphic to the
additive group oL. Then:

� Γ is a locally L-analytic subgroup of ΓL with the same Lie algebra LiepΓq � LiepΓLq,
and the inclusion Γ � ΓL gives rise to an inclusion of distribution algebras DpΓ,Kq �
DpΓL,Kq.

� Γ is a free Zp-module of rank d.

Similarly as in the previous section we let pΓLpKq and pΓpKq denote the group of K-valued
locally L-analytic characters of ΓL and Γ, respectively.

Remark 2.6. The restriction map pΓLpCpq ÝÑ pΓpCpq is surjective.
Proof. Since C�p is divisible and hence injective as an abelian group, any abstract homomor-
phism Γ Ñ C�p extends to a homomorphism ΓL Ñ C�p . But the continuity as well as the local
L-analyticity of a homomorphism χ : ΓL Ñ C�p can be tested on its restriction χ|Γ. Observe
for this that the diagram

Γ

γ�

��

χ // C�p
�χpγq

��
γΓ

χ // C�p

is commutative for any γ P ΓL.

As for G in the previous section we have character varieties for ΓL and Γ as well (cf. [ST2]
Thm. 2.3, Lemma 2.4, Cor. 3.7 and [Eme] Propositions 6.4.5 and 6.4.6):

� pΓLp�q and pΓp�q are, in a natural way, represented by a rigid analytic group variety X�

and X�Γ , respectively, over L. Note that X
�
Γ is isomorphic to X.

� The restriction map ρ : X� ÝÑ X�Γ is a �nite faithfully �at covering ([Eme] proof of
Prop. 6.4.5).

� X� and X�Γ are one dimensional quasi-Stein spaces.

� X�Γ is smooth, and OLpX
�
Γ q is an integral domain.

� The Fourier transforms

DpΓL, Lq
�
ÝÑ OLpX

�q and DpΓ, Lq
�
ÝÑ OLpX

�
Γ q

sending a distribution µ to the function Fµpχq :� µpχq are isomorphisms of Fréchet
algebras.

There are two sources for explicit elements in the distribution algebras DpΓL, Lq and
DpΓ, Lq. First of all we have, for any group element γ P ΓL, resp. γ P Γ, the Dirac distribution
δγ in DpΓL, Lq, resp. in DpΓ, Lq. As in the previous section the corresponding holomorphic
function Fδγ � evγ is the function of evaluation in γ.
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Lemma 2.7. i. Let γ P ΓL be any element not of �nite order; then the zeros of the function
evγ �1 on X� are exactly the characters χ of �nite order such that χpγq � 1.

ii. For any 1 � γ P Γ the zeros of the function evγ �1 on X�Γ all have multiplicity one.

Proof. i. Obviously the zeros of evγ �1 are the characters χ such that χpγq � 1. On the other
hand consider any locally L-analytic character χ : ΓL Ñ C�p . Its kernel H :� kerpχq is a
closed locally L-analytic subgroup of ΓL. Hence its Lie algebra LiepHq is an L-subspace of
LiepΓLq � L. We see that either LiepHq � LiepΓLq, in which case H is open in ΓL and hence
χ is a character of �nite order, or LiepHq � 0, in which case H is zero dimensional and hence
is a �nite subgroup of ΓL. If χpγq � 1 then, by our assumption on γ, the second case cannot
happen.

ii. (We will recall the concept of multiplicity further below.) Because of the isomorphism
X�Γ � X it su�ces to prove the corresponding assertion in the additive case. Let 0 � g P oL
and let χ P XpCpq be a character of �nite order such that χpgq � 1. By [ST2] we have an
isomorphism between X{Cp and the open unit disk B{Cp . Let z P BpCpq denote the image
of χ under this isomorphism. By [ST2] Prop. 3.1 and formula p��q on p. 458, the function
evg �1 corresponds under this isomorphism to the holomorphic function on BpCpq given by
the formal power series

Fgt10pZq � exppgΩ logLT pZqq � 1 ,

where Ω � 0 is a certain period. By assumption we have Fgt10pzq � 0. On the other hand the
formal derivative of this power series is

d

dZ
Fgt10pZq � gΩgLT pZqpFgt10pZq � 1q .

Since gLT pZq is a unit in oLrrZss we see that z is not a zero of this derivative. It follows that
z has multiplicity one as a zero of Fgt10pZq.

The other source comes from the Lie algebra LiepΓq � LiepΓLq. Using the derivative
dχLT : LiepΓLq

�
ÝÑ L of the locally L-analytic isomorphism χLT : ΓL

�
ÝÑ o�L we obtain the

element
∇ :� dχ�1

LT p1q P LiepΓLq .

On the other hand there is the L-linear embedding ([ST1] �2)

LiepΓq ÝÑ DpΓ, Lq

x ÞÝÑ rf ÞÑ
d

dt
fpexpΓptxqq|t�0s .

We therefore may and will view ∇ always as a distribution on Γ or ΓL.

Lemma 2.8. The zeros of the function F∇ on X�Γ are precisely the characters of �nite order
each with multiplicity one.

Proof. Once again because of the isomorphism X�Γ � X it su�ces to prove the corresponding
assertion in the additive case. This is done in [BSX] Lemma 1.28.

To recall from [BSX] �1.1 the concept of multiplicity used above and to explain a divisibility
criterion in these rings of holomorphic functions we let Y be any one dimensional smooth
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rigid analytic quasi-Stein space over L such that OLpYq is an integral domain. Under these
assumptions the local ring in a point y of the structure sheaf OY is a discrete valuation ring.
Let my denote its maximal ideal. The divisor divpfq of any nonzero function f P OLpYq is
de�ned to be the function divpfq : YÑ Z¥0 given by divpfqpyq � n if and only if the germ of
f in y lies in mn

y zm
n�1
y . By Lemma 1.1 in (loc. cit.) for any a�noid subdomain Z � Y the set

(27) tx P Z|divpfq ¡ 0u is �nite.

Lemma 2.9. For any two nonzero functions f1, f2 P OLpYq we have f2 P f1OLpYq if and
only if divpf2q ¥ divpf1q.

Proof. We consider the principal ideal f1OLpYq. As a consequence of [BSX] Prop. 1.6 and
Prop. 1.4 we have

f1OLpYq � tf P OLpYqzt0u : divpfq ¥ divpf1qu Y t0u.

We now apply these results to exhibit a few more explicit elements in the distribution
algebra DpΓ, Lq, which will be used later on.

Lemma 2.10. For any 1 � γ P Γ the fraction ∇
δγ�1 is a well de�ned element in the integral

domain DpΓ, Lq.

Proof. By the Fourier isomorphism we may equivalently establish that the fraction F∇
evγ �1

exists in OLpX
�
Γ q. But for this we only need to combine the Lemmas 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9.

The next elements will only lie in the Robba ring of Γ. First of all we observe that the
de�nition of the Robba ring RLpXq in the previous section was completely formal and works
precisely the same way for any quasi-Stein space. Hence we have available the Robba rings
RLpX

�
Γ q and RLpX

�q. Since the morphism ρ : X� ÝÑ X�Γ is �nite the preimage under ρ of any
a�noid subdomain in X�Γ is an a�noid subdomain in X�. The inclusion OLpX

�
Γ q � OLpX

�q
therefore extends to a natural homomorphism of rings

ρ� : RLpX
�
Γ q ÝÑ RLpX

�q .

Remark 2.11. The homomorphism ρ� : RLpX
�
Γ q Ñ RLpX

�q is injective.

Proof. As a �nite map ρ has the property that the preimage ρ�1pUq of an a�noid subdomain
U � X�Γ is an a�noid subdomain in X� ([BGR] Prop. 9.4.4.1). Hence, if we �x an admissible
covering X�Γ �

�
n¥1 X

�
n by an increasing sequence of a�noid subdomains X�n � X�Γ , then

X� �
�
n¥1 ρ

�1pX�n q again is an admissible covering by a�noid subdomains. It follows that
RLpX

�q � limÝÑn
OLpX

�zρ�1pX�n qq, and therefore it su�ces to show the injectivity of the maps
ρ� : OLpX

�
Γ zX

�
n q Ñ OLpX

�zρ�1pX�n qq. But this is clear since the map ρ : X�zρ�1pX�n q Ñ
X�Γ zX

�
n is surjective by Remark 2.6.

Since X�Γ � X we have a list of properties for X�Γ which corresponds to the list (1) � (3)
in section 2.1.1. There is an admissible covering X�Γ �

�
n¥1 X

�
n by an increasing sequence

X�1 � . . . � X�n � . . . of a�noid subdomains X�n with the following properties:
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(1) The system pX�Γ zX
�
n q{Cp is isomorphic to an increasing system of one dimensional annuli.

This implies:

� RLpX
�
Γ q is the increasing union of the rings OLpX

�
Γ zX

�
n q and contains OLpX

�
Γ q;

� Each OLpX
�
Γ zX

�
n q as well as RLpX

�
Γ q are integral domains.

(2) Each X�Γ zX
�
n is a one dimensional smooth quasi-Stein space.

In particular, the OLpX
�
Γ zX

�
n q are naturally Fréchet algebras, and we may view RLpX

�
Γ q as

their locally convex inductive limit. We also conclude that Lemma 2.9 applies to each X�Γ zX
�
n .

We now �x a basis b � pb1, . . . , bdq of Γ as a Zp-module.

Proposition 2.12. For any 1 ¤ j ¤ d the fraction

Ξb,j :�
1

evbj �1
�
¹
i�j

F∇
evbi �1

is well de�ned in the Robba ring RLpX
�
Γ q and independent of j and henceforth just called Ξb.

Proof. The zeros of the fraction F∇
evbi �1 are precisely those �nite order characters which are

nontrivial on bi. Hence the product
±
i�j

F∇
evbi �1 still has a zero in any �nite order character

which is nontrivial on bi for at least one i � j. On the other hand the zeros of evbj �1 are those
�nite order characters which are trivial on bj (and they have multiplicity one). Since only the
trivial character is trivial on all b1, . . . , bd we see that all zeros of evbj �1 with the exception
of the trivial character occur also as zeros of the product in the assertion. It follows that
the asserted fraction Ξb,j exists in OLpX

�
Γ zX

�
n q provided n is large enough so that the trivial

character is a point in X�n . Since p
±d
i�1pevbi �1qqΞb,j � pF∇q

d�1 and RLpX
�
Γ q is integral, we

see the independence of j.

2.1.3 Twisting

Consider any locally L-analytic group G and �x a locally L-analytic character χ : G Ñ L�.
Then multiplication by χ is a K-linear topological isomorphism CanpG,Kq

χ�
ÝÑ
�

CanpG,Kq.

We denote the dual isomorphism by

TwDχ : DpG,Kq
�
ÝÝÑ DpG,Kq ,

i.e., TwDχ pµq � µpχ�q, and call it the twist by χ. For Dirac distributions we obtain TwDχ pδgq �
χpgqδg.

Suppose now that G is one of the groups oL or Γ � ΓL � o�L of the previous subsections,
and let XG denote its character variety. Then χ is an L-valued point zχ P XGpLq. Using the
product structure of the variety XG we similarly have the twist operator

TwXG
z : OKpXGq

�
ÝÝÑ OKpXGq , f ÞÝÑ fpz�q .

As any rigid automorphism multiplication by a rational point respects the system of a�-
noid subdomains and hence the system of their complements. Hence TwXG

z extends straight-
forwardly to an automorphism TwXG

z : RKpXGq
�
ÝÑ RKpXGq. The following properties are

straightforward to check:
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1. Under the Fourier isomorphism TwDχ and TwXG
zχ correspond to each other.

2. TwXG
z1 � TwXG

z2 � TwXG
z1�z2 .

3. If α : G1
�
ÝÑ G2 is an isomorphism between two of our groups then, for any z P XG2pLq,

the twist operators Tw
XG1

α�pzq and Tw
XG2
z correspond to each other under the isomorphism

α� : RKpXG1q
�
ÝÑ RKpXG2q.

2.1.4 The LT-isomorphism

We write B for the open unit ball over L. The Lubin-Tate formal oL-module gives B an oL-
action via pa, zq ÞÑ raspzq. If OKpBq is the ring of power series in Z with coe�cients in K
which converge on BpCpq, then the above oL-action on B induces an action of the monoid
oLzt0u on OKpBq by pa, F q ÞÑ F � ras. Similarly as before we let ϕL denote the action of πL.
Next we consider the continuous operator

tr : OKpBq ÝÑ OKpBq

fpzq ÞÝÑ
¸

yPkerprπLsq

fpy �LT zq .

Coleman has shown (cf. [SV15, �2]) that trpZiq P impϕLq for any i ¥ 0. Hence, since ϕL is a
homeomorphism onto its image, we have imptrq � impϕLq and hence, since ϕL is injective, we
may introduce the K-linear operator

ψL : OKpBq ÝÑ OKpBq such that π�1
L tr � ϕL � ψL.

One easily checks that ψL is equivariant for the o�L -action and satis�es the projection formula
ψLpf1ϕLpf2qq � ψLpf1qf2 as well as ψL � ϕL �

q
πL
.

Furthermore, we �x a generator η1 of T 1π as oL-module and denote by Ω � Ωη1 the corre-
sponding period. In the following we assume that Ω belongs to K. From [ST2, theorem 3.6]
we recall the LT-isomorphism

κ� : OKpXq
�
ÝÑ OKpBq(28)

F ÞÑ rz ÞÑ F pκzqs,

where κzpaq � 1 � Fη1praspzqq with 1 � Fη1pZq :� exp pΩ logLT pZqq . It is an isomorphism of
topological rings which is equivariant with respect to the action by the monoid oLzt0u (as a
consequence of [ST2, Prop. 3.1]). Moreover, Lemma 2.2 implies that the o�L -action on OKpBq
extends to a jointly continuous Dpo�L ,Kq-module structure (by descent even for general K)
and that the LT-isomorphism is an isomorphism of Dpo�L ,Kq-modules.

By the construction of the LT-isomorphism we have

κ�pevaq � exppaΩ logLT pZqq P oCprrZss for any a P oL.

Hence Lemma 2.3 implies that

κ�pkerpψX
Lqq �

¸
aPR0

exppaΩ logLT pZqqϕLpOKpBqq
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where R0 � oL denotes a set of representatives for the nonzero cosets in oL{πLoL. Using that
logLT pZ1 �LT Z2q � logLtpZ1q � logLT pZ2q we compute

trpexppaΩ logLT pZqq �
¸

yPkerprπLsq

exppaΩ logLT py �LT Zqq

�
� ¸
yPkerprπLsq

exppaΩ logLT pyqq
�

exppaΩ logLT pZqq

�
� ¸
yPkerprπLsq

κypaq
�

exppaΩ logLT pZqq .

But the κy for y P kerprπLsq are precisely the characters of the �nite abelian group oL{πLoL.
Hence

°
yPkerprπLsq

κypaq � 0 for a P R0. It follows that κ�pkerpψX
Lqq � kerpψLq. We conclude

that under the LT-isomorphism ψL corresponds to q
πL
ψX
L using the fact that we also have a

decomposition
OKpBq �

¸
aPoL{πL

exppaΩ logLT pZqqϕLpOKpBqq.

In the following we denote by

M : DpΓL,Kq
�
ÝÑ OKpBqψL�0

the composite

DpΓL,Kq � Dpo�L ,Kq � OKpXq
ψX
L�0 � OKpBqψL�0

where the �rst map is induced by the character χLT : ΓL
�
ÝÑ o�L , the second one from 2.5 is

induced by the Fourier isomorphism while the third one is the LT-isomorphism. By inserting
the de�nitions we obtain the explicit formula

Mpλqpzq � λpκz � χLT q .

The construction of the above map M is related to the pairing

t , u : OKpBq � CanpoL,Kq Ñ K

pF, fq ÞÑ µpfq, where µ P DpoL,Kq is such that µpκzq � F pzq,

in [ST2, lem. 4.6] by the following commutative diagram:

DpΓL,Kq

M
��

� CanpΓL,Kq

pχLT q�
��

pλ,fqÞÑλpfq // K

OKpBqψL�0

�

��

� Canpo�L ,Kq

extension by 0

��
OKpBq � CanpoL,Kq

t , u // K

Remark 2.13. For any F P OKpBqψL�0 and any f P CanpoL,Kq such that f |o�L � 0 we have
tF, fu � 0.
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Proof. We have seen above that under the LT-isomorphism ψL corresponds, up to a nonzero
constant, to ψX

L and hence further under the Fourier isomorphism to ψDL . It therefore su�ces
to show that for any µ P DpoL,Kqψ

D
L�0 we have µpfq � 0. For this we de�ne f̃ :� fpπL�q P

CanpoL,Kq and note that pπLq!pf̃q � f . By the de�nition of ψDL we therefore obtain, under
our assumption on µ, that µpfq � µpfq � ψDL pµqpf̃q � µpf � pπLq!pf̃qq � µp0q � 0.

Lemma 2.14. For any F P OKpBqψL�1 and n ¥ 0 we have

M�1pp1�
πL
q
ϕLqF qpχ

n
LT q � Ω�np1�

πn�1
L

q
qpBninvF q|Z�0.

Proof. Note that p1 � πL
q ϕLqF belongs to OKpBqψL�0. Let inc! P CanpoL,Kq denote the

extension by zero of the inclusion o�L � oL, and let id : oL Ñ K be the identity function.
Using the above commutative diagram the assertion reduces to the equality

tp1�
πL
q
ϕLqF, incn! u � Ω�np1�

πn�1
L

q
qpBninvF q|Z�0.

By Remark 2.13 we may replace on the left hand side the function incn! by the function idn.
Next we observe that x idnpxq � idn�1pxq. Hence, by [ST2, Lem. 4.6(8)], i.e., tF, xfpxqu �
tΩ�1BinvF, fu and induction, the left hand side is equal to

tp1�
πL
q
ϕLqF, id

nu � tΩ�nBninvpp1�
πL
q
ϕLqF q, id

0u

� tΩ�np1�
πn�1
L

q
ϕLqpB

n
invF q, id

0u since BinvϕL � πLϕLBinv by (3)

� Ω�np1�
πn�1
L

q
ϕLqpB

n
invF q|Z�0 since id0 is the trivial character of oL

� Ω�np1�
πn�1
L

q
qpBninvF q|Z�0 since rπLsp0q � 0.

In the course of the previous proof we have seen that, for F in OKpBqψL�0 and n ¥ 0,

(29) M�1pF qpχnLT q � Ω�npBninvF q|Z�0 .

Lemma 2.15. For any F P OKpBqψL�0 and n ¥ 1 we have

M�1plogLT �F qpχ
n
LT q � nΩ�1M�1pF qpχn�1

LT q .

Proof. First, using (3), observe that

ψLplogLT �F q � ψLpπ
�1
L ϕLplogLT q � F q � π�1

L ϕLplogLT qψLpF q � 0 .

Secondly note that Binv logLT � 1, i.e., Biinv logLT � 0 for i ¥ 2; also logLT p0q � 0. Using (29)
twice we have

M�1plogLT F qpχ
n
LT q � Ω�npBninvplogLT F qq|Z�0

� Ω�n

� ¸
i�j�n

�
n
i



pBiinv logLT qpB

j
invF q

�
|Z�0

� Ω�nnpBn�1
inv F q|Z�0

� nΩ�1M�1pF qpχn�1
LT q .
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For the rest of this section we assume not only that K contains Ω but also that the action
of GL on Cp leaves K invariant.

The LT-isomorphism is a topological ring isomorphism

K pbLOLpXq � OKpXq � OLpBq � K pbLOLpBq

(see [BSX, Prop. 2.1.5 ii.] for the outer identities).
On both sides we have the obvious coe�cientwise GL-action induced by the Galois-action

on the tensor-factor K. We use the following notation:

� σ P GL acting coe�cientwise on OKpBq is denoted by: F ÞÑ σF ; the corresponding �xed
ring is OKpBqGL � OLpBq.

� The coe�cientwise action on OKpXq transfers to the twisted action on OKpBq by [ST2,
before Cor. 3.8] given as F ÞÑ σ�F :� σF � rτpσ�1qs; the corresponding �xed ring is
OKpBqGL,� � OLpXq � DpoL, Lq.

Remark 2.16. Note that the oLzt0u-action and hence the Dpo�L , Lq-module structure commute
with both GL-actions. Moreover, ψL commutes with the GL-actions as well.

Recall that using the notation from [ST2, Lem. 4.6, 1./2.] the function 1 � Faη1pZq �
exp
�
aΩη1 logLT pZq

�
corresponds to the Dirac distribution δa of a P oL under the Fourier

isomorphism.

Lemma 2.17. Let σ be in GL, t
1 P T 1π and a P oL. Then

(i) σpΩt1q � Ωτpσqt1 � Ωt1τpσq and

(ii) σFaη1 � Faη1 � rτpσqs � Faτpσqη1 .

Proof. (i) The Galois equivariance of the pairing p , q : T 1π boL Cp Ñ Cp, from (loc. cit. before
Prop. 3.1) with pt1, xq � Ωt1x implies that

σpΩt1q � Ωσpt1q � Ωτpσqt1

while the oL-invariance of that pairing implies that the latter expression equals Ωt1τpσq.
(ii) This is immediate from (i) and the de�nition of Fa taking equation (3) into account.

Proposition 2.18. (i) The LT-isomorphism restricts to an isomorphism

DpoL,Kq
GL � OKpXq

GL � OKpBqGL � OLpBq

of Dpo�L , Lq-modules.

(ii) The Mellin transform restricts to an isomorphism of Dpo�L , Lq-modules

Dpo�L ,Kq
GL � OKpXq

GL,ψL�0 � OLpBqψL�0.

Here the GL-action on the distribution rings on the left hand sides is induced from the co-
e�cientwise action on OKpBq and OKpBqψL�0 via the LT-isomorphism and Mellin transform,
respectively.
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Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from passing to the �xed vectors with respect to the coe�cientwise
GL-action and Remark 2.16.

In order to express the Dpo�L , Lq-module Dpo�L ,Kq
GL in the above proposition more ex-

plicitly we describe the previous two actions on OKpBq now on DpoL,Kq:

� The coe�cientwise GL-action on DpoL,Kq � K pbLDpoL, Lq, which corresponds to the
twisted action on OKpBq, will be written as λ ÞÑ σλ.

� The GL-action given by λ ÞÑ τpσq�p
σλq corresponds to the coe�cientwise action on

OKpBq.

Note that for λ P Dpo�L ,Kq we have τpσq�pλq � δτpσqλ, where the right hand side refers to the
product of λ and the Dirac distribution δτpσq in the ring Dpo�L ,Kq. Then we conclude that

Dpo�L ,Kq
GL � tλ P Dpo�L ,Kq|

σλ � δτpσq�1λ for all σ P GLu.
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2.2 pϕL,ΓLq-modules

2.2.1 The usual Robba ring

LetK be a complete �eld which contains L. We recall the de�nition of the Robba ringR � RK

and construct various related rings. We let R� :� R�
K � OKpBq denote the Fréchet algebra

of all power series in the variable Z with coe�cients in K which converge on the open unit
disk B over K. The Fréchet topology on R� is given by the family of norms

|
¸
i¥0

ciZ
i|r :� max

i
|ci|r

i for 0   r   1 .

In the commutative integral domain R� we have the multiplicative subset ZN � tZj : j P Nu,
so that we may form the corresponding localization R�

ZN . Each norm | |r extends to this
localization R�

ZN by setting |
°
i"�8 ciZ

i|r :� maxi |ci|r
i.

The usual Robba ringR � R� is constructed as follows. For any s ¡ 0, resp. any 0   r ¤ s,
in pQ let Br0,ss, resp. Brr,ss, denote the a�noid disk of radius s, resp. the a�noid annulus of
inner radius r and outer radius s, over K. For I � r0, ss or rr, ss we denote by

RI :� OKpBIq

the a�noid algebra of BI . The Fréchet algebra Rrr,1q :� limÐÝr s 1
Rrr,ss is the algebra of

(in�nite) Laurent series in the variable Z with coe�cients in K which converge on the half-
open annulus Brr,1q :�

�
r s 1 Brr,ss. The Banach algebra Rr0,ss is the completion of R� with

respect to the norm | |s. The Banach algebra Rrr,ss is the completion of R�
ZN with respect to

the norm | |r,s :� maxp| |r, | |sq. It follows that the Fréchet algebra Rrr,1q is the completion of
R�
ZN in the locally convex topology de�ned by the family of norms p| |r,sqr s 1. Finally, the

Robba ring is R �
�

0 r 1 Rrr,1q.

Let 1 ¡ s ¥ r ¡ p
� 1
pq�1qe . Then we have a surjective map

Brr,ss Ñ Brrq ,sqs(30)

z ÞÑ rπLspzq

according to [FX, proof of Lem. 2.6] Hence we obtain a map

ϕ
rrq ,sqs
L : Rrrq ,sqs Ñ Rrr,ss(31)

which is isometric with respect to the supremum norm, i.e., |ϕrr
q ,sqs

L pfq|rr,ss � |f |rrq ,sqs for

f P Rrrq ,sqs. In particular, by taking �rst inverse and then direct limits we obtain a map
ϕL : RÑ R. We shall often omit the interval in ϕrr,ssL and just write ϕL.

Similarly, we obtain a continuous ΓL-action on R: According to (loc. cit.) we have a
bijective map

Brr,ss Ñ Brr,ss(32)

z ÞÑ rχLT pγqspzq

for any γ P ΓL, whence we obtain an isometry

γ : Rrr,ss Ñ Rrr,ss(33)
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with respect to the supremum norm, i.e., |γpfq|rr,ss � |f |rr,ss for f P Rrr,ss.
Finally, we extend the operator ψL to R : For y P kerprπLsq we have an isomorphism

Brr,ss Ñ Brr,ss(34)

z ÞÑ z �LT y

of a�noid varieties, because |z �LT y| � |z � y| � |z|. Setting trpfq :�
°
yPkerprπLsq

fpz �LT yq

we become a norm decreasing linear map tr : Rrr,ss Ñ Rrr,ss. We claim that the image of tr
is contained in the (closed) image of the isometry ϕrr

q ,sqs
L , whence there is a norm decreasing

map
ψCol : Rrr,ss Ñ Rrrq ,sqs,

such that ϕL � ψCol � tr. Indeed, by continuity it su�ces to show that trpZiq belongs to
the image for any i P Z. For i ¥ 0, Coleman has shown that trpZiq � ϕLpψColpZ

iqq with
ψColpZ

iq P oLrrZss � Rrrq ,sqs, see [SV15, �2]. For i   0, we calculate

ϕLpZ
iψColprπLspZq

�iZiqq � ϕLpZ
iq

�� ¸
yPkerprπLsq

rπLspZq
�iZi

�pZ �LT yq
� ϕLpZ

iq

�� ¸
yPkerprπLsq

rπLsppZ �LT yqq
�ipZ �LT yq

i

�
� ϕLpZ

iq

�� ¸
yPkerprπLsq

ϕLpZq
�ipZ �LT yq

i

�
�

¸
yPkerprπLsq

pZ �LT yq
i � trpZiq,

whence the claim follows. We put ψrr,ssL :� 1
πL
ψCol : Rrr,ss Ñ Rrrq ,sqs which induces the

continuous operator ψL : R Ñ R by taking �rst inverse limits and then direct limits. By
de�nition of tr the operators ψrr,ssL and hence ψL satisfy the projection formula. We shall

often omit the interval in ψrr,ssL and just write ψL.
For the rest of this subsection we assume in addition that K contains Ω. Following Colmez

we set ηpi, Zq :� Fit10pZq�1 � exppiΩ logLT pZqq for i P oL and for a �xed generator t0 � pt0,nq
of the Tate module of LT. Recall that we have the following decompositions of Banach spaces

(35) Rrr,ss �
à

aPoL mod πnL

ϕnLpRrrq ,sqsqηpa, Zq

and hence

(36) R �
à

aPoL mod πnL

ϕnLpRqηpa, Zq

of LF-spaces using the formula

(37) r � p
πL
q
qn
¸
a

ϕnLψ
n
L pηp�a, Zqrq ηpa, Zq.
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This can easily be reduced by induction on n to the case n � 1. Using the de�nition of tr and
the orthogonality relations for the character of oL{πLoL, a ÞÑ ηpa, yq, for �xed y P kerprπLsq,
the formula follows and, moreover, de�nes a continuous inverse to the continuous map

ZroLs bπLoL Rrrq ,sqs Ñ Rrr,ss(38)

ab f ÞÑ aϕLpfq.

Inductively, we obtain canonical isomorphisms

ZroLs bπnLoL Rrrq
n
,sq

n
s Ñ Rrr,ss(39)

ab f ÞÑ aϕnLpfq.

Moreover, immediately from the de�nitions we have

ϕLpηpi, Zqq � ηpπLi, Zq(40)

σpηpi, Zqq � ηpχLT pσqi, Zq(41)

ψLpηpi, Zqq �
q

πL
ηp

i

πL
, Zq, if i P πLoL, and 0 otherwise.(42)

We now introduce ϕL-modules over R and extend the above maps and decompositions to
such modules.

De�nition 2.19. A ϕL-module M over R is a �nitely generated free R-module M equipped
with a semilinear endomorphism ϕM such that the R-linear map

ϕlinM : RbR,ϕL M
�
ÝÝÑM

f bm ÞÝÑ fϕM pmq

is bijective.

Technically important is the following fact (cf. [BSX] Prop. 2.4 for a more general case).

Proposition 2.20. Let M be a ϕL-module M over R. There exists a radius r0 ¡ p
� 1
pq�1qe

and a �nitely generated free Rrr0,1q-module M0 equipped with a semilinear continuous homo-
morphism

ϕM0 : M0 ÝÑ Rrr
1{q
0 ,1q bRrr0,1q M0

such that the induced Rrr
1{q
0 ,1q-linear map

ϕlinM0
: Rrr

1{q
0 ,1q bRrr0,1q,ϕL

M0
�
ÝÝÑ Rrr

1{q
0 ,1q bRrr0,1q M0

is an isomorphism and such that

RbRrr0,1q M0 �M

with ϕL b ϕM0 and ϕM corresponding to each other.
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The continuity condition for the ϕM0 , of course, refers to the product topology on M0 �
pRrr0,1qqd.

In the following we �x a ϕL-module M over R and a pair pr0,M0q as in Prop. 2.20. For
any r0 ¤ r ¤ s   1 we then have the �nitely generated free modules

M rr,1q :� Rrr,1q bRrr0,1q M0 over Rrr,1q

and
M rr,ss :� Rrr,ss bRrr,1q M rr,1q over Rrr,ss .

They satisfy
M rr,1q � limÐÝ

s¡r

M rr,ss and M � limÝÑ
r

M rr,1q .

For I � rr, ss, we equip M I with the Banach norm | � |MI given by the maximum norm
with respect to any �xed basis (the induced topology does not depend on the choice of basis)
which is submultiplicative with respect to scalar multiplication and the norm | � |I on RI .

Furthermore, base change with Rrr1{q ,s1{qs over Rrr1{q ,1q induces isomorphisms of Banach
spaces

ϕ
rr,ss
lin � Rrr1{q ,s1{qs bRrr1{q,1q ϕ

lin
M0

: Rrr1{q ,s1{qs bRrr,ss,ϕL
M rr,ss �

ÝÝÑM rr1{q ,s1{qs

and hence injective, continuous maps

ϕrr,ss : M rr,ss ÝÑM rr1{q ,s1{qs

by restriction.
We de�ne addtive, K-linear, continuous maps ψrr,ss : M rr,ss ÝÑM rrq ,sqs as the composite

ψrr,ss : M rr,ss pϕ
rrq,sqs
lin q�1

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rrr,ss bRrrq,sqs,ϕL
M rrq ,sqs ÑM rrq ,sqs,

where the last map sends f b m to ψrr,sspfqm. By construction, it satis�es the projection
formulas

(43) ψrr,sspϕrr
q ,sqspfqmq � fψrr,sspmq and ψrr,sspgϕrr

q ,sqspm1qq � ψrr,sspgqm1 ,

for any f P Rrrq ,sqs, g P Rrr,ss and m PM rr,ss, m1 PM rrq ,sqs as well as the formula

ψrr,ss � ϕrr
q ,sqs �

q

πL
� idM rrq,sqs .

The decomposition (35) combined with (iterates of) ϕrr,sslin gives rise to decompositions

M rr
1
qn ,s

1
qn s �

à
bPpoL{π

n
Lq

ηpb, ZqϕnLpM
rr,ssq(44)

of Banach spaces and

M �
à

bPpoL{π
n
Lq

ηpb, ZqϕnLpMq(45)

of LF-spaces, again given by the formula

(46) m � p
πL
q
qn
¸
a

ϕMψM pηp�a, Zqmq ηpa, Zq.
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2.2.2 The Robba ring of a group

In this subsection we assume that Ω is contained in K. Then we have the LT and Fourier
isomorphism of Fréchet algebras

R� � OKpBq
�
ÝÝÑ OKpXq

�
ÝÝÑ DpoL,Kq

sending the variable Z to some element, say X, in DpoL,Kq. By formally substituting Z by X
in R we de�ne the ring extensions R?poLq of DpoL,Kq, for ? an interval as before or nothing,
obtaining the following commutative diagram of Fréchet algebras

R? � // R?poLq

R�
?�

OO

� // DpoL,Kq.
?�

OO

We shall often take these isomorphisms as identi�cations.
Recall that Ln � LpLT rπnLsq. We set

Γn :� GpL8{Lnq � ker
�

ΓL
χLTÝÝÑ o�L Ñ poL{π

n
Lq
�
	
.

Let n0 ¥ 1 be minimal among n such that logp : 1�πnLoL Ñ πnLoL and exp : πnLoL Ñ 1�πnLoL
are mutually inverse isomorphisms and consider the map

` : ΓL Ñ L, γ ÞÑ logppχLT pγqq

which induces an isomorphism ` : Γn Ñ πnLoL for all n ¥ n0. We put Γ :� Γn0 . The group
isomorphism `n :� π�nL ` : Γn � oL induces an isomorphism of Fréchet algebras

DpoL,Kq
�
ÝÝÑ DpΓn,Kq

sending the variable X to some element, say Yn, in DpΓn,Kq. By formally substituting Z
by Yn in R we de�ne the ring extensions R?pΓnq of DpΓn,Kq, for ? an interval as before or
nothing, obtaining the following commutative diagram of Fréchet algebras

R?
�
// R?poLq �

p`n,�q�1

// R?pΓnq

R�
?�

OO

�
// DpoL,Kq

?�

OO

?�

OO

�

p`n,�q�1

// DpΓn,Kq.
?�

OO

for n ¥ n0. Note that we have an isomorphism

RpΓnq � RKpX
�
Γn
q.

Moreover, for m ¥ 0, the commutative diagram

oL

πmL

��

`�1
n�m// Γn�m� _
ιn�m,n

��
oL

`�1
n // Γn
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induces the commutative diagrams

(47) OKpXq

ϕmL
��

DpoL,Kq

pπmL q�
��

`�1
n�m,�// DpΓn�m,Kq� _

pιn�m,nq�
��

OKpXq DpoL,Kq
`�1
n,� // DpΓn,Kq

and

(48) RpΓn�mq� _

pιn�m,nq�
��

`n�m,�

�
// R� _
ϕmL
��

RpΓnq
`n,�

�
// R

as well as

(49) RIq
m

pΓn�mq� _

pιn�m,nq�
��

`n�m,�

�
// RIq

m

� _

ϕmL
��

RIpΓnq
`n,�

�
// RI .

For

� a commutative ring R,

� an abelian group G,

� a subgroup H � G of �nite index with

� a given inclusion H � R�

we de�ne the commutative ring

R�H G :� RbZrHs ZrGs.

It is a special case of a crossed ring product (with trivial action) of R with respect to G{H.
As R-modules we have a decomposition

(50) R�H G �
à

ḡPG{H

Rspḡq,

depending on the choice of a set theoretic section s : G{H Ñ G of the natural projection
G� G{H satisfying speq � e. We have natural inclusions

R ãÑ R�H G, r ÞÑ r b 1, and G ãÑ pR�H Gq�, g ÞÑ 1b g.

The former one de�nes an R-linear trace map

TrR,G,H : R�H GÑ R,
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which corresponds to #G{H times the projection prG,H onto the trivial component (ḡ � e)
with respect to the decomposition (50). In particular, prG,H is independent of the choice of
the section s.

It follows from (48), (36) and (49), (35), (39) that the inclusions RpΓn�mq
ιn�m,n,�
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ RpΓnq

and Γn ãÑ RpΓnq� induce topological isomorphisms

(51) RpΓn�mq �Γn�m Γn � RpΓnq

and

(52) RIq
m

pΓn�mq �Γn�m Γn � RIpΓnq,

when we endow the left hand sides with the product topology and maximum norm, respec-
tively. If we extend our de�nitions to 1 ¤ n ¤ n0 by setting

RIpΓnq :� RIq
n0�n

pΓn0q �Γn0
Γn

and
RpΓnq :� RpΓn0q �Γn0

Γn,

then we get commutative diagrams as above for all n ¥ 1,m ¥ 0. Finally, we de�ne

(53) RpΓLq :� RpΓnq �Γn ΓL.

2.2.3 Tobias Schmidt's results adopted

The distribution algebra of locally L-analytic distributions of oL - being of L-analytic dimen-
sion one - should morally be a ring of certain power series in one variable. This is not literally
true, but we recall in this subsection that it holds for a certain completion.

Now we �x a Zp-basis h1 � 1, . . . , hd of oL and set bi :� hi � 1 and, for any multiindex
k � pk1, . . . , kdq P Nd0, bα :�

±d
i�1 b

αi
i P ZproLs. We write DQppG,Kq for the algebra of

K-valued locally Qp-analytic distributions on a Qp-Lie group G. Any λ P DQppoL,Kq has a
unique convergent expansion λ �

°
kPNd0

αkbk with αk P K such that, for any 0   r   1, the

set tαkr
|k|

kPNd0
u is bounded. The completion with respect to the norm

||λ||r :� sup
kPNd0

|αk|r
|k|

for 0   r   1 is denoted by

DQp,rpoL,Kq � t
¸

kPNd0

αkbk|αk P K and |αk|r
|k| Ñ 0 as |k| Ñ 8u.

Similarly, we write DrpoL,Kq for the completion of DpoL,Kq with respect to the quotient
norm of ||λ||r. We use analogous notation for groups isomorphic to oL.

If not otherwise speci�ed, we denote by V bK W the projective tensor product of locally
convex K-vector spaces V,W.

Lemma 2.21. Let
0 // V //W // X // 0

be a strict exact sequence of locally convex topological K-vector spaces with W metrizable and
X Hausdor�, then
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(i) the sequence of the associated Hausdor� completed spaces

0 // V̂ // Ŵ // X̂ // 0

is again strict exact,

(ii) for a complete valued �eld extension F of K the associated sequence of completed base
extension

0 // F b̂KV // F b̂KW // F b̂KX // 0

is again strict exact.

(iii) If W is a K-Banach space, V a closed subspace with induced norm and X � W {V
endowed with the quotient norm, then in (ii) the quotient norm coincides with the tensor
product norm on F b̂KX.

Proof. By [B-TVS, I.17 �2] with W also V , X and all their completions are metrizable. Hence
the �rst statement follows from [B-TG, IX.26 Prop. 5]. For the second statement we �rst
obtain the exact sequence

0 // FbKV // FbKW // FbKX // 0

of metrizable locally convex spaces ([PGS, Thm. 10.3.13]). The �rst non-trivial map is strict
by Thm. 10.3.8 in (loc. cit.). Regarding the strictness of the second map one easily checks
that FbKW {FbKV endowed with the quotient topology satis�es the universal property of
the projective tensor product FbKX. Now apply (i). The third item is contained in [G, �3,
n� 2, Thm. 1], see also [vR, Thm. 4.28].

As a consequence we have a strict exact sequence

(54) 0 // â // DQp,rpoL,Kq // DrpoL,Kq // 0,

where â � ā is the closure in DQp,rpoL,Kq of a :� ker
�
DQppoL,Kq� DpoL,Kq

�
.

We set r0 :�

"
p�1, p � 2;
1{4, p � 2.

and rm :�

#
p
� 1
pm , p � 2;

4
� 1
pm , p � 2.

for m ¥ 1.

Lemma 2.22. There is an isometric identi�cation of the K-Banach spaces

(55) Dr0poL,Kq � tλ �
¸
k¥0

αkpδ1 � 1qk|αk P K, |αk|r
k
0 Ñ 0 for k Ñ8u,

where on the right hand side λ has norm supk |ak|r
k
0.

Proof. For K � L this follows from [Sc, Lem. 5.15] (applied �rst with G � oL and m � 1
and then using the group isomorphism oL � poL in order to transport the description from
Dr0ppoL, Lq to Dr0poL, Lq In (loc. cit.) the author assumes for simplicity that p � 2. But
the cited result is based on [Sc1, 5.6/9] which allows p � 2 upon using the radius r0 �

1{4   2�
1

2�1 ). For arbitrary K, we recall from the proof of Lemma 2.2 that DpoL,Kq �
K pbLDpoL, Lq and similarly DQppoL,Kq � K pbLDQppoL, Lq. Moreover, by [BGR, 9.3.6] we
also have DQp,r0poL,Kq � K pbLDQp,r0poL, Lq with || � ||r0b̂L| � |K � || � ||r0 . Indeed, since
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r0 belongs to the value group, t
°

kPNd0
αkbk|αk P L and |αk|r

|k|
0 Ñ 0 as |k| Ñ 8u is visibly

isometric to the d-dimensional Tate algebra ZnpLq over L (similarly for K) and Corollary 8
in �6.1.1 tells that we have an isometric isomorphism K pbLZnpLq � ZnpKq.

We conclude that K pbLDQp,r0poL, Lq is the completion of K pbLDQppoL, Lq with respect to
|| � ||r0 and that K pbLDpoL, Lq is a quotient of the latter. It follows from Lemma 2.21 (and
(54)) that Dr0poL,Kq � K pbLDr0poL, Lq holds isometrically, too. Since also the right hand
side of the claim is compatible with this base extension by the same reasoning [BGR, 9.3.6,
Cor. 8 in �6.1.1] as above, the Lemma follows.

An alternative geometric argument is the following. The Fourier isomorphism (24) induces,
for any r P p0,8q X pQ, an isomorphism between DrpoL,Kq and the ring of rigid analytic
functions OKpXprqq on the a�noid subdomain Xprq in the character variety X (cf. [BSX,
�1.2]). It sends the Dirac distribution δ1 to the function ev1 (cf. �2.1.1). Suppose now that

r P p0, p
� 1
p�1 q X pQ. Then [BSX, Lem. 1.16] tells us that

Br0,rs
�
ÝÝÑ Xprq

y ÞÝÑ character χypgq :� exppgyq

is an isomorphism of a�noid varieties. The function ev1 corresponds to the function exp on
Br0,rs. But under our condition on r the function exp�1 is an automorphism of the disk Br0,rs.
It follows that ev1�1 is a global coordinate function on Xprq. This means that

(56) OKpXprqq � tf �
¸
k¥0

αkpev1�1qk|αk P K, |αk|r
k Ñ 0 for k Ñ8u

with the spectral norm of f being given by supk |ak|r
k. By the Fourier transform this translates

into the assertion of our lemma.

According to [Sc, Cor. 5.13, Lem. 5.15] one has

DpoL,Kq � proj lim
m

DrmpoL,Kq

with DrmpoL,Kq � Dr0pp
moL,Kq�pmoL oL. Again this description transports to any Γn. Note

that Γp
m

n � Γn�me.

2.2.4 pϕ,Γq-modules

Any pϕL,ΓLq-module M over the usual Robba ring R is, by de�nition, in particular an R-
module with a semilinear action of the group ΓL. Our aim in this section is to show that
these two structures onM give rise to a module structure onM under the 'group' Robba ring
RpΓLq. We keep the assumptions and conventions of the previous subsection.

De�nition 2.23. A pϕL,ΓLq-module M over R is a ϕL-module M (see De�nition 2.19)
equipped with a semilinear continuous action of ΓL which commutes with the endomorphism
ϕM . We shall write MpRq for the category of pϕL,ΓLq-modules over R.

The continuity condition for the ΓL-action onM , of course, refers to the product topology
onM � Rd. Technically important is the following fact (cf. [BSX] Prop. 2.4 for a more general
case).
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Proposition 2.24. Let M be a pϕL,ΓLq-module over R. Then there exists a model pM0, r0q
as in Proposition 2.20 equipped with a semilinear continuous action of ΓL such that

RbRrr0,1q M0 �M

respects the the ΓL-actions (acting diagonally on the left hand side).

In the following we �x a pϕ,Γq-module M over R and a pair pr0,M0q as in Prop. 2.24. For
any r0 ¤ r ¤ s   1, the �nitely generated free modules M rr,1q, and M rr,ss are each equipped
with a semilinear continuous ΓL-action, compatible with the identities

M rr,1q � limÐÝ
s¡r

M rr,ss and M � limÝÑ
r

M rr,1q .

Moreover, the ΓL-actions commutes with the ψ?-operators and the decompositions (45) and
(44) are ΓL-equivariant.

De�nition 2.25. A pϕL,ΓLq-module M over R is called L-analytic if the induced action
LiepΓLq Ñ EndpMq of the Lie algebra LiepΓLq of ΓL is L-linear (and not just Qp-linear). We
shall write ManpRq for the category of L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-modules over R.

Assume henceforth that M is an L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-module over R.

Proposition 2.26. The ΓL-action onM extends uniquely to a separately continuous action of

the locally L-analytic distribution algebra DpΓL,Kq of ΓL with coe�cients in K. IfM
f
ÝÑ N is

a homomorphism of L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-modules, then f is DpΓL,Kq-equivariant with regard
to this action.

Proof. First of all we observe that the Dirac distributions generate a dense L-subspace in
DpΓL, Lq by [ST1] Lemma 3.1. Since ΓL � o�L we have seen in the proof of Lemma 2.2 that
DpΓL,Kq � K pbLDpΓL, Lq. Hence the Dirac distributions also generate a dense K-linear
subspace of DpΓL,Kq. Therefore the extended action is unique provided it exists.

Our assertion is easily reduced to the analogous statement concerning the Banach spaces
M I for a closed interval I � rr, ss. From [BSX] Prop. 2.16 and Prop. 2.17 we know that the
ΓL-action on M I is locally Qp-analytic. But since we assume M to be L-analytic it is actually
locally L-analytic (cf. [BSX] Addendum to Prop. 2.25 and the argument at the end of the
proof of Prop. 2.17).

For our purpose we show more generally the existence, for any K-Banach space W , of a
continuous K-linear map

I : CanpΓL,W q Ñ LbpDpΓL,Kq,W q

satisfying Ipfqpδgq � fpgq. Note that this map, if it exists is unique by our initial observation.
Recall (cf. [pLG] �12) that the locally convex vector space CanpΓL,W q is the locally convex
inductive limit of �nite products of Banach spaces of the form BpbKW with a Banach space
B, and that its strong dual DpΓL,Kq is the corresponding projective limit of the �nite sums
of dual Banach spaces B1. We therefore may construct the map I as the inductive limit of
�nite products of maps of the form

BpbKW ÝÑ LbpB1,W q

xb y ÞÝÑ r` ÞÑ `pxqys .
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Since B as a Banach space is barrelled this map is easily seen to be continuous (cf. the
argument in the proof of [NFA] Lemma 9.9).

Now suppose that W carries a locally L-analytic ΓL-action (e.g., W �M I). For y PW let
ρypgq :� gy denote the orbit map in CanpΓL,W q. We then de�ne

DpΓL,Kq �W ÝÑW

pµ, yq ÞÝÑ Ipρyqpµq .

Due to our initial observation the proof of [ST1] Prop. 3.2, that the above is a separately
continuous module structure, remains valid even so K is not assumed to be spherically com-
plete.

Recall that each M I bears a natural ΓL-action. Now, for each n ¥ 1, we will de�ne a
di�erent action of Γn onM rr,ss, which is motivated by Lemma 2.27 below and which is crucial
for analysing the structure of MψM�0 in the next subsection. To this end consider for each
γ P Γn the operator Hnpγq on M rr,ss de�ned by

Hnpγqpmq � ηp
χLT pγq � 1

πnL
, Zqγm.

For simplicity we identify ΓL � o�L . For n ¥ 1 let Γn :� 1�πnLoL. Note that, since Γn acts
on R�, we may form the skew group ring R�rΓns, which due to the semi-linear action of ΓL
on M maps into the K-Banach algebra EndKpM Iq of continuous K-linear endomorphisms of
M I , endowed with the operator norm. Hence we obtain the ring homomorphism

Hn : KrΓns ÝÑ R�rΓns ÝÑ EndKpM Iq

γ ÞÝÑ ηpπ�nL pγ � 1q, Zqγ,

which we now shall extend to DpΓn,Kq below after some preparation.

Lemma 2.27. (i) We have

σηp1, ZqϕnLpmq � ηp1, T qϕnLpHnpσqpmqq,

i.e., the isomorphisms

M
�
ÝÑ ηp1, ZqϕnLpMq,

M rr,ss �
ÝÑ ηp1, T qϕnLpM

rr,ssq

m ÞÑ ηp1, ZqϕnLpmq

are Γn-equivariant with respect to the natural action on the right hand side and the action
via Hn on the left hand side.

(ii) The map

ZrΓ1s bZrΓns,Hn M
rr,ss ÑM rr1{qn�1

,s1{q
n�1

s

γ b y ÞÑ ηp
γ � 1

πL
, Zqϕn�1

M pγyq

is a bijection of Banach-spaces, where the left hand side is equipped with the maximum
norm, and which is Γ1-equivariant with respect to the H1-action on the right hand side.
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(iii) If there is an RIpΓnq-action on M I induced by Hn, such that the corresponding map

RIpΓnq Ñ EndKpM Iq is continuous, then the H1-action induces an RI
1{qn�1

pΓ1q-action

onM I1{qn�1

such that we obtain again a continuous map RI
1{qn�1

pΓ1q Ñ EndKpM I1{qn�1

q.

Proof. (i) Setting b :� σ�1
πnL

we calculate

σηp1, ZqϕnLpmq � σηp1, ZqϕnLpσmq

� ηp1� πnLb, Zqϕ
n
Lpσmq

� ηp1, Zqηpπnb, ZqϕnLpσmq

� ηp1, ZqϕnL pηpb, Zqσmq .

where we used the multiplicativity of η in the �rst variable in the third and (40) in the last
equality.

(ii) follows from (44) using the bijection 1� πLoL{1� πnLoL
�
ÝÑ oL{π

n�1
L oL, γ ÞÑ

γ�1
πL

.

(iii) Base change induces the RI
1{qn�1

pΓ1q-action on

RI
1{qn�1

pΓ1q bRIpΓnq,Hn M
I � ZrΓ1s bZrΓns R

IpΓnq bRIpΓnq,Hn M
I

� ZrΓ1s bZrΓns,Hn bM
I(57)

�M I1{qn�1

,

where we used (52) and (ii). The continuity is easily checked by considering 'matrix entries'
which are build by composites of the original continuous map by other continuous transforma-
tions. Here we use that the identi�cations (52) and (57) are homeomorphisms when we endow
the left hand side with the maximum norm.

There is a natural ring homomorphism RI Ñ EndKpM Iq by assigning to f P RI the
multiplication- with-f -operator, which we denote by the same symbol f .

Remark 2.28. (i) We have supxPoL |ηpx, Zq � 1|I   1 and |ηpx, Zq|I � 1 for all x P oL.

(ii) |ηppx, Zq�1|I ¤ maxt|ηpx, Zq�1|pI ,
1
p |ηpx, Zq�1|Iup� |ηpx, Zq�1|pI , if |ηpx, Zq�1|I  

p
� 1
p�1 q.

(iii) |f |I � ||f ||I for all f P RI .

Proof. It is known ([ST2]) that ηpx, Zq � ηp1, rxspZqq belongs to 1 � ZoCprrZss, whence we
have, for any x P oL, that |ηpx, Zq � 1|I   1 from the de�nition of | � |I , and (i) follows
from the fact that the map oL Ñ R, x ÞÑ |ηpx, Zq � 1|I is continuous with compact source.
A�rmation (ii) is a consequence of the expansion

ηppx, Zq � 1 � pηpx, Zq � 1� 1qp � 1

� pηpx, Zq � 1qp �

p�1̧

k�1

�
p
k



pηpx, Zq � 1qk

and |

�
p
k



| � p�1 for k � 1, . . . , p� 1. (iii) follows from the submultiplicativity of | � |I plus

the fact that 1 P RI , which implies the statement on M � pRIqm.
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The above Remark allows us to �x a natural numberm0 � m0pr0q such that for allm ¥ m0

we have that

|ηpx, Zq � 1|I   rm for all x P oL and |ηpx, Zq � 1|I ¤ r0 for all x P pmoL,(58)

r
1{q
0   rm,(59)

for any of the intervals I � rr0, r0s, rr0, r
1{q
0 s and rr1{q

0 , r
1{q
0 s. In the following let I always

denote one of those intervals.

Lemma 2.29. Let ε ¡ 0 arbitrary. Then there exists n1 " 0 such that, for any n ¥ n1, the
operator norm || � ||I on M

I satis�es

(60) ||γ � 1||I ¤ ε for all γ P Γn.

Proof. We �rst proof the statement for the module M � R. For the convenience of the reader
we adopt the proof of [Ked, Lem. 5.2]. First note that for any �xed f P RI by continuity of
the action of ΓL there exists an open normal subgroup H of ΓL such that

(61) |pγ � 1qf |I   ε|f |I

holds for all γ P H. So me may assume that the latter inequality holds for Z and Z�1

simultaneously. Using the twisted Leibniz rule

pγ � 1qpgfq � pγ � 1qpgqf � γpgqpγ � 1qpfq

and induction we get (61) for all powers ZZ; Since the latter form an orthogonal basis, the
claim follows using that |γpgq|I � |g|I for any γ P H by (61) for the induction hypothesis. If
M �

Àd
i�1 Rei and m �

°
fiei, we may assume that

(62) |pγ � 1qei|MI   ε|ei|MI

holds for 1 ¤ i ¤ d, and apply the same Leibniz rule to fiei instead of gf, whence the result
follows, noting that |ei|MI � 1 by the de�nition of the maximum norm and that |γpeiq|MI �
|ei|MI � 1 for any γ P H and 1 ¤ i ¤ d as a consequence of (62).

We �x n1 � n1pr0q ¥ n0 such that the Lemma holds for ε � r0. Then, for any n ¥ n1,m ¥
m0, the above Hn extends to a continuous ring homomorphism

H̃n : DQp,rmpΓn,Kq Ñ EndKpM Iq,¸
kPNd0

αk`
�1
n,�pbq

k ÞÑ
¸
k¥0

αk

d¹
i�1

Hnp`
�1
n,�pbiqq

ki ,

Indeed, we have

Hnp`
�1
n,�pbiqq � ηp

`�1
n phiq � 1

πnL
, Zq � 1� ηp

`�1
n phiq � 1

πnL
, Zqp`�1

n phiq � 1q

and since

||ηp
`�1
n phiq � 1

πnL
, Zq � 1� ηp

`�1
n phiq � 1

πnL
, Zqp`�1

n phiq � 1q||I ¤

maxt||ηp
`�1
n phiq � 1

πnL
, Zq � 1||I , ||ηp

`�1
n phiq � 1

πnL
, Zqp`�1

n phiq � 1q||Iu ¤ rm
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by (60),(58) and Remark 2.28 (i), the above de�ning sum converges with respect to the op-
erator norm. Since M is assumed to be L-analytic, H̃n factorises over the desired ring homo-
morphism

Hn :

�
DpΓn,Kq �



DrmpΓn,Kq Ñ EndKpM Iq

by (54).

Theorem 2.30.

(i) Let I be any of the intervals

rr0, r0s
1{qn or rr0, r

1{q
0 s1{q

n
for n ¥ n1.

Then the Γ1-action on M I via H1 extends uniquely to a continuous RIpΓ1q-module
structure. Moreover, M I is a �nitely generated free RIpΓ1q-module; any Rrr0,1q-basis of

M0 is also a RIpΓ1q-basis ofM
I . IfM

f
ÝÑ N is a homomorphism of L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-

modules, then f I : M I Ñ N I is RIpΓ1q-equivariant with regard to this action.

(ii) The Γ1-action on M via H1 extends uniquely to a separately continuous RpΓ1q-module
structure. Moreover, M is a �nitely generated free RpΓ1q-module; any Rrr0,1q-basis of

M0 is also a RpΓ1q-basis of M . If M
f
ÝÑ N is a homomorphism of L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-

modules, then f is RpΓ1q-equivariant with regard to this action.

Proof. Part (i) will be proved in the next subsection, see Lemma 2.31. Since the intervals

in (i) cover rr1{qn0

0 , 1q the RIpΓ1q-module structures glue together to Rrr
1{qn

0 ,1qpΓ1q-module

structures on M rr
1{qn

0 ,1q for n ¥ n1: Indeed, the operations are uniquely determined by the
H1-rule everywhere and thus coincide on the intervals rr0, r0s

1{qn for all n ¥ n1. By the same
reason these structures are compatible when varying the left boundary, whence taking direct
limits gives the desired results (ii).

2.2.5 The proof of Theorem 2.30

Let I be either rr0, r0s or rr0, r
1{q
0 s and let e1, . . . , ed be a basis of our chosen model M0. By

Lemma 2.27 (iii) for the proof of Theorem 2.30(i) it su�ces to show that for all n ¥ n1 there
is a RIpΓnq-module structure on M I induced by Hn such that the ei form a basis.

To achieve the module structure we will actually �rst show the existence of an a continuous
ring homomorphism

RIq
m0e

pΓn�m0eq Ñ EndKpM Iq,

which extends then by the universal property of cross products to a continuous ring homo-
morphism

RIpΓnq � RIq
m0e

pΓn�m0eq �Γn�m0e
Γn Ñ EndKpM Iq,

as claimed. Here we use again the topological ring isomorphism (52). Therefore we have reduced
the proof of the Theorem to the following
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Lemma 2.31.

(i) The map Θn : DpΓn�m0e,Kq � DpΓn,Kq
HnÝÝÑ EndKpM Iq extends to a continuous ring

homomorphism

RIq
m0e

pΓn�m0eq Ñ EndKpM Iq.

If M
f
ÝÑ N is a homomorphism of L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-modules, then f I : M I Ñ N I is

RIq
m0e

pΓn�m0eq-equivariant with regard to this action.

(ii) M I is a free RIpΓnq-module of rank rkRM.

The diagram 47 extends to the commutative diagram

(63) OKpXq

ϕ
m0e
L

��

� � // Dr0poL,Kq

pπ
m0e
L q�

��

`�1
n�m0e,�// Dr0pΓn�m0e,Kq� _

��
OKpXq

� � // Drm0
poL,Kq

`�1
n,� // Drm0

pΓn,Kq
Hn // EndKpM Iq.

Now we set cn :� `�1
n�m0ep1q � 1 P DpΓn�m0e,Kq and

µn :�p`n�m0e,�q
�1pZq � p`n,�q

�1pϕm0e
L pZqq in DpΓn�m0eq.

λn :�Hnpµnq in EndKpM Iq

µn will have the meaning of a variable in RIq
m0e

pΓn�m0eq, it will act via Hn on M I . On the

other hand, de�ning un by βn �
`�1
n�m0e

p1q�1

πnL
�: πm0e

L un P π
m0e
L oL we set

Zn :�rπm0e
L uns

�pZq � runs
�pϕm0e

L pZqq P OKpXq,

which will have the meaning of a variable of ϕm0e
L pRIq

m0e

K q. It acts as element of RI on M I .
The strategy now consists of comparing the actions of µn and Zn.

Note that u induces an isometry z ÞÑ runspzq on the open unit ball, in particular it induces
isometries runs� on OKpXq with respect to all norms which are induced from | � |I for some
interval I as above. E.g. we have

(64) |Zn|I � |ϕm0e
L pZq|I

for all intervals I. The element Zn has an inverse Z�1
n � rβns

�pZ�1q in RK � RI
K .

Lemma 2.32. (i) There exist n2 ¥ n1 such that for all n ¥ n2 we have that

||Zn � λn||I   |Z�1
n |�1

I ¤ |ϕm0e
L pZq|I

for any of the intervals I � rr0, r0s, r
r0
q , r0s and r

r0
q ,

r0
q s.

(ii) λn has a (left and right) inverse λ�1
n in EndKpM Iq and it holds ||Z�1

n �λ�1
n ||I   |Z�1

n |I �
|ϕm0e
L pZq�1|I .
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Proof. Since Z P OKpXq � Dr0poL,Kq we can express it by Lemma 2.22 as

Z �
¸
k¥0

αkpδ1 � 1qk

with �nite norm ε :� ||Z||r0 � supk¥0 |αk|r
k
0 ¡ 0 with respect to the variable ηp1, Zq �

1. Since Drm0e
poL,Kq � RI by assumption (59), using the composite Dr0poL,Kq

pπ
m0e
L q�

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ

Drm0e
poL,Kq � RI runs�

ÝÝÝÑ RI we have

Zn �
¸
k¥0

αkpηpβn, Zq � 1qk in RI ,

µn �
¸
k¥0

αkc
k
n in Dr0pΓn�m0e,Kq � Drm0

pΓn,Kq

and

||Zn � λn||I � ||
¸
k¥0

αk

!
pηpβn, Zq � 1qk � pηpβn, Zq � 1� ηpβn, Zqcnq

k
)
||I

¤ sup
k¥1

|αk|||pηpβn, Zq � 1qk � pηpβn, Zq � 1� ηpβn, Zqcnq
k ||I

¤
||cn||I
r0

sup
k¥1

|αk|||r
k
0

¤
||cn||I
r0

sup
k¥0

|αk|||r
k
0 �

||cn||I
r0

ε,

because for k ¥ 1 one easily checks

||pηpβn, Zq � 1qk � pηpβn, Zq � 1� ηpβn, Zqcnq
k ||I ¤ max

1¤l¤k
||ηpβn, Zq � 1||k�lI ||cn||

l
I

¤ ||cn||Ir
k�1
0

using that the operator norm is submultiplicative as well as (58) and remark 2.28(i).
There is some 0   r   r0 such that r

r0
ε   |ϕm0e

L pZq�1|�1
I � |Z�1

n |�1
I for all I (note that the

latter norm is independent of n). Now choose n2 ¥ n1 su�ciently huge such that ||cn||I   r
for all I and n ¥ n2, which is possible Lemma 2.29. Then,

||Zn � λn||I ¤
||cn||I
r0

ε ¤
r

r0
ε   |Z�1

n |�1
I

for all I and n ¥ n2. Using (64) this proves (i) because 1 � |Z�1
n Zn|I ¤ |Z�1

n |I |Zn|I .
By Remark 2.28 (iii) and from (i) we have ||1�Z�1

n λn||I � ||Z�1
n pZn�λnq||I   1, whence°

k¥0p1� Z�1
n λnq

k converges in EndKpM Iq and λ�1
n :�

�°
k¥0p1� Z�1

n λnq
k
�
Z�1
n is the (left

and right) inverse of λn � Znp1� p1� Z�1
n λnqq. Furthermore,

||λ�1
n � Z�1

n ||I � ||

�¸
k¥1

p1� Z�1
n λnq

k

�
Z�1
n ||I

¤ sup
k¥1

||1� Z�1
n λn||

k
I |Z

�1
n |I   |Z�1

n |I .

This proves (ii).
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Proof of Lemma 2.31. Inductively, we obtain - by expressing pλ�n q
k�pZ�n q

k as
°k
l�1

�
k
l



pλ�n�

Z�n q
lpZ�n q

k�l - from (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.32 that

||λkn � Zkn||I  

"
|Zn|

k
I , for k ¥ 0;

¤ |Z�1
n |�kI ¤ |Zn|

k
I ¤ |Zkn|I , for k   0.

(65)

for all k P Z. It follows that, if
°
kPZ akϕ

m0e
L pZqk P RI

KpXq with ai P K, then
°
kPZ akλ

k
n

converges in EndKpM Iq, because

||akλ
k
n||I ¤ maxt||akpλ

k
n � Zknq||I , ||akZ

k
n||Iu ¤

"
|ak||ϕ

m0e
L pZq|kI , for k ¥ 0;

|ak||ϕ
m0e
L pZq�1|�kI , for k   0.

goes to zero for k going to �8. In other words, we have extended the continuous ring homo-
morphism Θn to a continuous ring homomorphism

Rqm0eI
K Ñ EndKpM Iq, Z ÞÑ λn.

As by de�nition `n�m0e,� extends to an continuous ring isomorphism Rqm0eI
K pΓn�m0eq �

Rqm0eI
K we have constructed a continuous ring homomorphism

Rqm0eI
K pΓn�m0eq Ñ EndKpM Iq

as claimed. Concerning functoriality observe that the maps f and f I are automatically contin-
uous by [BSX, Rem. 2.20] (with respect to the canonical topologies). Without loss of generality
we may assume that the estimates of Lemma 2.32 hold for M and N simultaneously. By the
invariance under the distribution algebra and R-linearity of f , the map f I is compatible with
respect to the operators λ�n of M I and N I . By continuity this extends to arbitrary elements

of RIq
m0e

pΓn�m0eq. (ii) follows similarly as in [KPX]: Recall that pekq denotes a RI
K-basis of

M I and consider the maps

Φ :
mà
k�1

RI
K �

mà
k�1

ϕm0e
L pRqm0eI

K q bZprpmoLs ZproLs �M I , pfkq ÞÑ
m̧

k�1

fkek,

Φ1 :
mà
k�1

RI
KpΓnq �

mà
k�1

Rqm0eI
K pΓn�m0eq bZprΓn�m0es

ZprΓns ÑM I , pfkq ÞÑ
m̧

k�1

fkpekq,

and

Υ :
mà
k�1

RI
K �

mà
k�1

RI
KpΓnq,

which in each component is induced by

ϕm0e
L pRqm0eI

K q � Rqm0eI
K pΓn�m0eq, Zn ÞÑ λn

on the �rst tensor factor and
`�1
n,� : ZproLs � ZprΓns

on the second tensor factor. Then we have from (65) that

|Φ1 �Υ � Φ�1pmq �m|I   |m|I ,

i.e.,
||Φ1 �Υ � Φ�1 � id ||I   1,

whence with Φ and Υ also Φ1 is an isomorphism because Φ1 �Υ�Φ�1 is invertible by the usual
argument using the geometric series.
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2.2.6 The structure of MψM�0

Now let M be a L-analytic pϕL,Γq-module over R. We want to show that Mψ�0 carries a
natural RpΓLq-action extending the action of DpΓL,Kq.

From (45) and using formula (42) and (41) we have

MψL�0 �
à

bPpoL{πLq�
ηpb, ZqϕM pMq � ZrΓLs bZrΓ1s pηp1, ZqϕM pMqq .(66)

Theorem 2.33. The ΓL action onM extends to a unique separately continuous RpΓLq-action
on MψL�0 (with respect to the LF -topology on RpΓLq and the subspace topology on MψL�0);
moreover the latter is a free RpΓLq-module of rank rkRM. If e1, . . . , er is a basis of M over

R, a RpΓLq-basis of MψL�0 is given by ηp1, ZqϕM pe1q, . . . , ηp1, ZqϕM perq. If M
f
ÝÑ N is a

homomorphism of L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-modules, then M
fψL�0

ÝÝÝÝÑ N is RpΓLq-equivariant with
regard to this action.

Proof. By Lemma 2.27 (i) we transfer the RpΓ1q-action on M from Theorem 2.30(ii) to
ηp1, ZqϕM pMq. Note that the resulting action is separately continuous for the subspace topol-
ogy of ηp1, ZqϕM pMq, because the map ϕL : M Ñ M is a homeomorphism onto its image.
The latter is a consequence of the existence of the continuous operator ψL and the relation
ψL �ϕL �

q
πL

idM . Finally, because of (53) and (66) the RpΓ1q-action extends to the asserted
RpΓLq-action.

2.2.7 The Mellin transform and twists

We de�ne the isomorphism

M : RpΓLq � RψL�0, λ ÞÑ λpηp1, Zqq

induced from Theorem 2.33. Moreover, let σ�1 P ΓL be the element with χLT pσ�1q � �1.
Recall the twist operators Twχ from section 2.1.3.

Lemma 2.34. The diagram

(67) RKpΓLq

TwχLT
��

M // RψL�0
K

1
Ω
Binv�

��

RKpΓLq
M // RψL�0

K

is commutative; in particular, the right hand vertical map is an isomorphism.

Proof. The corresponding result for RKpΓLq replaced by DpΓL,Kq is implicitly given in
sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, see also [Co2, �1.2.4] for the relation Binv � γ � χLT pγqγ � Binv

as operators on RK . It follows by K-linearity and continuity that the relation of oper-
ators Binv � λ � TwχLT pλq � Binv for all λ P DpΓL,Kq. By continuity of the action of
RKpΓLq � RKpΓnq �Γn ΓL on RψL�0

K it su�ces to check the compatibility for the element
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Y �1
n , where Yn P DpΓn,Kq has been de�ned at the beginning of section 2.2.2. Using that
TwχLT is multiplicative the claim follows from the relation

TwχLT pY
�1
n qηp1, Zq � TwχLT pYnq

�1 1

Ω
Binv

�
YnY

�1
n ηp1, Zq

�
� TwχLT pYnq

�1TwχLT pYnq
1

Ω
Binv

�
Y �1
n ηp1, Zq

�
�

1

Ω
Binv

�
Y �1
n ηp1, Zq

�
.

Moreover, we de�ne ι� : RpΓLq Ñ RpΓLq to be the map which is induced by sending
γ P ΓL to its inverse γ�1, i.e., more precisely it is de�ned to be the usual involution on ZrΓLs
and the inversion on RpΓn0q satisfying

(68) RpΓn0q� _

ι

��

`n0,�

�
// R� _
ι�σ�1

��
RpΓn0q

`n0,�

�
// R.

where the involution on R sends ηpx, Zq to ηp�x, Zq.

Lemma 2.35. Let n1 be as in Lemma 2.29. Then, for n ¥ n1, the map M induces isomor-
phisms

RpΓnq � ϕnLpRqηp1, Zq p� RψL�0q

of RpΓnq-modules and

DpΓn,Kq � ϕnLpR�qηp1, Zq p� pR�qψL�0q

of DpΓn,Kq-modules.

Proof. The �rst isomorphism follows from Lemma 2.31 (ii) by taking limits in combination
with Lemma 2.27 (i). Since all involved constructions respect the �-structures (in the sense
that DpΓn,Kq corresponds to the �-version of RpΓnq) it induces the second isomorphism.

In the next Remark we identify Γ with an open subgroup of o�L for simplicity.

Remark 2.36. If we assume that Ω belongs to K as in the next subsection, we can - via the
LT-isomorphism and log

πnL
- identify RLpX

�
Γn
q with the Robba ring R as in section 2.2. The

image �Ξb of Ξb is then

�Ξb � p Ω
πnL

logLT pZqq
d�1±

jpexpplogpbjq
Ω
πnL

logLT pZqq � 1q

and it follows from the proof of Proposition 2.12 that

Z�Ξb
belongs to R�

K with constant term p Ω
πnL

±
j logpbjqq

�1, whence

�Ξb � πnL
Ω
±
j logpbjqZ

mod R�
K .
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Proof. One checks that the isomorphism

DpΓn,Kq
p log
πn
L
q�

ÝÝÝÝÑ DpoL,Kq � OKpXq � OKpBq

sends a distribution µ to the map gµpzq � µpexppΩ logp�q
πnL

logLT pzqqq. In particular, a Dirac

distribution δa is sent to exppΩ logpaq
πnL

logLT pzqq. Recall that the action of ∇ as distribution

sends a locally L-analytic function f to �
�
d
dtfpexpp�tqq

�
|t�0

, whence ∇ is sent to

∇
�

exppΩ
logp�q

πnL
logLT pzqq



� �

�
d

dt
exppΩ

logpexpp�tqq

πnL
logLT pzqq



|t�0

�
Ω

πnL
logLT pzq.

Now we are going to discuss a variant of Remark 2.36 setting Θb :� ∇Ξb and tLT :�
logLT pZq.

Remark 2.37. If we assume Γ � Γn and that Ω belongs to K as in the next subsection, we
obtain for su�ciently large n

MpΘbq � ϕnLpξbqηp1, Zq

with

ξb �
tLT

Z
±
j logpbjq

mod tLTR�
K .

Proof. Consider the the element

F pXq �
X

exppXq � 1
� 1�XQpXq

with QpXq P QprrXss and let r ¡ 0 be such that QpXq converges on |X| ¤ r. We shall proof
the claim within the Banach-algebra RI

K for I � r0, rs (which contains R�
K and using that the

actions on both rings are compatible). We assume for the operator norm that ||δbi � 1||I  

minpp
� 1
p�1 , rq for all i (otherwise we enlarge n according to Lemma 2.29). From [BSX, Cor.

2.3.2, proof of Lem. 2.3.1] it follows that ∇ �
logpδbi q

logpbiq
as operators in the Banach algebra A of

continuous liniear endomorphisms of RI
K and

(69) expplogpbiq∇q � expplogpδbiqq � δbi

in A. Moreover,

(70) || logpδbiq||I   minpp
� 1
p�1 , rq

for all i, whence ||∇||I   minpp
� 1
p�1 , rq| logpbiq|. Then, as operators in A we have

(71) logpbiq
�1 �∇Qplogpbiq∇q � logpbiq

�1F plogpbiq∇q �
∇

expplogpbiq∇q � 1
�

∇
δbi � 1

.

Hence

Θb �
∇d±

pexpplogpbjq∇q � 1q
�

�¹
j

logpbjq

��1

�∇gplogpbjq∇q
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for some power series g P RI
K . It follows that

(72) MpΘbq �

���¹
j

logpbjq

��1

� ΩtLT fpZq

�ηp1, Zq.
for some fpZq P RI

K . Indeed, concerning the derived action we have

∇ pηp1, Zqq �

�
d

dt
exppΩ expptqtLT q



|t�0

� ΩtLT ηp1, Zq

(cf. also [BSX, end of �2.3] for the fact that

∇ acts as tLT Binv on R�
K(73)

) and
∇pΩtLT q � ΩtLT .

Furthermore, we obtain inductively that

∇iηp1, Zq �

�
i�1¹
k�0

pΩtLT � kq

�
ηp1, Zq

for all i ¥ 0. The convergence of fpZq can be deduced using the operator norm (70).
On the other hand, according to [BF, Lem. 2.4.2] we have

Θbηp1, Zq �
tLT
ϕnLpZq

gpZq

for some gpZq P R�
K . Since the element Θbηp1, Zq lies in the pR�qψL�0, we conclude from

0 � ψLp
π�1
L ϕLptLT q

ϕnLpZq
gpZqq �

π�1
L tLT

ϕn�1
L pZq

ψLpgpZqq

that gpZq belongs to pR�
Kq

ψL�0, whence it is of the form
°
aPpoL{πLq�

ϕLpgapZqqηpa, Zq for

some ga P R�
K by the analogue of (66) for R�

K . From Lemma 2.35 we derive that, for some
apZq P R�

K , we have
Θbηp1, Zq � ϕnLpapZqqηp1, Zq.

Since the decomposition in (66) is direct, we conclude that gpZq � ϕLpg1pZqqηp1, Zq and
tLT
ϕnLpZq

ϕLpg1pZqq � ϕnLpapZqq, whence tLT divides ϕnLpapZqZq. Since ϕ
n
L sends the zeroes of

tLT , i.e., the points in LT pπLq �
�
k LT rπ

k
Ls, surjectively onto itself, we conclude by Lema 2.9

that tLT divides also apZqZ in R�
K and that there exists cpZq P R�

K such that

(74) MpΘbq � ϕnL

�
tLT
Z
cpZq



ηp1, Zq.

Comparing (74) with the �rst description (72) gives the claim as cp0q �
�±

j logpbjq
	�1

because evaluation at 0 is compatible with the embedding R�
K � RI

K and tLT
Z p0q � 1 by

(1).
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2.3 Pairings

In this section we discuss various pairings. The starting point is Serre-Duality on the open
unit disk which induces a (residue) pairing

t , u1 : R�RÑ K,

see Proposition 2.40. This induces a pairing

(75)   , ¡: RpΓLq �RpΓLq Ñ K

for the Robba ring of ΓL, which is actually already characterized by its restriction to RpΓnq
for any n and which can be seen to stem from Serre-duality on the character variety XΓL . It is

related to the additive pairing t , u1 in two ways, �rstly by using the 'logarithm'RpΓnq
p`nq�
ÝÝÝÑ R

and secondly by a topological isomorphism (which is not a ring homomorphism) Υ2 : RpΓnq Ñ
R by requiring ϕnLpΥ

2pλqqηp1, Zq � λ � ηp1, Zq using Theorem 2.33 and Lemma 2.35, cf. (91).
While we take the �rst way as (ad hoc)-de�nition, the second interpretation stems from an
identity of certain residues, see Theorem 2.54, which forms one main ingredient in the proof
of the abstract reciprocity formula 2.74 below.

Based on the (generalized) residue pairings (77)

t , u : M̌ �M Ñ K,

with M̌ :� HomRpM,Ω1
Rq the pairing (75) induces an Iwasawa pairing (92)

t , uIw : M̌
ψL�

q
πL �MψL�1 Ñ DpΓL,Kq.

for any (analytic) pϕL,ΓLq-module M , which behaves well with twisting (cf. Lemma 2.65).
Since, by construction and the comparison isomorphisms - the second main ingredient -

M r
1

tLT
s � Rr 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq and M̌ r
1

tLT
s � Rr 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpV

�p1qq,

the pairing t , uIw is closely related to a pairing

r , s : RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq �RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq Ñ RpΓLq

induced from the natural pairing for Dcris,L, one gets an abstract form of a reciprocity formula
almost formally, see Theorem 2.74. As a consequence we shall later derive the adjointness of
Berger's and Fourquaux' big exponential map with our regulator map, see Theorem 3.2.

2.3.1 The residuum pairing of the Robba ring

Let K be a complete �eld which contains Ω and L. We consider the residue pairing

(76) t , u : R� Ω1
R Ñ K, pg, ωq ÞÑ Respgωq

where
Res : Ω1

R Ñ K,
¸
i

aiZ
idZ ÞÑ a�1

is the residuum map at Z.
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Lemma 2.38. The pairing t , u identi�es R, resp. Ω1
R, with the (strong) topological dual of

Ω1
R, resp. R.

Proof. This is a consequence of Serre duality.

Setting M̌ :� HomRpM,Ω1
Rq � HomRpM,RqpχLT q, for any �nitely generated projective

R-module M , we obtain more generally the pairing

(77) t , u :� t , uM : M̌ �M Ñ K, pg, fq ÞÑ Respgpfqq,

which satis�es the following properties:

Lemma 2.39. (i) t , u identi�es M and M̌ with the (strong) topological duals of M̌ and
M , respectively.

(ii) tϕLpgq, ϕLpfqu �
q
πL
tg, fu for all g P M̌ and f PM,

(iii) tσpgq, σpfqu � tg, fu for all g P M̌ , f PM, and σ P ΓL,

(iv) tψLpgq, fu � tg, ϕLpfqu and tϕLpgq, fu � tg, ψLpfqu for all g P M̌ and f PM,

Proof. i. Lemma 2.38. ii. - iv. [SV15, prop. 3.17, cor. 3.18, prop. 3.19].

Proposition 2.40. The pairing t , u1 : R�RÑ K, pf, gq ÞÑ tf, gd logLT u, induces topological
isomorphisms

HomK,ctspR,Kq � R and HomK,ctspR{R�,Kq � R�.

Proof. This is a consequence of Serre duality.

Assume henceforth that M is an analytic pϕL,ΓLq-module over R.

Corollary 2.41. i. The ΓL-action onM extends continuously to a DpΓL,Kq-module struc-
ture

ii. The isomorphism M̌ � HomK,ctspM,Kq (induced by t , u) is DpΓL,Kq-linear.

Proof. i. See proof of Prop. 6.5 in �mult-char-variety�. ii. This follows from Lemma 2.39(iii)
since ΓL generates a dense subspcae of DpΓL,Kq.

Since πL
q ψL � ϕL � idM we have a canonical decomposition M � ϕLpMq `MψL�0. By

Lemma 2.39 we see thatMψL�0 is the exact orthogonal complement of ϕLpM̌q, i.e., we obtain
a canonical isomorphism

(78) M̌ψL�0 � HomK,ctspM
ψ�0,Kq.

Lemma 2.42. The isomorphism (78) is RpΓLq-equivariant, i.e., we have for all m̌ P M̌ψL�0,
m PMψL�0, and λ P RpΓLq that

tλm̌,mu � tm̌, ιpλqmu .

Proof. This is clear forDpΓL,Kq by Cor. 2.41.ii. It then follows for the localizationDpΓL,Kqrµ�1
n1
s,

where we use the notation and considerations from subsection 2.2.5, especially Lemma 2.31
and its proof. Since DpΓL,Kqrµ�1

n1
s is dense in RpΓLq the assertion now is a consequence of

the continuity property in Theorem 2.33.
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2.3.2 The duality pairing  ,¡ for the group Robba ring

We de�ne res : R Ñ K by sending λ to Respλd logLT q, and we write prn,m � prΓn,Γm (and
similarly prL,m � prΓL,Γm) for the projection maps induced by (50). Consider the following
pairing

(79)   , ¡: RpΓLq �RpΓLq
mult
ÝÝÝÑ RpΓLq

%
ÝÑ K,

where

% : RpΓLq � RpΓn0q �Γn0
ΓL

p q
ΠL

qn0res�`n0,��prL,n0
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ K

with n0 as de�ned at the beginning of subsection 2.2.2.

Lemma 2.43. This de�nition does not depend on the choice of n0.

Proof. For m ¥ n ¥ n0 and k :� m� n, we have commutative diagrams

(80) RpΓnq �Γn ΓL

prL,n

��

� // pRpΓmq �Γm Γnq �Γn ΓL

prL,n

��

� // RpΓmq �Γm ΓL

prL,m

��
RpΓnq

`n,�

��

� // RpΓmq �Γm Γn

p`n,��ιm,nq�`n
��

prn,m // RpΓmq

`n,��ιm,n
��

RpΓmq

`m,�

��
R

p q
πL

qnres

��

� //
À

iPoL{π
k
LoL

ηpi, ZqϕkLpRq
prk0 // ϕkLpRq� _

��

R

p q
πL

qmres

��

ϕkLoo

R
p q
πL

qnres

��
K K K,

where prk0 denotes the natural projection onto the component corresponding to the trivial

coset i � 0. Note that prk0pλq �
�
πL
q

	k
ϕkLψ

k
Lpλq by formula (37). While the upper/middle

rectangles commute obviously by construction (using subsection �2.2.2) , the left lower one
does, because

res

�
p
πL
q
qkϕkLψ

k
Lpλq



�

�
πL
q


k
respϕkLψ

k
Lpλqq �

�
πL
q


k � q

πL


k
respψkLpλqq � respλq

by Lemma 2.39 (ii) (with g � 1, f � λ) for the second and (iv) (with g � λ and f � 1) for the
third equation. By the same argument as for the last equation also the right lower rectangle
commutes.

Remark 2.44. We rather can start with the identi�cation

RpΓnq � ϕnLpRq,
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extending the isomorphism DpΓn,Kq
`�
ÝÑ DpπnLoL,Kq. Then, for m ¥ n ¥ n0 and k :� m�n,

we have the commutative diagram

RpΓmq� _
ι1m,n
��

`�

�
// ϕmL pRq� _

��
RpΓnq

`�

�
// ϕnLpRq

and we may also describe the pairing as

  , ¡: RpΓLq�RpΓLq
mult
ÝÝÝÑ RpΓLq � RpΓn0q�Γn0

ΓL
prL,n0ÝÝÝÝÑ RpΓn0q

`
ÝÑ ϕn0

L pRq � R res
ÝÝÑ K,

which obviously coincides with the one in the previous subsection (and, in particular, is inde-
pendent of the choice of n0).

The following properties follow immediately from the de�nition:

Lemma 2.45. We have for all f, λ, µ P RpΓLq that

(i)   λ, fµ ¡�  fλ, µ ¡,

(ii)   λ, µ ¡�  µ, λ ¡.

Remark 2.46. For an open subgroup U � ΓL denote by   , ¡U the restriction of   , ¡ to
RpΓLq � RpΓLq. Then, for a pair U � U 1 of open subgroups of ΓL, one immediately checks
the projection formula prU 1,U pιU,U 1pxqyq � xprU 1,U pyq, whence

(81)   ιU,U 1pxq, y ¡U 1�  x, prU 1,U pyq ¡U

for x P RpUq, y P RpU 1q and the canonical inclusion RpUq
ιU,U 1
ÝÝÝÑ RpU 1q.

The following proposition follows easily from Proposition 2.40, equation (51) and its ana-
logue for the distribution algebra.

Proposition 2.47. The pairing   , ¡: RpΓLq�RpΓLq Ñ K induces topological isomorphisms

HomK,ctspRpΓLq,Kq � RpΓLq and HomK,ctspRpΓLq{DpΓL,Kq,Kq � DpΓL,Kq.

Proposition 2.48. The map

HomRpΓLqpM
ψ�0,RpΓLqqι

�
ÝÝÑ HomK,ctspM

ψ�0,Kq
�
ÝÝÑ
(78)

M̌ψL�0(82)

F ÞÝÑ ρ � F

is an isomorphism of RpΓLq-modules, where the superscript �ι� on the left hand side indicates
that RpΓLq acts through the involution ι.

Proof. According to Thm. 2.33 the RpΓLq-module Mψ�0 is �nitely generated free. Hence it
su�ces to show that the map

HomRpΓLqpRpΓLq,RpΓLqq ÝÑ HomK,ctspRpΓLq,Kq
F ÞÝÑ ρ � F

is bijective. But this map is nothing else than the duality isomorphism in Prop. 2.47.
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Remark 2.49 (Frobenius reciprocity). For an open subgroup U of ΓL the projection map
prΓL,U : RpΓLq Ñ RpUq induces an isomorphism

HomRpΓLqpN,RpΓLqq � HomRpUqpN,RpUqq

for any RpΓLq-module N ; the inverse sends f to the homomorphism x ÞÑ
°
gPΓL{U

gfpg�1xq.

Twists One checks that the isomorphism

DpΓn,Kq
p`nq�
ÝÝÝÑ DpoL,Kq � OKpXq � OKpBq

sends a distribution µ to the map gµpzq � µpexppΩ`np�q logLT pzqqq. In particular, a Dirac
distribution δγ is sent to exppΩ`npγq logLT pzqq.

Let zχ P BpKq be the point which corresponds via the LT-isomorphism to the character
χ : oL Ñ L�, a ÞÑ exppπnLaq, i.e., satisfying

exppπnLaq � exppaΩ logLT pzχqq

or
πnL � Ω logLT pzχq.

Lemma 2.50. We have the commutative diagram

DpΓn,Kq

TwχLT
��

LT�Fourier�p`nq� // OKpBq

pzχ�LTZq
�

��
DpΓn,Kq

LT�Fourier�p`nq� // OKpBq

Proof. This follows from properties 1. and 3. in section 2.1.3 together with the fact that the
LT-isomorphism κ : XK

�
ÝÑ BK is an isomorphism of group varieties.

Since, with respect to the maximal ideal mK of oK ,

zχ �LT Z � 0�LT Z � Z mod mK

we can write

Z 1 :� zχ �LT Z � αZp1�
β

Z
q(83)

with α P 1�mK , β P zχoKrrZss.
Sending Z to zχ�LT Z de�nes a continous K-linear ring automorphism η : RÑ R, which

in turn induces an automorphism of Ω1
R sending fpZqdZ to ηpF qdηpZq.

Lemma 2.51. For all ω P Ω1
R we have

Respηpωqq � Respωq.

Proof. By the same reasoning as in the proof of [KPX, Lem. 2.1.19] this is reduced to the
statement and proof of [SV, Rem. 3.4 ii.].
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Lemma 2.52. ηpd logLT q � d logLT

Proof.

dηplogLT pZqq � d logLT pzχ �LT Zq

� d logLT pzχq � d logLT pZq

� d logLT pZq

From the de�nitions and Lemmata 2.50, 2.51 and 2.52 we conclude the following

Corollary 2.53. For all λ, µ P RpΓnq we have

  TwχLT pµq, TwχLT pλq ¡Γn�  µ, λ ¡Γn .

This extends to RpΓLq using the projection formula (81).

2.3.3 A residuum identity and an alternative description of   , ¡

Consider the continuous map

ς : RpΓLq Ñ K,

λ ÞÑ RespMpσ�1qMχLT pλqq

where MχLT : RpΓLq Ñ Ω1
R sends λ to

λ � pηp1, Zq b d logLT q � pTwχLT pλqηp1, Zqq b d logLT .(84)

Recall the de�nition from % from (79).

Theorem 2.54. We have
ς � %,

i.e., the following identity for the residue map holds

p
q

πL
qn0Res

�
`n0,� � prL,n0pλqd logLT



� Res

�
ηp�1, Zqλ �

�
ηp1, Zqd logLT

�

for all λ P RpΓLq.

Remark 2.55. Compare with [Ben, Prop. 2.2.1, 3.2.1] where also residue identities play a
crucial role in the proof of his reciprocity formula.

Proof. Due to Proposition 2.47 there exists g P DpΓL,Kq such that ςpλq �  g, λ ¡ for all
λ P RpΓLq, because ς sends DpΓL,Kq to zero. We claim that

(85) Tw
χjLT

pgq � g

for all j P Z : By Corollary 2.53 and Lemma 2.56 below we have

  Tw
χjLT

pgq, f ¡ �  g, Tw
χ�jLT

pfq ¡

� ςpTw
χ�jLT

pfqq

� ςpfq

�  g, f ¡
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for all f P RpΓLq.
Now it follows from (85) combined with Lemma 2.57 below that g is constant (and equal

to evχ0
LT
pgq), i.e., ςp�q � g   1,� ¡ . Finally, it follows from (87) below that g � 1.

Lemma 2.56. For all λ P RpΓLq we have

%pTw
χjLT

pλqq � %pλq.

Proof. Using

BinvpMpσ�1qMpTwχLT pλqqq � BinvpMpσ�1qqMpTwχLT pλqq �Mpσ�1qBinvpMpTwχLT pλqqq

�MpTwχLT pσ�1qqMpTwχLT pλqq �Mpσ�1qMpTwχLT pTwχLT pλqqq

� �Mpσ�1qMpTwχLT pλqq �Mpσ�1qMpTwχLT pTwχLT pλqqq

and the fact that res � Binv � 0 by [FX, Prop. 2.12] the case j � 1 follows directly from the
relations (89) with µ � 1, from which the general case is immediate.

Lemma 2.57. Let λ P DpΓL,Cpq with evχjLT pλq � 0 for in�nitely many j, then λ � 0.

Proof. On the character variety the characters χjLT corresponds to points which converge to
the trivial character. It follows that λ corresponds to the trivial function, since otherwise its
divisor of zeroes would have only �nitely many zeroes in any disk with �xed radius strictly
smaller than 1 by (27), which would contradict the assumptions.

Now �x a Zp-basis b � pb1, . . . , bdq of Γ :� Γn0 and set `�pbq :� `�Γpbq :� q�n0
±d
i�1 `pbiq P

o�L According to subsection 2.1.2 we may de�ne the operators

Θb :�`�pbq
d¹
i�1

∇
bi � 1

xΞb :�`�pbqΞb �
Θb

∇
in RpΓq. Let aug : DpΓ,Kq Ñ K denote the augmentation map, induced by the trivial map
Γ Ñ t1u.

Lemma 2.58. The element ΩxΞb induces the augmentation map

(86)   ΩxΞb,� ¡Γ� aug : DpΓ,Kq Ñ K.

Moreover, we have

(87) ςpΩxΞbq � 1 � %pΩxΞbq.
Proof. Since `n0,�p

xΞbq � πnL
qn0Ω

1
Z mod R�

K by Remark 2.36, one has for every λ P DpΓ,Kq by
de�nition (79)

  xΞb, λ ¡Γ � p
q

πL
qn0Resp`n0,�p

xΞbλqgLTdZq
�

1

Ω
Resp

1

Z
`n0,�pλqgLTdZq

�
1

Ω
augpλq,
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where we use for the last equation that gLT pZq has constant term 1 and the fact that the
augmentation map corresponds via Fourier theory and the LT-isomorphism to the `evaluation
at Z � 0' map.

For the second claim one has by de�nition of ς

ςpΩxΞbq � � Ω`�pbqRespσ�1pMpι�pΞbqqqMp1qd logLT q

� Ω`�pbqRespMpσ�1qMpTwχLT pΞbqqd logLT q

� `�pbqRespMpσ�1q logLT pZqBinvMpΞbq
d logLT

logLT pZq
q

� `�pbqRespMpσ�1qMp∇Ξbq
d logLT

logLT pZq
q

� `�pbqRespMpσ�1q
πn0
L logLT pZq

ϕn0
L pZ

±
j `pbjqq

ηp1, Zq
d logLT

logLT pZq
q

� `�pbqπn0
L Respηp�1, Zq

1

ϕn0
L pZ

±
j `pbjqq

ηp1, Zqd logLT q

� `�pbqπn0
L Respηp1� 1, Zq

1

ϕn0
L pZ

±
j `pbjqq

d logLT q

� `�pbqπn0
L Respϕ

n0
L

�
ηp0, Zq

1

Z
±
j `pbjq

d logLT

�
q

�
`�pbq±
j `pbjq

πn0
L p

q

πL
qn0Resp

1

Z
d logLT q

� 1,

where we use (67) in the third equation, the fact that∇ acts onR as logLT pZqBinv in the fourth
equation, Remark 2.37 for the �fth equation and �nally for the last equation that gLT pZq has
constant term 1. The result follows because the delta distributions span a dense subspace in
DpΓn0 ,Kq.

Corollary 2.59. The pairing  ,¡ makes the following diagram commutative

(88) RψL�0 � pΩ1
Rq

ψL�0mult // Ω1
R

Res // K

 ,¡: RpΓLq

σ�1M�ι�

OO

� RpΓLq

MχLT

OO

// K,

i.e., we have

  µ, λ ¡ � tMpσ�1ιpµqq,MχLT pλqu

� Respσ�1MpιpµqqMχLT pλqq(89)

� RespMpσ�1ιpµqqMpTwχLT pλqqd logLT q

� RespMpιpµqqMpTwχLT pσ�1λqqd logLT q.

Proof. By Theorem 2.54, the de�nition of ς and of   , ¡ we have

  µ, λ ¡ �  1, µλ ¡

� tMpσ�1q,MχLT pµλqu(90)

� tMpσ�1ιpµqq,MχLT pλqu
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where we use Lemma 2.42 for the last equation.

Remark 2.60. For every n the pairing  ,¡Γn induces topological isomorphisms

HomK,ctspRpΓnq,Kq � RpΓnq and HomK,ctspRpΓnq{DpΓn,Kq,Kq � DpΓn,Kq.

Proof. We de�ne topological isomorphisms Υ1,Υ : RpΓnq Ñ R by requiring

ϕnLpΥ
1pλqqηp�1, Zq � ι�pλqηp�1, Zq and ϕnLpΥpλqqηp1, Zq � TwχLT pλqηp1, Zq

and we observe that they restrict to topological isomorphisms between DpΓn,Kq and R�
K by

Lemmata 2.35 and 2.27. Then, by construction and (89), we obtain a commutative diagram

(91) R � R mult // R res // K

p q
πL

qn

��
 ,¡Γn :RpΓnq

Υ1

OO

� RpΓnq

Υ

OO

// K

because respϕLpfqq �
q
πL
respfq by Lemma 2.39 (ii) (with g � 1, f � λ). Hence, the claim

follows from Proposition 2.40.

Lemma 2.61. We have for all f, λ, µ P RpΓLq that   λ, µ ¡� �   ιpλq, ιpµq ¡ .

Proof. Using (89), Lemma 2.39 and Lemma 2.56 we see that

  µ, λ ¡ � Res
�
MpTwχLT pσ�1λqqMpιpµqqd logLT

�
� �Res

�
Mpσ�1ι�pTwχ�1

LT
pι�pλqqqqMpιpµqqd logLT

�
� �   Twχ�1

LT
pιpλqq, Twχ�1

LT
pιpµqq ¡

� �   ιpλq, ιpµq ¡

2.3.4 The Iwasawa pairing for pϕL,ΓLq-modules over the Robba ring

Using Proposition 2.47 we de�ne an RpΓLq-ι�-sesquilinear pairing

t , u1Iw :� t , u1M,Iw : M̌ψL�0 �MψL�0 Ñ RpΓLq

requiring the commutativity of the diagram

RpΓLq � M̌ψL�0 �MψL�0

t , u1Iw
��

// K

RpΓLq � RpΓLq
  ,¡ // K,

in which the upper line sends pf, x, yq to tfpxq, yu. Indeed, the property

tλm̌,mu1Iw � tm̌, ι�pλqmu
1
Iw
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follows from the corresponding property for t, u by Lemma 2.42, while with regard to the
second one

λtm̌,mu1Iw � tλm̌,mu1Iw

we have for all f P RpΓLq

  f, tλm̌,mu1Iw ¡ � tf � λm̌,mu

�  λf, tm̌,mu1Iw ¡

�  f, λtm̌,mu1Iw ¡

by Lemma 2.45. Note that the pairing t , u1Iw induces the isomorphism (82).
We set

C :� p
πL
q
ϕL � 1qMψL�1 and Č :� pϕL � 1qM̌

ψL�
q
πL

and we shall need the following

Lemma 2.62. For f P DpΓL,Kq we have tf �pϕL�1qx, pπLq ϕL�1qyu � 0 for all x P M̌
ψL�

q
πL

and y PMψL�1.

Proof. Straightforward calculation using Lemma 2.39 above, cp. [KPX, Lem. 4.2.7].

This Lemma combined with the second statement of Proposition 2.47 implies that the
restriction of t , u1Iw to Č � C, which by abuse of notation we denote by the same symbol, is
characterized by the commutativity of the diagram

Č � C

t , u1Iw
��

� RpΓLq{DpΓL,Kq // K

DpΓL,Kq � RpΓLq{DpΓL,Kq
  ,¡ // K,

in which the upper line sends px, y, fq to tfpxq, yu. In particular, it takes values in DpΓL,Kq.
Finally, we obtain a DpΓL,Kq-ι�-sesquilinear pairing t , uIw :� t , uM,Iw which by

de�nition �ts into the following commutative diagram

t , uM,Iw : M̌
ψL�

q
πL

ϕL�1

��

� MψL�1

πL
q
ϕL�1

��

// DpΓL,Kq

t , u1M,Iw : Č � C // DpΓL,Kq.

Altogether we obtain the following

Theorem 2.63. There is a DpΓL,Kq�ι�-sesquilinear pairing

(92) t , uIw : M̌
ψL�

q
πL �MψL�1 Ñ DpΓL,Kq.

It is characterized by the following property

(93)   f, tm̌,muIw ¡� tf � pϕL � 1qm̌, p
πL
q
ϕL � 1qmu for all f P RpΓLq, m̌ P M̌, m PM.
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Remark 2.64. For any open subgroup U of ΓL, we obtain similarly as in (92) DpU,Kq-ι�-
sesquilinear pairings

t , uIw,U : M̌
ψL�

q
πL �MψL�1 Ñ DpU,Kq.

It follows immediately from the de�nitions, the projection formulae (81)and Frobenius reci-
procity 2.49 that

t , uIw,U :� prΓL,U � t , uIw.

If χ : ΓL ÝÑ o�L is any continuous character with representation module Wχ � oLtχ
then, for any pϕL,ΓLq-module M over R, we have the twisted pϕL,ΓLq-module Mpχq where
Mpχq :� M boL Wχ as R-module, ϕMpχqpm b wq :� ϕM pmq b w, and γ|Mpχqpm b wq :�
γ|Mpmqbγ|Wχpwq � χpγq�γ|Mpmqbw for γ P ΓL. It follows that ψMpχqpmbwq � ψM pmqbw.
For the character χLT we take WχLT � T � oLη and Wχ�1

LT
� T � � oLη

� as representation

module, where T � denotes the oL-dual with dual basis η� of η.
Consider the RK-linear (but of course not RKpΓLq-linear) map

twχ : M ÑMpχq, m ÞÑ mb tχ.

Lemma 2.65. There is a commutative diagram

M̌pχ�jLT q
ψL�

q
πL � MpχjLT q

ψL�1 t,uIw// DpΓL,Cpq

M̌
ψL�

q
πL

tw
χ
�j
LT

OO

� MψL�1 t,uIw//

tw
χ
j
LT

OO

DpΓL,Cpq.

Tw
χ
j
LT

OO

Proof. We have for all f P RKpΓLq,

  f, ttw
χ�jLT

pm̌q, tw
χjLT

pmquIw ¡ � tf �
�
pϕL � 1qm̌b ηb�j

�
, p
πL
q
ϕL � 1qmb ηbju

� t
�
Tw

χ�jLT
pfq � pϕL � 1qm̌

	
b ηb�j , p

πL
q
ϕL � 1qmb ηbju

� t
�
Tw

χ�jLT
pfq � pϕL � 1qm̌

	
, p
πL
q
ϕL � 1qmu

�  Tw
χ�jLT

pfq, tm̌,muIw ¡

�  f, Tw
χjLT

ptm̌,muIwq ¡

where we used Corollary 2.53 for the last equation. The second equation is clear for δ-
distributions and hence extends by the uniqueness result of Theorem 2.33, cf. the proof of
Theorem 2.30.

2.3.5 The abstract reciprocity formula

Compatibility of the Iwasawa pairing under comparison isomorphisms Let M,N
be (not necessarily étale) L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-modules over R. We extend the action of ΓL,
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ϕL and ψL to the Rr 1
tLT

s-module M r 1
tLT

s (and in the same way to N r 1
tLT

s) as follows:

γ
m

tkLT
:�

γm

γtkLT
�

γm
χkLT pγq

tkLT
,

ϕLp
m

tkLT
q :�

ϕLpmq

ϕLptkLT q
�

ϕLpmq

πkL

tkLT
and

ψLp
m

tkLT
q :�

πkLψLpmq

tkLT
.

Now we assume that there is an isomorphism

c : Rr 1

tLT
s bR M

�
ÝÑ Rr 1

tLT
s bR N

of pϕL,ΓLq-modules over Rr 1
tLT

s.

Lemma 2.66. (i) pM r 1
tLT

sqψL�0 � pMψL�0qr 1
tLT

s :� t m
tkLT

|m PMψL�0, k ¥ 0u.

(ii) The (continuous) RpΓLq-action on MψL�0 extends to a (continuous with respect to
direct limit topology) action of RpΓLq on pM r 1

tLT
sqψL�0.

Proof. For (i) note that 0 � ψLp
m
tkLT

q �
πkLψLpmq

tkLT
if and only if ψLpmq � 0. For (ii) take for

any f P RpΓLq the direct limit of the following commutative diagram

MψL�0

f
��

tLT //MψL�0

Tw
χ�1
LT

pfq

��

tLT // � � �
tLT //MψL�0

Tw
χ�i
LT

pfq

��

tLT // � � �

MψL�0 tLT //MψL�0 tLT // � � �
tLT //MψL�0 tLT // � � �

This de�nes a (separatedly continuous) action.

Consider the composite map

č : Rr 1

tLT
s bR M̌ � HomRr 1

tLT
spRr

1

tLT
s bR M,Rr 1

tLT
s bR Ω1

Rq

� HomRr 1
tLT

spRr
1

tLT
s bR N,Rr 1

tLT
s bR Ω1

Rq

� Rr 1

tLT
s bR Ň

where the second isomorphism is pc�1q�.

Lemma 2.67. cψL�0 and čψL�0 are RpΓLq-equivariant.
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Lemma 2.68. The following diagram commutes on the vertical intersections

M̌ψL�0
� _

��

� MψL�0
� _

��

t,u1M,Iw // RpΓLq

pRr 1
tLT

s bR M̌qψL�0

č �

��

� pRr 1
tLT

s bR MqψL�0

c �

��
pRr 1

tLT
s bR ŇqψL�0 � pRr 1

tLT
s bR NqψL�0

ŇψL�0
?�

OO

� NψL�0
?�

OO

t,u1N,Iw // RpΓLq,

i.e., if m̌ P M̌,m PM, ň P Ň , n P N with čpm̌q � ň and cpmq � n, then

tm̌,mu1M,Iw � tň, nu1N,Iw.

Proof. By de�nition of the Iwasawa pairings we have for all f P RpΓLq

  f, tň, nu1N,Iw ¡ � tf � ň, nuN

� tf � čpm̌q, cpmquN

� tčpf � m̌q, cpmquN

� Respčpf � m̌qpcpmqq

� Respppf � m̌q � c�1qpcpmqq

� Resppf � m̌qpmqq

� tf � m̌,muM

�  f, tm̌,mu1M,Iw ¡

whence the claim. Here we use the RpΓLq-equivariance of č in the third equality.

Now let D be any ϕL-module over L of �nite dimension, say d, (with trivial ΓL-action)
and consider the pϕL,ΓLq-module N :� RbLD over R (with diagonal actions) Since N � Rd

as ΓL-module, it is L-analytic. Moreover, we have Ň � Ω1
R b D� with D� � HomLpD,Lq

being the dual ϕL-module.

Lemma 2.69. There is a commutative diagram

pΩ1
R bD�qψL�0 � pRbL Dq

ψL�0
t,u1N,Iw// RpΓLq

RpΓLq bL D�

�MχLT
bid

OO

� RpΓLq bL D

�σ�1M�ι�bid

OO

// RpΓLq,

where the bottom line is the RpΓLq-linear extension of the canonical pairing between D� and
D, i.e., it maps pλb l, µb dq to λµlpdq.
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Proof. Let ďj and di be a basis of D� and D, respectively, and x �
°
j λj � ďj and y �

°
i µi �di.

Then, by de�nition of t, u1Iw we have for all λ P RpΓLq

  λ, tpMχLTb idqpxq, pσ�1M � ι� b idqpyqu1Iw ¡

� tpλMχLT b idqpxq, pσ�1M � ι� b idqpyqu

� t
¸
j

pλλjq � pηp1, Zqd logLT bďjq,
¸
i

ι�pµiq � ηp�1, Zq b diu

�
¸
i,j

tpλλjµiq � pηp1, Zqd logLT q b ďj , ηp�1, Zq b diu

�
¸
i,j

Res

�
ďj
�
di
�
ηp�1, Zqpλλjµiq � pηp1, Zqd logLT q



.

�
¸
i,j

ďj
�
di
�
Res

�
ηp�1, Zqpλλjµiq � pηp1, Zqd logLT q



.

Here, for the third equation we used property (iii) in Lemma 2.39. On the other hand we can
pair the image

°
i,j λjµiďjpdiqq of px, yq under the bottom pairing with λ using the description

(90)

  λ,
¸
i,j

λjµiďjpdiqq ¡ �
¸
i,j

ďjpdiqtMpσ�1q,MχLT pλλjµiqu

�
¸
i,j

ďjpdiqRes

�
ηp�1, Zqpλλjµiq � pηp1, Zqd logLT q



.

whence comparing with the above gives the result using Proposition 2.47.

De�nition 2.70. An L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-module M over RL is called étale, if it is semistable
and of slope 0. We write Man,étpRLq for the category of étale, analytic pϕL,ΓLq-modules over
RL.

Crucial is the following

Theorem 2.71. There is an equivalence of categories

RepanL pGLq ÐÑMan,étpRLq

V ÞÑ D:
rigpV q.

Proof. Theorem D in [Be16].

Recall the paragraph before Remark A.24 in the Appendix for the de�nition of the subring
B:
L of R. It follows from the proof of [Be16, Thm. 10.1] that for V P RepanL pGLq we have

D:
rigpV q � Rb

B:
L
D:pV q, where D:pV q belongs toMétpB:

Lq. From the theory of Wach modules

we actually know that DLT pV q is even of �nite height, if V is crystallin in addition:

D:pV q � B:
L bA�

L
NpT q � B:

L bB�
L
NpV q
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for any Galois stable oL-lattice T � V. From the big diagram in section 1.1 we thus obtain
the following diagram, in which the horizontal maps are equivalences of categories.

ModϕL,ΓL,an
B�
L

Ob
B�
L
�

����

BLbB�
L
�

�
//Met,crispBLq

ModϕL,ΓL,0O

RbO�
��

VL�D

�
//
Repcris,anL pGLq

�

��

M�Dcris,L
oo

DLT p�q�

OO
Np�q

gg

MpRqan,ét RepanL pGLq�

D:pV qoo

HereMet,crispBLq denotes the essential image of Repcris,anL pGLq underDLT p�q inMetpBLq
with BL :� ALr

1
πL
s.

Now let T be an oL-lattice in an L-linear continuous representation of GL such that V �p1q
(and hence V pτ�1q) is L-analytic and crystalline: Then it follows from [KR] and the discussion
above that

M :� D:
rigpV pτ

�1qq � RbR� MpDcris,LpV pτ
�1qqq � RbA�L

NpT pτ�1qq

as well as

M̌ � D:
rigpV

�p1qq � RbR� MpDcris,LpV
�p1qqq � RbA�L

NpT �p1qq

and the comparison isomorphism (20) induces isomorphisms

compM : M r
1

tLT
s � Rr 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq

and

compM̌ : M̌ r
1

tLT
s � Rr 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpV

�p1qq.

Note that for c � compM and D � Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq we have

compM̌ � pcompΩ1
R
bL idD�q � č(94)

using the identi�cations Ω1
R � RpχLT q and

Dcris,LpV
�p1qq � D� bDcris,LpLpχLT qq.

We set b :� compΩ1
R
pt�1
LTd logLT q �

1
tLT

b η P D0 :� Dcris,LpLpχLT qq.

Lemma 2.72. The following diagram commutes

Ω1
Rr

1
tLT

s bD�
comp

Ω1
R
bLidD�
// Rr 1

tLT
s bD� bD0

pΩ1
R bL D

�qψL�0
?�

OO

RψL�0 bD� bD0

?�

∇
Ω

OO

RpΓLq bL D�

�MχLT
bidD�

OO

idRpΓLqbLD
� bb
// RpΓLq bL D� bD0

�MbidD�bD0

OO
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Proof. Observe, since on D� we have the identity throughout, that the commutativity of the
above diagram follows from the commutativity of

(95) RpΓLq
MχLT // pΩ1

Rq
ψL�0 � � // Ω1

Rr
1
tLT

sψL�0

comp
Ω1
R�

��

RpχLT qψL�0

�

OO

RpΓLq
∇
Ω

��

Mbb // RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq

Binv
Ω

btLT

OO

tLT
Binv

Ω
bid
��

RpΓLq
Mbb // RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq

� � // pRr 1
tLT

s bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qqq
ψL�0

where the map Binv
Ω b tLT : R bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq Ñ RpχLT q sends f b 1

tLT
b η to Binv

Ω f b η

and the composite with the natural identi�cation RpχLT q � Ω1, which sends η to d logLT , is
the map d

Ω : RÑ Ω1
R upon identifying RbL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq with R by sending f b 1

tLT
b η

to f. The fact (73) implies the commutativity of the left lower corner while for the upper left
corner it follows from (67) and (84)

MχLT pλq � TwχLT pλq � ηp1, Zqd logLT

� TwχLT pλq �
Binv

Ω
ηp1, Zqd logLT

�
Binv

Ω
pλ � ηp1, Zqqd logLT

Finally, since ηp1, Zq b b P RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq is send up to ηp1, Zqd logLT and down
to tLT ηp1, Zq b b, the compatibility with compΩ1

R
is easily checked.

Now we introduce a pairing

r , s :� r , sDcris,LpV pτ�1qq : RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq �RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq Ñ RpΓLq

by requiring that the following diagram becomes commutative

(96) RψL�0 bD� bD0 � RψL�0 bL D
r , s // RpΓLq

RpΓLq bL D� bD0

�MbidD�bD0

OO

� RpΓLq bL D

�σ�1M�ι�bid

OO

// RpΓLq,

where the bottom line sends pλb l b βb, µb dq to λµβlpdq.
Combining the Lemmata 2.69 and 2.72 we obtain for N � RbL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq

Lemma 2.73. r�,�sDcris,LpV pτ�1qq � t∇Ω pcompΩ1
R
bL idD�q�1p�q,�u1N,Iw.

SettingM 1 :� comp�1pRψL�0bLDcris,LpV pτ
�1qqq and M̌ 1 :� comp�1pRψL�0bLDcris,LpV

�p1qqq
we obtain
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Theorem 2.74. For all x P M̌ 1 X pM̌ψL�0q and y PM 1 X pMψL�0q it holds

t
∇
Ω
x, yu1Iw � rx, ys,

i.e., the following diagram commutes on the vertical intersections

M̌ψL�0
� _

��

� MψL�0
� _

��

∇
Ω
t,u1M,Iw // RpΓLq

pRr 1
tLT

s bR M̌qψL�0

compM̌ �

��

� pRr 1
tLT

s bR MqψL�0

compM �

��
pRr 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpV

�p1qqqψL�0 � pRr 1
tLT

s bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qqqψL�0

RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

?�

OO

� RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

?�

OO

r,sDcris,LpV pτ�1qq
// RpΓLq.

Proof. Combine Lemmata 2.73 and 2.68 using (94).

Interpretation of the abstract reciprocity formula in terms of the Dcris,L-pairing

The canonical pairing Dcris,LpV
�p1qq�Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq Ñ Dcris,LpLpχLT qq extends to a pair-
ing

RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq � RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq
r,scris // RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq

by requiring that the following diagram is commutative (in which the lower one is induced by
multiplication within RpΓLq and the natural duality paring on Dcris,L)
(97)

RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq � RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq
r,scris // RψL�0 bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq

RpΓLq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

Mbid

OO

� RpΓLq bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

σ�1M�ι�bid

OO

// RpΓLq bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq

Mbid

OO

Note that
comp

�
rx, ys � ηp1, Zq b pt�1

LT b ηq
�
� rx, yscris.

Hence using the diagram (95) Theorem 2.74 is also equivalent to

comp �MχLT � tx, yu
1
Iw � rcomppxq, comppyqscris,

i.e., the 'commutativity' (whenever it makes sense) of the following diagram
(98)

D
:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL r 1

tLT
s

1�ϕL

��

� D
:
rigpV pτ

�1qqψL�1r 1
tLT

s

1�
πL
q
ϕL

��

tt,uuIw // RpΓLq

D
:
rigpV

�p1qqψL�0r 1
tLT

s

comp �

��

� D
:
rigpV pτ

�1qqψL�0r 1
tLT

s

comp �

��

tt,uu1Iw // RpΓLq

MχLT // RpχLT qr
1

tLT
sψL�0

comp�

��
RψL�0r 1

tLT
s bL Dcris,LpV

�p1qq � RψL�0r 1
tLT

s bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

r,scris // RψL�0r 1
tLT

s bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq
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Question: Can one extend the de�nition of r , s and t , u to pM̌ r 1
tLT

sqψL�0�pM r 1
tLT

sqψL�0 by
perhaps enlarging the target RpΓLq by an appropriate localisation, which re�ects the inversion
of tLT somehow?

3 Application

3.1 The regulator map

Recall that we write τ�1 � χLTχ
�1
cyc. Let T be in RepcrisoL,f

pGLq such that T pτ�1q belongs to

Repcris,anoL,f
pGLq with all Hodge-Tate weights in r0, rs, and such that V :� L boL T does not

have any quotient isomorphic to Lpτq. Then we de�ne the regulator maps

LV :H1
IwpL8{L, T q Ñ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq,

L0
V :H1

IwpL8{L, T q Ñ pR�
L q

ψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq,

LV :H1
IwpL8{L, T q Ñ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV q

as (part of) the composite

H1
IwpL8{L, T q � DLT pT pτ

�1qqψL�1 � NpT pτ�1qq
ψDLT pT pτ�1qq�1 p1�

πL
q
ϕLq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ϕ�LpNpV pτ
�1qqqψL�0

ãÑ OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq � pR�

Cpq
ψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq(99)

M�1bid
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq Ñ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV q

using [SV15, Thm. 5.13], Lemma 1.30, the inclusion (22) and where the last map sends µbd P
DpΓL,CpqbLDcris,LpV pτ

�1qq to µbdbd1 P DpΓL,CpqbLDcris,LpV pτ
�1qqbLDcris,LpLpτqq �

DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV q. Note that D :� Dcris,LpLpτqq � D0
dR,LpLpτqq � Ld1 with d1 �

tLT t
�1
Qp b pη

b�1 b ηcycq.
Alternatively, in order to stress that the regulator is essentially the map 1 � ϕL, one can

rewrite this as

H1
IwpL8{L, T q � DLT pV pτ

�1qqψL�1 � NpT pτ�1qq
ψDLT pT pτ�1qq�1

ãÑ NpV pτ�1qq
ψDLT pV pτ�1qq�1

bL D

(100)

1�ϕLÝÝÝÑ ϕ�LpNpV pτ
�1qqqψL�0 bL D ãÑ OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq bL D � pR�
Cpq

ψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV q

M�1bid
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV q

where the ãÑ in the �rst line sends n to nb d1 and the ϕL now acts diagonally. By construc-
tion, this regulator map LV takes values in DpΓL,KqGL bL Dcris,LpV q.

One signi�cance of regulator maps is that it should interpolate (dual) Bloch-Kato expo-
nential maps. We shall prove such interpolation formulae in subsection 3.2.4 by means of a
reciprocity formula.

3.1.1 The basic example

We are looking for a map

L : U bZ T
�
π Ñ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpLpτqq
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such that

Ωr

r!

1� π�rL

1�
πrL
q

Lpub aη�qpχrLT q b pt
r�1
LT b ηb�r�1q � CW pub aηb�rq

for all r, u, a. where CW denotes the diagonal map in

Theorem 3.1 (A special case of Kato's explicit reciprocity law). For r ¥ 1 the diagram

limÐÝn o
�
Ln
bZ T

b�r
π

�κbid
�� 2p1�π�rL qrψrCW p�qdr 2

''

H1
IwpL8{L, T

b�r
π p1qq

cor

��
H1pL, Tb�rπ p1qq

exp� // D0
dR,LpV

b�r
π p1qq � Ldr,

commutes, i.e., the diagonal map sends ub aηb�r to

ap1� π�rL qrψrCW puqdr � a
1� π�rL
pr � 1q!

Brinv log gu,ηpZq|Z�0dr

with dr :� trLT t
�1
Qp b pη

b�r b ηcycq.

We set L � Lb d1 with L given as follows

L : U b T �π
∇
ÝÑ oLrrωLT ss

ψL�1
p1�

πL
q
ϕq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pR�
Cpq

ψL�0 logLT �ÝÝÝÝÑ pR�
Cpq

ψL�0 M�1

ÝÝÝÑ DpΓL,Cpq

Using Lemmata 2.15, 2.14 we obtain

Lpub aη�qpχrLT q � aM�1plogLT p1�
πL
q
ϕqBinv log guqpχ

r
LT q

� aΩ�1rM�1p1�
πL
q
ϕqBinv log guqpχ

r�1
LT q

� arΩ�rp1�
πL
q
πr�1
L qpBr�1

inv Binv log guq|ω�0

� arΩ�rp1�
πrL
q
qpBr�1

inv Binv log guq|ω�0.

By construction and Propostion 2.18 the image of L actually lies in the GL-invariants:

L : U bZ T
�
π Ñ DpΓL,Kq

GL bL Dcris,LpLpτqq.

We claim that

plimÐÝ
n

o�Lnq bZ T
�
π

�κbT�πÝÝÝÝÝÑ H1
IwpL8{L, oLpτqq

LLpτq
ÝÝÝÑ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpLpτqq
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coincides with
L : U bZ T

�
π Ñ DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpLpτqq.

More generally, we have the following commutative diagram (cp. with [LVZ15, Appendix C]
for L � Qp), setting er :� t�rLT b ηbr P Dcris,LpLpχ

r
LT qq, r ¥ 1:

U b T
bpr�1q
π

∇bηbr

��

�κbT
bpr�1q
π // H1

IwpL8{L, oLpτχ
r
LT qq

�

��

LLpτχr
LT

qbd
bp�1q
1

ss

poLrrωLT ss b ηbrqψ�1

p1�
πL
q
ϕLqbid

��

� � // pω�rLT oLrrωLT ss b ηbrqψ�1

p1�
πL
q
ϕLqbid

��

NpoLpχ
r
LT qq

ψ�1

1�
πL
q
ϕL

��
oLrrωLT ssr

1
p
sψ�0 b ηbr

B�rinvbt
�r
LT

��

� � // ϕpωLT q�roLrrωLT ssr 1
p
sψ�0 b ηbr

trLTbt
�r
LT

��

ϕ�pNpLpχrLT qqq
ψ�0

comp

��
Oψ�0 b er

M�1bid

��

�trLT B
r
invbid

l0���lr�1bid // Oψ�0 b er Oψ�0 bL Dcris,LpLpχ
r
LT qq

M�1bid

��
DpΓL,Kq

GL bL Dcris,LpLpχ
r
LT qq

l�1
Lpχr

LT
q

��
DpΓL,Kq

GL b er

idbtrLT

��

DpΓL,Kq
GL bL Dcris,LpLpχ

r
LT qq

idbtrLT

��
DpΓL,Kq

GL bL η
r DpΓL,Kq

GL bL oLpχ
r
LT q

where li :� tLT Binv� i, Binv �
d

dtLT
. We write ∇Lie P LiepΓLq for the element in the Lie algebra

of ΓL corresponding to 1 under the identi�cation LiepΓLq � L. Note that we have

(101) M�1pl0fq � lim
γÑ1

δγpM
�1pfqq �M�1pfq

`pγqq
� ∇LieM

�1pfq,

see [KR, Lem. 2.1.4] for the fact that∇Lie � tLT Binv as operators onO. By abuse of notation we
thus also write li � ∇Lie�i for the corresponding element inDpΓL,Kq, compare [ST1, �2.3] for
the action of LiepΓLq on and its embedding into DpΓL,Kq. Moreover we set lLpχrLT q �

±r�1
i�0 li.

Note that Binv is invertible on Oψ�0 by [FX, Prop. 3.12]. Finally the map

comp : ϕ�pNpoLpχ
r
LT qqq

ψ�0 Ñ Oψ�0 bL Dcris,LpLpχ
r
LT qq

is (22).

3.2 Relation to Berger's and Fourquaux' big exponential map

Let V denote a L-analytic representation of GL and take an integer h ¥ 1 such that
Fil�hDcris,LpV q � Dcris,LpV q and such that Dcris,LpV q

ϕL�π
�h
L � 0 holds. Under these condi-

tions in [BF] a big exponential map à la Perrin-Riou

ΩV,h :
�
OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV q

	∆�0
Ñ D:

rigpV q
ψL�

q
πL
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is constructed as follows: According to [BF, Lem. 3.5.1] there is an exact sequence

0 Ñ
hà
k�0

tkLDcris,LpV q
ϕL�π

�k
L Ñ pO boL Dcris,LpV qq

ψL�
q
πL

1�ϕLÝÝÝÑ

OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV q
∆
ÝÑ

hà
k�0

Dcris,LpV q{p1� πkLϕLqDcris,LpV q Ñ 0,

where, for f P O bL Dcris,LpV q, ∆pfq denotes the image of
Àh

k�0pB
k
inv b idDcris,LpV qqpfqp0q

in
Àh

k�0Dcris,LpV q{p1 � πkLϕLqDcris,LpV q. Hence, if f P
�
OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV q

�∆�0
there

exists y P pO boL Dcris,LpV qq
ψL�

q
πL such that f � p1 � ϕLqy. Setting ∇i :� ∇ � i for any

integer i, one observes that ∇h�1 � . . . � ∇0 annihilates
Àh�1

k�0 t
k
LDcris,LpV q

ϕL�π
�k
L whence

ΩV,hpfq :� ∇h�1 � . . . �∇0pyq is well-de�ned and belongs under the comparison isomorphism

(20) to D:
rigpV q

ψL�
q
πL by Proposition 1.13.

Note that
�
OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV q

�∆�0
� OψL�0bLDcris,LpV q if Dcris,LpV q

ϕL�π
�k
L � 0 for

all 0 ¤ k ¤ h. If this does not hold for V itself, it does hold for V pχ�rLT q for r su�ciently large
(with respect to the same h).

In the case L � Qp the above map specialises to the exponential map due to Perrin-Riou
and satis�es the following adjointness property with Loe�er's and Zerbes' regulator map, see
[LVZ15, A.2.2], where the upper pairing and notation are introduced:

DpΓ,Qpq bΛL HIwpQp, V
�p1qq � DpΓ,Qpq bΛQp HIwpQp, V q

γ�1LV
��

// DpΓ,Qpq

DpΓ,Qpq bQp Dcris,QppV
�p1qq

ΩV �p1q,1

OO

� DpΓ,Qpq bQp Dcris,QppV q // DpΓ,Qpq

In fact this is a variant of Perrin-Riou's reciprocity law comparing ΩV,h with ΩV �p1q,1�h .
For L � Qp the issue of L-analyticity requires that V �p1q is L-analytic for the construction

of ΩV �p1q,1�h, which then implies that V is not L-analytic. Instead our regulator map is
available and the purpose of this subsection is to prove an analogue of the above adjointness
for arbitrary L.

Theorem 3.2 (Reciprocity formula/Adjointness of Big exponential and regulator map).
Assume that V �p1q is L-analytic with Fil�1Dcris,LpV

�p1qq � Dcris,LpV
�p1qq and

Dcris,LpV
�p1qqϕL�π

�1
L � Dcris,LpV

�p1qqϕL�1 � 0. Then the following diagram commutes:

(102) D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL � DpV pτ�1qqψL�1

ΩL0
V

��

t,uIw // DpΓL,Cpq

OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

ΩV �p1q,1

OO

� OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

r,s // DpΓL,Cpq.

Note that the terms on the right hand side of the pairings are all de�ned over L!

Proof. This follows from the abstract reciprocity formula 2.74 (with M :� D:
rigpV pτ

�1qq

as before) by construction. Indeed, assuming that z P OψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq and y P

DpV pτ�1qqψL�1 we have that p1� πL
q ϕLqy PM

1XpMψL�0q (see (99)) and comp�1pp1�ϕLqxq P
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M̌ 1 for x P pO bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qqq

ψL�
q
πL such that z � p1 � ϕLqx. Moreover, comp�1pp1 �

ϕLqxq P M̌
ψL�0 by Proposition 1.13 as V �p1q is positive by assumption. Recall that comp�1p∇xq

is an element in D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL again by Proposition 1.13. We thus obtain

tcomp�1p∇xq, yuIw � t∇comp�1pp1� ϕLqxq, p1�
πL
q
ϕLqyu

1
Iw

� Ωrp1� ϕLqx, comppp1�
πL
q
ϕLqyqs.

By de�nition of the big exponential and regulator map the latter is equivalent to

tΩV �p1q,1pzq, yuIw � rz,ΩL0
V pyqs.

We also could consider the following variant of the big exponential map (under the as-
sumptions of the theorem)

ΩV,h : DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq Ñ D:

rigpV q
ψL�

q
πL

by extending scalars from L to Cp and composing the original one with Ω�h times

DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

Mbid
ÝÝÝÑ pR�qψL�0 bL Dcris,LpV

�p1qq.

Corollary 3.3 (Reciprocity formula/Adjointness of Big exponential and regulator map). Un-
der the assumptions of the theorem the following diagram commutes:

(103) D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL � DpV pτ�1qqψL�1

σ�1LV
��

t,uIw // DpΓL,Cpq

DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

ΩV �p1q,1

OO

� DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

r,s0 // DpΓL,Cpq,

where r�,�s0 � rMb idp�q, σ�1Mb idp�qs, i.e.,

(104) rλb ď, µb ds0 � ηp1, Zq b pt�1
LT b ηq � λι�pµq � ηp1, Zq b rď, dscris,

where Dcris,LpV
�p1qq �Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qq
r , scris
ÝÝÝÝÑ Dcris,LpLpχLT qq is the canonical pairing.

Remark 3.4. By [BF, Cor. 3.5.4] we have ΩV,hpxqb η
bj � Ω

V pχjLT q,h�j
pB�jinvxb t

�j
LT η

bjq and

∇h �ΩV,h � ΩV,h�1, whence we obtain ΩV,hpxqb η
bj � Ω

V pχjLT q,h�j
pTw

χ�jLT
pxqb t�jLT η

bjq and

∇h �ΩV,h � ΩV,h�1.

3.2.1 Some homological algebra

Let X
f
ÝÑ Y be a morphism of cochain complexes. Its mapping cone conepfq is de�ned as

Xr1s
À
Y with di�erential diconepfq :�

�
diXr1s 0

f r1si diY



(using column notation) and we de�ne

the mapping �bre of f as Fibpfq :� conepfqr�1s. Here the translation Xrns of a complex X is
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given by Xrnsi :� Xi�n and diXrns :� p�1qndi�nX . Alternatively, we may consider f as a double
cochain complex concentrated horizontally in degree 0 and 1 and form the total complex (as
in [SP, Def. 18.3/tag 012Z]). Then the associated total complex coincides with Fibp�fq.

For a complex pX, dXq of topological L-vector spaces we de�ne its L-dual ppX�q, dX�q
to be the complex with

pX�qi :� HomL,ctspX
�i, Lq

and
dX�pfq :� p�1qdegpfq�1f � dX .

By ppX�,naiveq, dX�,naiveq we call the naive version by dX�,naivepfq :� f � dX .
More generally, for two complexes pX, dXq and pY , dY q of topological L-vector spaces

we de�ne the complex Hom
L,ctspX

, Y q by

Homn
L,ctspX

, Y q �
¹
iPZ

HomL,ctspX
i, Y i�nq

with di�erentials df � d � f � p�1qdegpfq�1f � d. Note that the canonical isomorphism

HompX, Y qrns
�
ÝÑ HompX, Y rnsq

does not involve any sign, i.e., it is given by the identity map in all degrees.
Also we recall that the tensor product of two complexes X and Y  is given by

pX bL Y
qi :�

à
n

Xn bL Y
i�n

and
dpxb yq � dxb y � p�1qdegpxqxb dy.

The adjunction morphism on the level of complexes

adj : Hom
L,ctspX

 bL Y
, Zq Ñ Hom

L,ctspY
,Hom

L,ctspX
, Zqq

sends u to py ÞÑ px ÞÑ p�1qdegpxq degpyqupxbyqqq. It is well-de�ned and continuous with respect
to the projective tensor product topology and the strong topology for the Homs. Furthermore,
by de�nition we have the following commutative diagram

(105) X bL Y


idbadjpuq

��

u // Lr�2s

X bL Hom
L,ctspX

, Lr�2sq
ev2 // Lr�2s

,

where ev2 sends px, fq to p�1qdegpxq degpfqfpxq.

Lemma 3.5. Let pC, dq be a complex in the category of locally convex topological L-vector
spaces.

(i) If C consists of Fréchet spaces and hipCq is �nite-dimensional over L, then di�1 is strict
and has closed image.

(ii) If di is strict, then h�ipC�q � hipCq�.
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Proof. (i) Apply the argument from [BW, � IX, Lem. 3.4] and use the open mapping theorem
[NFA, Prop. 8.8]. (ii) If

A
α // B

β // C

forms part of the complex with B in degree i, one immediately obtains a map

kerpα�q{impβ�q Ñ pkerpβq{impαqq� ,

where kerpβq carries the subspace topology and kerpβq{impαq the quotient topology. Now use
the Hahn-Banach theorem [NFA, Cor. 9.4] for the strict maps B{ kerpβq ãÑ C (induced from
β) and kerpβq ãÑ B in order to show that this map is an isomorphism.

De�nition 3.6. A locally convex topological vector space is called an LF-space, if it is the
direct limit of a countable family of Fréchet spaces, the limit being formed in the category of
locally convex vector spaces.

Remark 3.7. (i) If V
α
ÝÑW is a continuous linear map of Hausdor� LF -spaces with �nite

dimensional cokernel, then α is strict and has closed image by the same argument used in
(i) of the previous lemma. However, since a closed subspace of an LF-space need not be
an LF-space, we cannot achieve the same conclusion for complexes by this argument as
kerpdiq may fail to be an LF-space, whence one cannot apply the open mapping theorem,
in general. But consider the following special situation. Assume that the complex C
consists of LF-spaces and hipCq is �nite-dimensional. If moreover Ci�1 � 0, i.e., Ci �
kerpdiq, then di�1 is strict and h1�ipC�q � hi�1pCq�.

(ii) If di is not strict, the above proof still shows that we obtain a surjection h�ipC�q� hipCq�.

However, for a special class of LF-spaces and under certain conditions we can say more
about how forming duals and cohomology interacts.

Lemma 3.8. Let pC, dq � limÝÑr
pCr , drq be a complex in the category of locally convex topo-

logical L-vector spaces arising as regular inductive limit of complexes of Fréchet spaces, i.e.,
in each degree i the transition maps in the countable sequence pCirqr are injective and for each
bounded subset B � Ci there exists an r ¥ 1 such that B is contained in Cir and is bounded as
a subset of the Fréchet space Cir. Then,

(i) we have topological isomorphisms pCq� � limÐÝrpC

r q
�,

(ii) if, in addition, limÐÝ
1
r¥0

hippCr q�q � 0 for all i, we have a long exact sequence

. . . // hippCq�q // limÐÝr¥0
hippCr q�q // hi�1plimÐÝ

1
r¥0

pCr q�q // hi�1ppCq�q // . . . ,

(iii) if, in addition to (ii), the di�erentials dr are strict, e.g., if all h
ipCr q have �nite dimension

over L, and limÐÝ
1
r¥0

pCr q� � 0, we have isomorphisms

hippCq�q � limÐÝ
r¥0

h�ipCr q�.

Proof. (i) is [PGS, Thm: 11.1.13] while (ii), (iii) follows from (i) and [1, Ch. 3, Prop. 1] applied
to the inverse system ppCr q�qr combined with Lemma 3.5. .
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3.2.2 Koszul complexes

In this paragraph we restrict to the situation U � Zdp and �x topological generators γ1, . . . γd of
U and we set Λ :� ΛpUq. Furthermore, letM be any complete linearly topologized oL-module
with a continuous U -action. Then by [Laz2, Thm. II.2.2.6] this actions extends to continuous
Λ-action and one has HomΛ,ctspΛ,Mq � HomΛpΛ,Mq.

Consider the (homological) complexes Kpγiq :� rΛ
γi�1
ÝÝÝÑ Λs concentrated in degrees 1

and 0 and de�ne

K :�KU
 :� Kpγq :�

dâ
Λ

i�1

Kpγiq,

KpMq :�K
U pMq :� Hom

ΛpK,Mq � Hom
ΛpK,Λq bΛ M � KpΛq bΛ M,

KpMq :�K bΛ M (homological complex),

KpMq :�pK bΛ Mq (the associated cohomological complex).

If we want to indicate the dependence on γ � pγ1, . . . γdq we also write Kpγ,Mq in-
stead of KpMq and similarly for other notation; moreover, we shall use the notation γ�1 �
pγ�1

1 , . . . , γ�1
d q and γp

n
� pγp

n

1 , . . . γp
n

d q . Note that in each degree these complexes consists of
a direct sum of �nitely many copies of M and will be equipped with the corresponding direct
product topology.

The complex K will be identi�ed with the exterior algebra complex
�

Λ Λd of the free
Λ-module with basis e1, . . . , ed, for which the di�erentials dq :

�q
Λ Λd Ñ

�q�1
Λ Λd with respect

to the standard basis ei1,...,iq � ei1 ^ � � � ^ eiq , 1 ¤ i1   � � �   iq ¤ d, is given by the formula

dqpai1,...,iqq �

q̧

k�1

p�1qk�1pγik � 1qai1,..., pik,...,iq .

Then the well-known selfduality (compare [Ei, Prop. 17.15] although the claim there is not
precisely the same) of the Koszul complex, i.e., the isomorphism of complexes

(106) KpΛq
 � KpΛqrds

can be explicitly described in degree �q as follows (by identifying
�d

ΛΛd � Λe1^� � �^ed � Λ):©q

Λ
Λd

α�q
ÝÝÑ HomΛp

©d�q

Λ
Λd,Λq

ei1,...,iq ÞÑ signpI, Jqe�j1,...,jd�q ,

where e�1 , . . . e
�
d denotes the dual basis of e1, . . . , ed, the elements e�j1,...,jd�q � e�j1 ^ � � � ^ e

�
jd�q

,

1 ¤ j1   � � �   jd�q ¤ d, form a (dual) basis of HomΛp
�d�q

Λ Λd,Λq, the indices J � pjkqk are
complementary to I � pinqn in the following sense ti1, . . . , iquYtj1, . . . , jd�qu � t1, . . . , du and
signpI, Jq denotes the sign of the permutation ri1, . . . , iq, j1, . . . , jd�qs. Indeed, the veri�cation
that the induced diagram involving the di�erentials from cohomological degree �q to �q � 1�q

ΛΛd

dq
��

α�q // HomΛp
�d�q

Λ Λd,Λq

p�1qdp�1qd�q�1d�d�q�1
���q�1

Λ Λd
α�q�1// HomΛp

�d�q�1
Λ Λd,Λq
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commutes, relies on the observation that

signpI, JqsignpIpk, Jkq
�1 � p�1qq�k�l�1,

where Ipk :� pi1, . . . , pik, . . . , iqq denotes the sequence which results from I by omitting ik while
Jk � pj1, . . . , jl�1, ik, jl, . . . id�qq denotes the sequence which arises from J by inserting ik at po-
sition l with regard to the strict increasing ordering: The permutations ri1, . . . , iq, j1, . . . , jd�qs
and ri1, . . . , pik, . . . , iq, j1, . . . , jl�1, ik, jl, . . . , jd�qs di�er visibly by q� k� l� 1 transpositions.

Now we assume that M is any complete locally convex L-vector space with continuous U -
action such that its strong dual is again complete with continuous U -action. Then we obtain
isomorphisms of complexes

Kpγ,Mq� � Hom
L,ctspHom

ΛpKpγq,Λq bΛ M,Lq

� Hom
ΛpHom

ΛpKpγ
�1q,Λq,HomL,ctspM,Lqq

� Hom
ΛpHom

ΛpKpγ
�1q,Λq,Λq bΛ HomL,ctspM,Lq

� Kpγ
�1,Λq bΛ HomL,ctspM,Lq(107)

� Kpγ�1,Λqrds bΛ M
�

� Kpγ�1,M�qrds,

where in the second line we use the adjunction morphism; the isomorphism in the fourth line
being the biduality morphism (according to [Ne, (1.2.8)])

KpΛq
 �
ÝÑ Hom

ΛpHom
ΛpK,Λq,Λq

x ÞÑ p�1qix��

with the usual biduality of modules

KpΛq
i �
ÝÑ HomΛpHomΛpK�i,Λq,Λq

x ÞÑ px�� : f ÞÑ fpxqq

involves a sign, while the isomorphism in the third last line stems from (106) together with
Lemma 2.39 (i). Note that the isomorphism in the second last line does not involve any further
signs by [Ne, (1.2.15)].

We �nish this subsection by introducing restriction and corestriction maps concerning the
change of group for Koszul complexes. To this end let U1 � U be the open subgroup generated
by γp

n

1 , . . . γp
n

d . Then Hom
Λp�,Mq applied to the tensor product of the diagrams

ΛpUq
γp
n

i �1
// ΛpUq

ΛpUq
γi�1 // ΛpUq

°pn�1
k�0 γki

OO

gives a map corU1
U : K

U1
pγp

n
qpMq Ñ K

U pγqpMq which we call corestriction map and which is
compatible under (121) below with the corestriction map on cocylces (for appropriate choices
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of representatives in the de�nition of the latter). Using the diagram

ΛpUq

°pn�1
k�0 γki

��

γp
n

i �1
// ΛpUq

ΛpUq
γi�1 // ΛpUq

instead, one obtains the restriction map resUU1
: K

U pγqpMq Ñ K
U1
pγp

n
qpMq, again compatible

under (121) with the restriction map on cocycles.

3.2.3 Continuous and analytic cohomology

For any pro�nite group G and topological abelian groupM with continuous G-action we write
C :� CpG,Mq for the continuous (inhomogeneous) cochain complex of G with coe�cients in
M and H�pG,Mq :� h�pCpG,Mqq for continuous group cohomology. Note that C0pG,Mq �
M.

If G is moreover a L-analytic group and M � limÝÑs
limÐÝrM

rr,ss with Banach spaces M rr,ss a

LF space with a pro-L-analytic action of G, i.e., a locally analytic action on eachM rr,ss, which
means that for all m PM rr,ss there exist an open L-analytic subgroup Γn � Γ in the notation
of subsection 2.2.2 such that the orbit map of m restricted to Γn is a power series of the form
gpmq �

°
k¥0 `pgq

kmk for a sequence mk of elements inM rr,ss with πnkL mk converging to zero.
Following [Co2, �5] we write Can :� CanpG,Mq for the locally L-analytic cochain complex
of G with coe�cients in M and H�

anpG,Mq :� h�pCanpG,Mqq for locally L-analytic group
cohomology. More precisely, if MapslocL�anpG,M

rr,ssq denotes the space of locally L-analytic
maps from G to M rr,ss, then

CnanpG,Mq � limÝÑ
s

limÐÝ
r

MapslocL�anpG,M
rr,ssq

is the space of locally L-analytic functions (locally with values in limÐÝrM
rr,ss for some s and

such that the composite with the projection onto M rr,ss is locally L-analytic for all r). Note
that again C0

anpG,Mq �M and that there are canonical homomorphisms

CanpG,Mq ãÑ CpG,Mq,(108)

H
anpG,Mq Ñ HpG,Mq.(109)

Let f be any continuous endomorphism of M which commutes with the G-action. We
de�ne

(110) H0pf,Mq :�Mf�1 and H1pf,Mq :�Mf�1

as the kernel and cokernel of the map M
f�1
ÝÝÑM , respectively.

The endomorphism f induces an operator on C or Can and we denote by T :� Tf,GpMq
and T an :� T an

f,GpMq the mapping �bre of CpG, fq and CanpG, fq, respectively.
Again there are canonical homomorphisms

T an
f,GpMq ãÑ Tf,GpMq,(111)

hpT an
f,GpMqq Ñ hpTf,GpMqq.(112)
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For ? either empty or an, one of the corresponding double complex spectral sequences is

(113) IE
i,j
2 � H ipf,Hj

?pG,Mqq ùñ hi�jpT ?q

It degenerates into the short exact sequences

0 ÝÑ H i�1
? pG,Mqf�1 ÝÑ hipT ?

f,GpMqq ÝÑ H i
?pG,Mqf�1 ÝÑ 0.

In (loc. cit.) as well as in [BF] analytic cohomology is also de�ned for the semigroups
ΓL � Φ and ΓL � Ψ with Φ � tϕnL|n ¥ 0u and Ψ � tpπqψLq

n|n ¥ 0u, if M denotes an
L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-module over the Robba ring R.

Remark 3.9. Any L-analytic pϕL,ΓLq-module M over the Robba ring R is a pro-L-analytic
ΓL-module by the discussion at the end of the proof of [BSX, Prop. 2.25], whence it is also an
L-analytic ΓL�Φ- and ΓL�Ψ-module as Φ and Ψ possess the discrete structure as L-analytic
manifolds.

Proposition 3.10. We have canonical isomorphisms

hipT an
ϕL,ΓL

pMqq � H i
anpΓL � Φ,Mq � H i

anpΓL �Ψ,Mq � hipT an
π
q
ψL,ΓL

pMqq.

and an exact sequence
(114)

0 ÝÑ H1
anpΓL,M

ψL�
q
π q ÝÑ hipT an

π
q
ψL,ΓL

pMqq ÝÑ pMψL�
q
π
qΓL ÝÑ H2

anpΓL,M
ψL�

q
π q ÝÑ h2pT an

π
q
ψL,ΓL

pMqq .

Proof. The isomorphism in the middle is [BF, cor. 2.2.3]. For the two outer isomorphism we
refer the reader to [Th, 3.7.6]. The exact sequence is the extension [Th, Thm. 5.1.5] of [BF,
Thm. 2.2.4].

Note that, for U � U 1, the restriction and corestriction homomorphisms CpU 1,Mq
res
ÝÝÑ

CpU,Mq and CpU,Mq
cor
ÝÝÑ CpU 1,Mq induce maps on Tf,U 1pMq

res
ÝÝÑ Tf,U pMq and

Tf,U pMq
cor
ÝÝÑ Tf,U 1pMq, respectively.

We write Ext1
CpA,Bq for isomorphism classes of extensions of B by A in any abelian

category C. Furthermore, we denote by MU pRq (Mét
U pRq, M

:
U pRq ) the category of all (étale,

overconvergent) pϕL, Uq-modules over R, respectively, and by Rep:LpGLU8q the category of
overconvergent representations of GLU8 consisting of those representations V of GLU8 such
that DpV q is an overconvergent pϕL, Uq-module; see De�nition A.25, where also the notation
D:pV qq is introduced.

Theorem 3.11. Let V be in RepLpGLq and U � ΓL be any open subgroup.

(i) For DpV q the corresponding pϕL,ΓLq-module over BL we have canonical isomorphisms

(115) h� � h�U,V : H�pLU8, V q
�
ÝÝÑ h�pTϕL,U pDpV qqq

which are functorial in V and compatible with restriction and corestriction.

(ii) If V is in addition overconvergent there are isomorphisms

h0pTϕL,U pD
:
rigpV qqq � V

G
LU8 ,(116)

h1pTϕL,U pD
:
rigpV qqq � H1

: pL
U
8, V q,(117)

which are functorial in V and compatible with restriction and corestriction and where by
de�nition H1

: pL
U
8, V q � H1pLU8, V q classi�es the overconvergent extensions of L by V .

In particular, these L-vector spaces have �nite dimension.
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(iii) If V is in addition L-analytic, then we have

(118) H1
anpL

U
8, V q

�
ÝÝÑ h1pT an

ϕL,U
pD:

rigpV qqq

where by de�nition H1
anpL

U
8, V q � H1

: pL
U
8, V q � H1pLU8, V q classi�es the L-analytic

extensions of L by V .

Proof. (i) is [Ku, Thm. 5.1.11.] or [KV, Thm. 5.1.11.]. The statement (iii) is [BF, prop. 2.2.1]
combined with Proposition 3.10 while (ii) follows from [FX] (the reference literally only cov-
ers the case U � ΓL, but the same arguments allow to extend the result to general U)
as follows: Firstly, by Lemma 3.12 below one has an isomorphism h1pTϕL,U pD

:
rigpV qqq �

Ext1
MU pRLq

pRL, D
:
rigpV qq. Then use the HN-�ltration à la Kedlaya to see that any extension

of étale pϕL, Uq-modules is étale again, whence

Ext1
MU pRLq

pRL, D
:
rigpV qq � Ext1

Mét
U pRLq

pRL, D
:
rigpV qq

and the latter group equals

Ext1
M:
U pRLq

pRL, D
:
rigpV qq � Ext1

Rep:LpGLU8
q
pL, V q � H1

: pL
U
8, V q

by prop. 1.5 and 1.6 in (loc. cit.). For the claim in degree 0 one has to show that the inclusion
D:pV q � D:

rigpV q induces an isomorphism on ϕL-invariants, which follows from Lemma A.36.

Lemma 3.12. Let M be in MU pRq. Then we have a canonical isomorphism

h1pTϕL,U pMqq � Ext1
MU pRLq

pRL,Mq.

Proof. Starting with a class z � rpc1,�c0qs in h1pTϕL,U pMqq with c1 P C1pMq and c0 P
C0pMq � M (i.e., we work with inhomogeneous continuous cocycle) satisfying the cocycle
property

(119) c1pστq � σc1pτq�c1pσq for all σ, τ P U, and pϕL�1qc1pτq � pτ �1qc0 for all τ P U,

we de�ne an extension of pϕL, Uq-modules

0 //M // Ec // RL
// 0

with Ec :�M�RL asRL-module, gpm, rq :� pgm�gr �c1pgq, grq for g P U and ϕEcppm, rqq :�
pϕM pmq � ϕLprqc0, ϕLprqq; note that this de�nes a (continuous) group-action by the �rst
identity in (119), while the U - and ϕL-action commute by the second identity in (119). If we
change the representatives pc1,�c0q by the coboundary induced by m0 P M , then sending
p0, 1q to p�m0, 1q induces an isomorphism of extensions from the �rst to the second one,
whence our map is well-de�ned.

Conversely, if E is any such extension, choose a lift e P E of 1 P RL and de�ne

c1pτq :� pτ � 1qe PM, c0 :� pϕE � 1qe,

which evidently satisfy the cocycle conditions (119). Choosing another lift ẽ leads to a cocylce
which di�ers from the previous one by the coboundary induced by ẽ � e P M, whence the
inverse map is well-de�ned.

One easily veri�es that these maps are mutually inverse to each other.
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Question 3.13. Can one show that h2pTϕL,U pD
:
rigpV qqq is �nite-dimensional (and related to

H2pLU8, V q) and that the groups hipTϕL,U pD
:
rigpV qqq vanish for i ¥ 3?

Remark 3.14. By [FX, Thm. 0.2, Rem. 5.21] it follows that the inclusions

H1
anpL

U
8, V q � H1

: pL
U
8, V q � H1pLU8, V q

are in general strict. More precisely, the codimension for the left one equals prLU8 : Qps �

1q dimL V
G
LU8 .

Let us recall Tate's local duality in this context.

Proposition 3.15 (Local Tate duality). Let V be an object in RepLpGLq, and K any �nite
extension of L. Then the cup product and the local invariant map induce perfect pairings of
�nite dimensional L-vector spaces

H ipK,V q �H2�ipK,HomQppV,Qpp1qqq ÝÑ H2pK,Qpp1qq � Qp

and
H ipK,V q �H2�ipK,HomLpV,Lp1qqq ÝÑ H2pK,Lp1qq � L

where �p1q denotes the Galois twist by the cyclotomic character. In other words, there are
canonical isomorphisms

H ipK,V q � H2�ipK,V �p1qq� .

Proof. This is well known. For lack of a reference (with proof) we sketch the second claim
(the �rst being proved similarly). Choose a Galois stable oL-lattice T � V and denote by πnL

A
the kernel of multiplication by πnL on any oL-module A. Observe that we have short exact
sequences

0 // H ipK,T q{πnL
// H ipK,T {πnLT q

//
πnL
H i�1pK,T q // 0

for i ¥ 0 and similarly for T replaced by T �p1q � HomoLpT, oLp1qq. By [SV15, Prop. 5.7]
(remember the normalisation given there!) the cup product induces isomorphism

H ipK,T {πnLT q � HomoLpH
2�ipK,T �p1q{πnLT

�p1qq, oL{π
n
Lq

such that we obtain altogether canonical maps

H ipK,T q{πnL Ñ HomoLpH
2�ipK,T �p1qq{πnL, oL{π

n
Lq � HomoLpH

2�ipK,T �p1qq, oLq{π
n
L.

Using that the cohomology groups are �nitely generated oL-modules and isomorphic to the
inverse limits of the corresponding cohomology groups with coe�cients modulo πnL we see that
the inverse limit of the above maps induces a surjective map

H ipK,T q� HomoLpH
2�ipK,T �p1qq, oLq

with �nite kernel, whence the claim after tensoring with L over oL using the isomorphism
H ipK,T q boL L � H ipK,V q and analogously for T �p1q.
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Now let W be a L-analytic representation of GL and set

H1
{:pL

U
8,W

�p1qq :� H1
: pL

U
8,W q�,

which, by local Tate duality and Theorem 3.11, is a quotient of H1pLU8,W
�p1qq. By de�nition,

the local Tate pairing induces a non-degenerate pairing

(120)  ,¡Tate,L,:: H
1
: pL

U
8,W q �H1

{:pL
U
8,W

�p1qq // H2pL,Lp1qq � L.

In order to compute this pairing more explicitly in certain situations we shall use Koszul-
complexes. For this we have to assume �rst that U is torsionfree. Following [CoNi, �4.2] we
obtain for any complete linearly topologised oL-module M with continuous U -action a quasi-
isomorphism

(121) K
U pMq

�
ÝÑ CpU,Mq

which arises as follows: Let X :� XpUq and Y � YpUq denote the completed standard
complex [Laz2, V.1.2.1], i.e., Xn � ZprrU ssb̂pn�1q, and the standard complex computing group
cohomology, i.e., Yn � ZprU sbpn�1q. Then, by [Laz2, Lem. V.1.1.5.1] we obtain a diagram of
complexes

(122) YpUq

��

∆ // YpU � Uq � YpUq bZp YpUq

��
XpUq

��

∆ // XpU � Uq � XpUqpbZpXpUq

��
KU


∆ // KU�U
 � KU


pbZpK

U
 ,

which commutes up to homotopy (of �ltered Λ-modules) . Here the maps ∆ are induced by
the diagonal maps U Ñ U � U, e.g., ZprrU ss Ñ ZprrU � U ss � ZprrU sspbZpZprrU ss. The �rst
column induces a morphism

HomΛpK
U
 ,Mq Ñ HomΛ,ctspXpUq,Mq Ñ HomZprUs,ctspYpUq,Mq,

which is (121). The upper line induces as usual the cup product on continuous group coho-
mology

HrpU,Mq �HspU,Nq
YUÝÝÑ Hr�spU,M bNq

via

HomZprUs,ctspYpUq,Mq �HomZprUs,ctspYpUq, Nq
�
ÝÑ HomZprUsbZprUs,ctspYpUq bZp YpUq,M bNq

∆�

ÝÝÑ HomZprUs,ctspYpUq,M bNq.

The lower line induces analogously the Koszul-product

Kr
U pMq �Ks

U pNq
YKÝÝÑ Kr�s

U pM bNq.

By diagram (122) both products are compatible with each other.
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Let f be any continuous endomorphism ofM which commutes with the U -action; it induces

an operator on KpMq and we denote by Kf,U pMq :� cone
�
KpMq

f�id
ÝÝÝÑ KpMq

	
r�1s the

mapping �bre of Kpfq. Then the quasi-isomorphism (121) induces a quasi-isomorphism

(123) Kϕ,U pMq
�
ÝÑ Tϕ,U pMq.

Remark 3.16. By a standard procedure cup products can be extended to hyper-cohomology
(de�ned via total complexes), we follow [Ne, (3.4.5.2)], but for the special case of a cone, see
also [Ni, Prop. 3.1]. In particular, we obtain compatible cup products YK and YU for Kϕ,U pMq
and Tϕ,U pMq, respectively.

Now we allow some arbitrary open subgroup U � ΓL and let L1 � LU8. Note that we obtain
a decomposition U � ∆ � U 1 with a subgroup U 1 � Zdp of U and ∆ the torsion subgroup of
U . By Lemma A.44 we obtain a canonical isomorphism

(124) Kϕ,U 1pM∆q
�
ÝÑ Tϕ,U pMq.

Now letM be a �nitely generated projective R-moduleM with continuous U -action. Then
M� � M̌ is again a �nitely generated projective R-module M with continuous U -action by
Lemma 2.39 (i). Hence M as well as M∆ satis�es the assumptions of (107) and we have
isomorphisms

Kϕ,U pM
∆q� � cone

�
KpM∆q�

ϕ��1
ÝÝÝÑ KpM∆q�



� cone

�
KppM∆q�qrds

ϕ��1
ÝÝÝÑ KppM∆q�qrds



(125)

� Kϕ�,U ppM
�q∆qrd� 1s

� Kψ,U pM̌∆qrd� 1s

� Kψ,U pM̌
∆qrd� 1s.

The last isomorphism is induced by the canonical isomorphism M̌∆ � M̌∆.
Now note that

(126) D:
rigpW q

_
� D:

rigpW
�pχLT qq

for any L-analytic representation W by the fact that the functor D:
rig respects inner homs,

(cp. [SV, Remark 5.6] for the analogous case DLT ). Hence the tautological pairing ev2 from
(105) together with the above isomorphism (125) induces the following pairing (see also the
lower pairing of diagram (172)):
(127)

YK,ψ : h1pKϕ,U 1pD:
rigpW q∆qq � h1pKψ,U 1pD:

rigpW
�pχLT qq

∆qrd� 1sq // L

Remark 3.17. For U � U 1 and M � D:
rigpW q, on the level of cochains this pairing is given

as follows:

M̌ `Kd�1pM̌q �K1pMq `M Ñ L, ppx, yq, px1, y1qq ÞÑ ty1, xu�ypx1q,
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where we again use that Kd�1pM̌q � K1pMq� and where t , u denotes the pairing (77). More
generally, we have the following diagram

(128)

Kϕ,U pMq : 0 // M

�
� d0

K

1� ϕ

�


// K1pMq `M

�
� d1

K 0
1� ϕ �d0

K

�


// K2pMq `K1pMq //

� � �

Kψ,U pM̌qrd� 1s : // Kd�1pM̌q `Kd�2pM̌q

��

�
� d

d�1
K 0

1� ψ �dd�2
K

�


// M̌ `Kd�1pM̌q

��

�
1� ψ �dd�1

K

	

// M̌

��

// 0

L L L

in degrees: 0 1 2

Recall thatW � V �p1q is L-analytic and setM � D:
rigpW q as well as M̌ � D:

rigpV pτ
�1qq �

D:
rigpW

�pχLT qq. We obtain a Fontaine-style, explicit map

(129) prU : D:
rigpV pτ

�1qqψ�1 Ñ h1pKψ,U 1pM̌∆qrd� 1sq, m ÞÑ rpm̄, 0qs,

where m̄ � 1
#∆

°
δP∆ δm denotes the image of m under the map M̌ � M̌∆ � M̌∆.

Remark 3.18. Let U1 � U an open subgroup with torsion subgroups ∆1 and ∆, respectively.
Assume that the torsionfree parts U 1

1 and U 1 are generated by γp
n

1 , . . . γp
n

d and γ1, . . . γd, re-
spectively. Then, for M any complete locally convex L-vector space with continuous U -action,
the restriction and corestriction maps of Koszul-complexes from section 3.2.2 extend by func-
toriality to the mapping �bre

corU1
U :�cor

U 1
1

U 1 �Kϕ,U 1
1
pN∆{∆1

q : Kϕ,U 1
1
pM∆1q Ñ Kϕ,U 1pM∆q

resUU1
:�Kϕ,U 1

1
pιq � resU

1

U 1
1

: Kϕ,U 1pM∆q Ñ Kϕ,U 1
1
pM∆1q

Here N∆{∆1
: M∆1 Ñ M∆ denotes the norm/trace map sending m to

°
δP∆{∆1

δm while

ι : M∆ ÑM∆1 is the inclusion. Taking duals as in (125) we also obtain

corU1
U :�presUU1

q�r1� ds : Kψ,U 1
1
pM∆1q Ñ Kψ,U 1pM∆q

resUU1
:�pcorU1

U q�r1� ds : Kψ,U 1pM∆q Ñ Kψ,U 1
1
pM∆1q

(co)restriction maps for the ψ-Herr complexes.
Since in�ation is compatible with restriction and corestriction one checks that the above

maps are compatible under the isomorphism (115) with the usual maps in Galois cohomology.
Moreover, they de�ne such maps on H1

: and H1
{: via (117) and h1pKψ,U 1pD:

rigpW
�pχLT qq

∆rd�

1sq � H1
{:pL

1,W �p1qq.
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By the discussion at the end of section 3.2.2 the restriction map

Kϕ,U 1pM∆q
resUU1ÝÝÝÑ Kϕ,U 1

1
pM∆1q and corestriction map Kϕ,U 1

1
pM∆1q

cor
U1
UÝÝÝÑ Kϕ,U 1pM∆q in de-

gree 0 are given as inclusion M∆
ãÑ M∆1 and norm M∆1

NU 1,U 11
�N∆{∆1

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ M∆, respectively,
where

NU 1,U 1
1

:�
d¹
i�1

pn�1¸
k�0

γki P ΛpU 1q.

Hence, by duality the restriction map Kψ,U pM̌
∆qrd � 1s2

resUU1ÝÝÝÑ Kψ,U1pM̌
∆1qrd � 1s2 and

corestriction map Kψ,U1pM̌
∆1qrd � 1s2

cor
U1
UÝÝÝÑ Kψ,U pM̌

∆qrd � 1s2 are given by the norm

M̌∆
p∆:∆1qιpNU 1,U 11

q

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ M̌∆1 and projection map M̌∆1

1
p∆:∆1q

N∆{∆1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ M̌∆, respectively. Here

ι denotes the involution of ΛpUq sending u to u�1. Note that the latter two descriptions

also hold for the �rst components of Kψ,U pM̌
∆qrd � 1s1

resUU1ÝÝÝÑ Kψ,U1pM̌
∆1qrd � 1s1 and

Kψ,U1pM̌
∆1qrd� 1s1

cor
U1
UÝÝÝÑ Kψ,U pM̌

∆qrd� 1s1, respectively. Hence, we obtain

corU1
U � prU1 � prU and resUU1

� prU � prU1 �N∆{∆1
� ιpNU 1,U 1

1
q.

Berger and Fourquaux in contrast de�ne a di�erent Fontaine-style map in [BF, Thm. 2.5.8]
for an L-analytic representation Z and N � D:

rigpZq

h1
LU8,Z

:D:
rigpZq

ψL�
q
πL Ñ H1

anpU,D
:
rigpZq

ψL�
q
πL q Ñ h1pTϕL,U pNqq � h1pKϕL,U pN

∆qq,(130)

y ÞÑ rcbpyqs ÞÑ rpcbpyq,�mcqs ÞÑ rpc̃bpyq,�m̃cqs,

in which the cocycle h1
LU8,Z

pyq is given in terms of the pair pcbpyq,�mcq in the notation of

Theorem 2.5.8 in (loc. cit.): mc is the unique element in D:
rigpZq

ψL�0 such that

(131) pϕL � 1qcbpyqpγq � pγ � 1qmc

for all γ P U and this pair de�nes the extension class in the sense of Lemma 3.12. Here, the
�rst map is implicity given by Proposition 2.5.1 in (loc. cit.), the second one is the composite
from maps arising in Cor. 2.2.3, Thm. 2.2.4, of (loc. cit.) with the natural map from analytic
to continuous cohomology

H1
anpU,D

:
rigpZq

ψL�
q
πL q Ñ H1

anpU �Ψ, D:
rigpZqq � H1

anpU �Φ, D:
rigpZqq Ñ H1pU �Φ, D:

rigpZqq

combined with the interpretation of extension classes (see �1.4 in (loc. cit.) and Lemma 3.12),
while the last one is (124) (the concrete image pc̃bpyq,�m̃cq will be of interest for us only in
the situation where ∆ is trivial, when m̃c � mc).

According to [BF, Prop. 2.5.6, Rem. 2.5.7] this map also satis�es

(132) corUU 1 � h1
LU

1
8 ,Z

� h1
LU8,Z

.

Since D:
rigpV pτ

�1qqq_ � D:
rigpV

�p1qq by (126), concerning the Iwasawa-pairing we have
the following
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Proposition 3.19. For a GL-representation V such that V �p1q is L-analytic the following
diagram is commutative

h1pKϕ,U 1pD:
rigpV

�p1qpχjLT qq
∆qq � h1pKψ,U 1pD:

rigpV pχ
�j
LT qq

∆qrd� 1sq
YK,ψ // L � Cp

D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL

h1

L,V �p1qpχ
j
LT

q
�tw

χ
j
LT

OO

� D:
rigpV pτ

�1qqψL�1

prU�tw
χ
�j
LT

OO

t,uIw // DpΓL,Cpq.

1
Ω
ev
χ
�j
LT

OO

Proof. By Lemma 2.65, it su�ces to show the case j � 0, i.e., the trivial character χtriv.
Furthermore, it su�ces to show the statement for any subgroup of the form Γn without any
p-torsion:

(133)
1

Ω
evLn,χtriv � tx, yuIw,Γn � h1

Ln,V �p1qpxq YK,ψ prΓnpyq

for x P D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL , y P D:

rigpV pτ
�1qqψL�1.

Indeed, by Remark 3.18, for every such n, we have the commutative diagram

h1pKϕ,ΓnpD
:
rigpV

�p1qqqq

cor

��

� h1pKψ,ΓnpD
:
rigpV qqrd� 1sq

YK,ψ // L

h1pKϕ,U 1pD:
rigpV

�p1qq∆qq � h1pKψ,U 1pD:
rigpV q

∆qrd� 1sq

res

OO

YK,ψ // L.

Hence we obtain using (132)

h1
L1,V �p1qpxq YK,ψ prU pyq � pcor � h1

Ln,V �p1qpxqq YK,ψ prU pyq

� h1
Ln,V �p1qpxq YK,ψ pres � prU pyqq

� h1
Ln,V �p1qpxq YK,ψ pprΓnpN∆ � ιpNU 1,Γnqyqq,

where we use Remark 3.18 for the last equality. On the other hand one easily checks that

evLn,χtriv � prU,Γn �N∆ � ιpNU 1,Γnq � evL,χtriv : DpU,Cpq Ñ Cp,

whence

evL,χtriv � tx, yuIw,U � evLn,χtriv � prU,ΓnpN∆ � ιpNU 1,Γnqtx, yuIw,U q

� evLn,χtriv � prU,Γnptx,N∆ � ιpNU 1,ΓnqyuIw,U q

� evLn,χtriv � tx,N∆ � ιpNU 1,ΓnqyuIw,Γn

where we have used Remark 2.64 for the last equation.
In order to prove (133) choose n � n0 (see section 2.2.2). As recalled in (130)) the map

h1
Ln0 ,V

�p1q : D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL Ñ h1pKϕL,Γn0

pD:
rigpV

�p1qqqq

is given by the cocycle h1
Ln0 ,V

�p1qpxq in terms of the pair pc̃bpxq,�mcq. Note that we have

mc � xΞbpϕL � 1qx.
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Indeed, by [BF, Thm. 2.5.8] we have cbpxqpbkj q � pbkj � 1qxΞbx for all j, k ¥ 0, which together
with (131) and the uniqueness of mc (loc. cit.) implies the claim. On the other hand we have
the map (129)

prΓn0
: D:

rigpV pτ
�1qqψL�1 Ñ h1pKψ,Γn0

pD:
rigpV pτ

�1qqqrd� 1sq, y Ñ class of py, 0q.

Thus the pairing YK,ψ sends by construction (see diagram (128)) the above classes to

h1
Ln,V �p1qpxq YK,ψ prΓnpyq � 0pc̃bpxqq � t�xΞbpϕL � 1qx, yu

� txΞbpϕL � 1qx, p
πL
q
ϕL � 1qyu

�  xΞb, tx, yuIw,Γn ¡Γn

�
1

Ω
augptx, yuIw,Γnq.

Here the second equality holds due to Lemma 2.39 because the left hand side belongs to
D:

rigpV
�p1qqψL�0, the third one is (93) while the last one comes from (86).

Proposition 3.20. For W an L-analytic representation we have a canonical commutative
diagram

YK,ψ : h1pKϕ,U 1pD
:
rigpW q∆qq

�b

��

� h1pKψ,U 1pD
:
rigpW

�pχLT qq
∆qrd� 1sq

�a

��

// L

 ,¡Tate,L,:: H
1
: pL

1,W q� _

��

� H1
{:pL

1,W�p1qq // H2pL1, Lp1qq
� // L

 ,¡Tate,L1 : H
1pL1,W q � H1pL1,W�p1qq

pr

OOOO

// H2pL1, Lp1qq
� // L.

Moreover, the isomorphism a is compatible with the middle maps of the diagrams (172) and
(178).

Proof. The lower square of pairings comes from Tate duality as in Prop. 3.15 and (120). Its
commutativity holds by de�nition. In the upper square of pairings the left upper vertical
isomorphism b arises from (117) combined with (124), while the middle vertical isomorphism
a is uniquely determined as adjoint of the latter because both pairings are non-degenerate: The
middle one by de�nition of H1

{: while the upper one due to Corollary A.48(ii) withW � V �p1q.

Therefore one immediately checks that a�1 � pr is induced by the cohomology of the middle
map going down in diagram (172) in Appendix A.2 again with W � V �p1q. By the same
reason, a�1 � pr it is also induced by the cohomology of the middle map (going down) in
diagram (178) (being the same as the middle map (going from right to left) of diagram

(179) upon identifying h1
�
K
ψ,U 1pDpV pτ�1qq∆qrd� 1s

	
and H1pL1, V q by the isomorphism

described there).

Combining the last two propositions we get the following result.
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Corollary 3.21. For a GL-representation V such that V �p1q is L-analytic the following dia-
gram is commutative

H1
: pL

1, V �p1qpχjLT qq � H1
{:pL

1, V pχ�jLT qq
 ,¡Tate,L1,:// H2pL1, Lp1qq � L � Cp

D:
rigpV

�p1qq
ψL�

q
πL

h1
L1,V �p1q

�tw
χ
j
LT

OO

� D:
rigpV pτ

�1qqψL�1

prL1�twχ�j
LT

OO

t,uIw // DpΓL,Cpq.

1
Ω
ev
χ
�j
LT

OO

With respect to evaluating at a character we have the following analogue of Corollary 3.21.

Proposition 3.22. For a GL-representation V such that V �p1q is L-analytic the following
diagram is commutative

Cp bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qpχjLT qq � Cp bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qpχ�jLT qq
r,scris // Cp bL Dcris,LpLpχLT qq � Cp

DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

ev
χ
�j
LT

bt�jLT η
bj

OO

� DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

ev
χ
j
LT

btjLT η
b�j

OO

r,s0 // DpΓL,Cpq,

ev
χ
�j
LT

OO

where, for the identi�cation in the right upper corner we choose t�1
LT b η as a basis.

Proof. Using Lemma 3.23 below the statement is reduced to j � 0. Evaluation of (104) implies
the claim in this case.

Lemma 3.23. There is a commutative diagram

DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qpχjLT qq � DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV pτ

�1qpχ�jLT qq
r,s0 // DpΓL,Cpq

DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq

Tw
χ
�j
LT

bt�jLT η
bj

OO

� DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq

r,s0 //

Tw
χ
j
LT

btjLT η
b�j

OO

DpΓL,Cpq.

Tw
χ
�j
LT

OO

Proof. The claim follows immediately from (104), the compatibility of the usual Dcris-pairing
with twists and the fact that Tw

χjLT
pλι�pµqq � Tw

χjLT
pλqι�pTwχ�jLT

pµqq holds.

3.2.4 The interpolation formula for the regulator map

In this subsection we are going to prove the interpolation property for LV . First recall that
we introduced in section 1.1 the notation DdR,L1pV q :� pBdR bQp V q

GL1 . Since BdR contains
the algebraic closure L of L we have the isomorphism

BdR bQp V � pBdR bQp Lq bL V
�
ÝÝÑ

¹
σPGQp{GL

BdR bσ,L V

which sends b b v to pb b vqσ. The tensor product in the factor BdR bσ,L V is formed with
respect to L acting on BdR through σ. With respect to the GL-action the right hand side
decomposes according to the double cosets in GLzGQp{GL. It follows, in particular, that
Did
dRpV q :� pBdR bL V q

GL is a direct summand of DdR,LpV q and we denote by prid the
corresponding projection. Similarly, tanL,idpV q :� pBdR{B

�
dR bL V q

GL is a direct summand
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of tanLpV q :� pBdR bL V q
GL . More generally, also the �ltration Di

dR,LpV q decomposes into
direct summands.

According to [SV15, Appendix A] the dual Bloch-Kato exponential map is uniquely deter-
mined by the commutativity of the following diagram, in which all pairings are perfect:

(134) H1pL1,W q

exp�
L1,W

��

� H1pL1,W �p1qq
 ,¡Tate,L1 // L� _

��
D0
dR,L1pW q
� _

��

� tanL1pW
�p1qq

expL1,W�p1q

OO

// DdR,L1pQpp1qq
� // L1

DdR,L1pW q � DdR,L1pW
�p1qq

pr

OOOO

// DdR,L1pQpp1qq
� // L1.

In the Lubin-Tate setting we can also consider the dual of the identity component expL1,W�p1q,id

of expL1,W�p1q :

(135) H1pL1,W q

�exp�
L1,W,id

��

� H1pL1,W �p1qq
 ,¡Tate,L1 // L� _

��
Did,0
dR,L1pW pτ�1qq

� _

��

� tanL1,idpW
�p1qq

expL1,W�p1q,id

OO

// Did
dR,L1pLpχLT qq

� // L1

Did
dR,L1pW pτ�1qq � Did

dR,L1pW
�p1qq

pr

OOOO

// Did
dR,L1pLpχLT qq

� // L1.

Upon noting that under the identi�cations DdR,L1pQpp1qq � L1 and Did
dR,L1pQpp1qq�L

1 the
elements tQp b ηcyc and tLT b η are sent to 1, one easily checks that, if W �p1q is L-analytic,
whence the inclusion tanL1,idpW

�p1qq � tanL1pW
�p1qq is an equality and expL1,W�p1q,id �

expL1,W�p1q, it holds

(136) Tτ�1 � exp�L1,W ��exp�L1,W,id,

where Tτ�1 : D0
dR,L1pW q Ñ Did,0

dR,L1pW pτ�1qq is the isomorphism, which sends bb v to b
tQp
tLT

b

v b η b ηb�1
cyc ; note that

tQp
tLT

P pB�
dRq

�, whence the �ltration is preserved.
Now let W be an L-analytic, crystalline L-linear representation of GL. Recall that η �

pηnqn denotes a �xed generator of Tπ and that the map tw
χjLT

: D:
rigpW q Ñ D:

rigpW pχjLT qq

has been de�ned before Lemma 2.65. For Dcris twisting Dcris,LpW q
�bej
ÝÝÝÑ Dcris,LpW pχjLT qq

maps d to db ej with ej :� t�jLT b ηbj P Dcris,LpLpχ
j
LT qq.

If we assume, in addition, that

(i) W has Hodge Tate weights ¤ 0, whence W �p1q has Hodge Tate weights ¥ 1 and
D0
dR,LpW

�p1qq � 0, and

(ii) Dcris,LpW
�pχLT qq

ϕL�
q
πL � 0,
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then expL,W�p1q : DdR,LpW
�p1qq ãÑ H1pL,W �p1qq is injective with image H1

e pL,W
�p1qq �

H1
f pL,W

�p1qq by our assumption (see [BK, Cor. 3.8.4]). We denote its inverse by

logL,W�p1q : H1
f pL,W

�p1qq Ñ DdR,LpW
�p1qq

and de�ne

�logL,W�p1q : H1
f pL,W

�p1qq Ñ DdR,LpW
�p1qq

Tτ�1
ÝÝÝÑ Dcris,LpW

�pχLT qq

where (by abuse of notation) we also write Tτ�1 : DdR,LpW
�p1qq Ñ Did

dR,LpW
�pχLT qq �

Dcris,LpW
�pχLT qq for the isomorphism, which sends bb v to b

tQp
tLT

b v b η b ηb�1
cyc . We obtain

the following commutative diagram, which de�nes the dual map log�L,W being inverse to exp�L,W
(up to factorisation over H1pL,W q{H1

f pL,W q):

(137) H1pL,W q{H1
f pL,W q � H1

f pL,W
�p1qq

logL,W�p1q

��

 ,¡Tate,L // L

DdR,LpW q �

log�L,W

OO

DdR,LpW
�p1qq // DdR,LpQpp1qq

� // L.

Similarly as above we obtain a commutative diagram more convenient for the Lubin-Tate
setting:

(138) H1pL,W q{H1
f pL,W q� H1

f pL,W
�p1qq

�logL,W�p1q

��

 ,¡Tate,L // L

Did
dR,LpW q

log�L,W,id

OO

� Did
dR,LpW

�pχLT qq // Did
dR,LpLpχLT qq

� // L.

We write EvW,n : OL bL Dcris,LpW q Ñ Ln bL Dcris,LpW q for the composite BDcris,LpW q � ϕ
�n
q

from the introduction of [BF], which actually sends fpZq b d to fpηnq b ϕ�nL pdq. By abuse of
notation we also use EvW,0 for the analogous map OK bL Dcris,LpW q Ñ K bL Dcris,LpW q.
For x P DpΓL,KqbLDcris,LpW q we denote by xpχjLT q the image under the map DpΓL,KqbL
Dcris,LpW q Ñ K bL Dcris,LpW q, λb d ÞÑ λpχjLT q b d.

Lemma 3.24. Assume that Ω is contained in K. Then there are commutative diagrams

DpΓL,Kq bL Dcris,LpW q

evtriv

��

Mbid // OK bL Dcris,LpW q

EvW,0
��

OK bL Dcris,LpW q
1�ϕLbϕLoo

EvW,0
��

K bL Dcris,LpW q K bL Dcris,LpW q K bL Dcris,LpW q
1�idbϕLoo

and

DpΓL,Kq bL Dcris,LpW q

Tw
χ
�j
LT

bej

��

Mbid // OK bL Dcris,LpW q

p B
Ω
q�jbej

��

OK bL Dcris,LpW q
1�ϕLbϕLoo

p B
Ω
q�jbej

��

DpΓL,Kq bL Dcris,LpW pχjLT qq
Mbid // OK bL Dcris,LpW pχjLT qq OK bL Dcris,LpW pχjLT qq.

1�ϕLbϕLoo

In the latter we follow the (for j ¡ 0) abusive notation B�j from [BF, Rem. 3.5.5.].
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Proof. For the upper diagram note that η0 � 0 and pδg � ηp1, Zqq|Z�0 � 1, from which the
claim follows for Dirac distributions, whence in general. For the right square we observe that
ϕLpgpZqq|Z�0 � gp0q. Regarding the lower diagram we use 2.34 and the relation Binv � ϕL �
πLϕL � B.

With this notation Berger's and Fourquaux' interpolation property reads as follows:

Theorem 3.25 (Berger-Fourquaux [BF, Thm. 3.5.3]). Let W be L-analytic and h ¥ 1 such

that Fil�hDcris,LpW q � Dcris,LpW q, f P
�
Oψ�0 bL Dcris,LpW q

�∆�0
and y P pO bL Dcris,LpW qq

ψ� q
πL

with f � p1� ϕLqy. If h� j ¥ 1, then

h1
Ln,W pχjLT q

ptw
χjLT

pΩW,hpfqqq �

p�1qh�j�1ph� j � 1q!

$&% exp
Ln,W pχjLT q

�
q�nEv

W pχjLT q,n
pB�jinvy b ejq

	
if n ¥ 1;

exp
L,W pχjLT q

�
p1� q�1ϕ�1

L qEv
W pχjLT q,0

pB�jinvy b ejq
	
, if n � 0.

(139)

If h� j ¤ 0, then

exp�
Ln,W pχjLT q

�
h1
Ln,W pχjLT q

ptw
χjLT

pΩW,hpfqqq
	
�

1

p�h� jq!

#
q�nEv

W pχjLT q,n
pB�jinvy b ejq if n ¥ 1;

p1� q�1ϕ�1
L qEv

W pχjLT q,0
pB�jinvy b ejq, if n � 0.

(140)

By abuse of notation we shall denote the base change K bL � of the (dual) Bloch-Kato
exponential map by the same expression. Using Lemma 3.24 we deduce the following interpo-
lation property for the modi�ed big exponential map with x P DpΓL,Kq bL Dcris,LpW q : If
j ¥ 0, then

h1
L,W pχjLT q

ptw
χjLT

pΩW,1pxqqq �

p�1qjj!Ω�j�1 exp
L,W pχjLT q

�
p1� q�1ϕ�1

L qp1� ϕLq
�1
�
xpχ�jLT q b ej

		
;(141)

if j   0, then

h1
L,W pχjLT q

ptw
χjLT

pΩW,1pfqqq �

1

p�1� jq!
Ω�j�1 log�

L,W pχjLT q

�
p1� q�1ϕ�1

L qp1� ϕLq
�1
�
xpχ�jLT q b ej

		
,(142)

assuming in both cases that the operator 1 � ϕL is invertible on Dcris,LpW pχjLT qq and for
j   0 also that the operator 1 � q�1ϕ�1

L is invertible on Dcris,LpW pχjLT qq (in order to grant
the existence of log

L,W pχjLT q
).

Recall that the generalized Iwasawa cohomology of T P RepoLpGLq is de�ned by

H�
IwpL8{L, T q :� limÐÝ

K

H�pK,T q

where K runs through the �nite Galois extensions of L contained in L8 and the transition
maps in the projective system are the cohomological corestriction maps. For V :� T boL L P
RepLpGLq we de�ne

H�
IwpL8{L, V q :� H�

IwpL8{L, T q boL L,
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which is independent of the choice of T. As usual we denote by cor : H�
IwpL8{L, T q Ñ

H�pL1, T q the projection map and analogously for rational coe�cients. Similarly as in (129)
we have a map

(143) prU : DpV pτ�1qqψ�1 Ñ h1pKψ,U 1pDpV pτ�1qq∆qrd� 1sq � H1pL1, V q, m ÞÑ rpm̄, 0qs.

m under the map M̌ � M̌∆ � M̌∆. Note that under the assumptions of Lemma 1.30 for
V pτ�1q there is a commutative diagram

(144) H1
IwpL8{L, T q

cor

��

� // DLT pT pτ
�1qqψ�1

prU

��

� � // D:
rigpV pτ

�1qqψ�1

prU

��
H1pL1, V q H1pL1, V q // // H1

{:pL
1, V q,

where the right vertical map is induced by (129). Indeed, for the commutativity of the left
rectangle and the right rectangle we refer the reader to (A.58) and (179), respectively. Let
y
χ�jLT

denote the image of y under the map

H1
IwpL8{L, T q

�bηb�j
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ H1

IwpL8{L, T pχ
�j
LT qq

cor
ÝÝÑ H1pL, T pχ�jLT qq Ñ H1pL, V pχ�jLT qq.

The following result generalizes [LVZ15, Thm. A.2.3] and [LZ, Thm. B.5] from the cyclotomic
case.

Theorem 3.26. Assume that V �p1q is L-analytic with Fil�1Dcris,LpV
�p1qq � Dcris,LpV

�p1qq

and Dcris,LpV
�p1qqϕL�π

�1
L � Dcris,LpV

�p1qqϕL�1 � 0. Then it holds that for j ¥ 0

ΩjLV pyqpχ
j
LT q � j!

�
p1� π�1

L ϕ�1
L q�1p1�

πL
q
ϕLq�exp�

L,V pχ�jLT q,id
py
χ�jLT

q
	
b ej

� j!p1� π�1�j
L ϕ�1

L q�1p1�
πj�1
L

q
ϕLq
��exp�

L,V pχ�jLT q,id
py
χ�jLT

q b ej

	
and for j ¤ �1 :

ΩjLV pyqpχ
j
LT q �

p�1qj

p�1� jq!

�
p1� π�1

L ϕ�1
L q�1p1�

πL
q
ϕLq�log

L,V pχ�jLT q,id
py
χ�jLT

q
	
b ej

�
p�1qj

p�1� jq!
p1� π�1�j

L ϕ�1
L q�1p1�

πj�1
L

q
ϕLq
��log

L,V pχ�jLT q,id
py
χ�jLT

q b ej

	
,

if the operators 1� π�1�j
L ϕ�1

L , 1�
πj�1
L
q ϕL or equivalently 1� π�1

L ϕ�1
L , 1� πL

q ϕL are invertible

on Dcris,LpV pτ
�1qq and Dcris,LpV pτ

�1χjLT qq, respectively.

Proof. From the reciprocity formula in Corollary 3.3 and Propositions 3.21, 3.22 we obtain
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for x P DpΓL,Cpq bL Dcris,LpV
�p1qq, y P DpV pτ�1qqψL�1 and j ¥ 0 using (144)

rxpχ�jLT q b ej , p�1qjLV pyqpχ
j
LT q b e�jscris

� rx, σ�1LV pyqs
0pχ�jLT q

� tΩV �p1q,1pxq, yuIwpχ
�j
LT q

� Ω   h1
L � twχjLT

�
ΩV �p1q,1pxq

�
, yχ�jLT

¡Tate

� Ω�j   p�1qjj! expL,V �p1qpχjLT q
pp1 � q�1ϕ�1

L qp1 � ϕLq
�1pxpχ�jLT q b ejq, yχ�jLT

¡Tate

� p�1qjΩ�jj!rp1 � q�1ϕ�1
L qp1 � ϕLq

�1pxpχ�jLT q b ejq,�exp
�
L,V pχ�jLT q,id

pyχ�jLT
qscris

� rxpχ�jLT q b ej , p�1qjΩ�jj!p1 � π�1
L ϕ�1

L q�1p1 �
πL
q
ϕLq�exp

�
L,V pχ�jLT q,id

pyχ�jLT
qscris

Here we used (141) in the fourth equation for the interpolation property of ΩV �p1q,1. The
�fth equation is the de�ning equation for the dual exponential map resulting from (135).
Furthermore, for the last equality we use that π�1

L ϕ�1
L is adjoint to ϕL under the lower pairing.

The claim follows since the evaluation map is surjective and r , scris is non-degenerated. Now
assume that j   0 :

rxpχ�jLT q b ej , p�1qjLV pyqpχ
j
LT q b e�jscris

� rx, σ�1LV pyqs
0pχ�jLT q

� tΩV �p1q,1pxq, yuIwpχ
�j
LT q

� Ω   h1
L � twχjLT

�
ΩV �p1q,1pxq

�
, yχ�jLT

¡Tate

� Ω�j  
1

p�1 � jq!
log�

L,W pχjLT q

�
p1 � q�1ϕ�1

L qp1 � ϕLq
�1
�
xpχ�jLT q b ej

		
, yχ�jLT

¡Tate

�
Ω�j

p�1 � jq!
rp1 � q�1ϕ�1

L qp1 � ϕLq
�1pxpχ�jLT q b ejq, �logL,V pχ�jLT q,id

pyχ�jLT
qscris

� rxpχ�jLT q b ej ,
Ω�j

p�1 � jq!
p1 � π�1

L ϕ�1
L q�1p1 �

πL
q
ϕLq�logL,V pχ�jLT q,id

pyχ�jLT
qscris

A Appendix

A.1 Perfect and imperfect pϕL,ΓLq-modules and their cohomology

A.1.1 An analogue of Tate's result

The aim of this section is to prove an analogue of Tate's classical result [Ta, Prop. 10] for the
tilt C5p instead of Cp itself and in the Lubin Tate situation instead of the cyclotomic one.

Proposition A.1. HnpH,C5pq � 0 for all n ¥ 1 and H � HL any closed subgroup.

Since the proof is formally very similar to that of loc. cit. or [BC, Prop. 14.3.2.] we only
sketch the main ingredients. To this aim we �x H and write sometimes W for C5p as well as
W¥m :� tx PW ||x|5 ¤

1
pm u.

Lemma A.2. The Tate-Sen axiom (TS1) is satis�ed for C5p with regard to H, i.e., there exists

a real constant c ¡ 1 such that for all open subgroups H1 � H2 in H there exists α P pC5pqH1
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with |α|5   c and TrH2|H1
pαq :�

°
τPH2|H1

τpαq � 1. Moreover, for any sequence pHmqm of
open subgroups Hm�1 � Hm of H there exists a trace compatible system pyHmqm of elements
yHm P pC5pqHm with |yHm |5   c and TrH|HmpyHmq � 1.

Proof. Note that for a perfect �eldK (like pC5pqH) of characteristic p complete for a multiplica-
tive norm with maximal ideal mK and a separable �nite extension F one has TrF {KpmF q � mK

because the trace pairing is non-degenerate . Fix some x P pC5pqH with 0   |x|5   1 and set

c :� |x|�1
5 ¡ 1. Then we �nd α̃ in the maximal ideal of pC5pqH1 with TrH|H1

pα̃q � x and
α :� pTrH2|H1

pα̃qq�1α̃ satis�es the requirement as |TrH2|H1
pα̃q|�1

5 ¤ |x|�1
5 � c.

For the second claim we successively choose elements α̃m in the maximal ideal of pC5pqHm
such that TrH|H1

pα̃1q � x and TrHm�1|Hmpα̃m�1q � α̃m for all m ¥ 1. Renormalization
αm :� x�1α̃m gives the desired system.

Remark A.3. Since H is also a closed subgroup of the absolute Galois group GL of L it
possesses a countable fundamental system pHmqm of open neighbourhoods of the identity, as
for any n ¡ 0 the local �eld L of characteristic 0 has only �nitely many extensions of degree
smaller than n.

Proof. The latter statement reduces easily to �nite Galois extensions L1 of L, which are known
to be solvable, i.e. L1 has a series of at most n intermediate �elds L � L1 � . . . � Ln � L1

such that each subextension is abelian. Now its known by class �eld theory that each local
�eld in characteristic 0 only has �nitely many abelian extensions of a given degree.

We write CnpG,V q for the abelian group of continuous n-cochains of a pro�nite group
G with values in a topological abelian group V carrying a continuous G-action and Binv for
the usual di�erentials. In particular, we endow CnpH,W q with the maximum norm || � ||
and consider the subspace CnpH,W qδ :�

�
H 1EH open CnpH{H 1,W q � CnpH,W q of those

cochains with are even continuous with respect to the discrete topology of W.

Lemma A.4. (i) The completion of CnpH,W qδ with respect to the maximum norm equals
CnpH,W q.

(ii) There exist pC5pqH-linear continuous maps

σn : CnpH,W q Ñ Cn�1pH,W q

satisfying ||f � Binvσ
nf || ¤ c||Binvf ||.

Proof. Since the space CnpH,W q is already complete we only have to show that an arbitrary
cochain f in it can be approximated by a Cauchy sequence fm in CnpH,W qδ. To this end

we observe that, given any m, the induced cochain Hn f
ÝÑ W

prm
ÝÝÑ W {W¥m comes, for some

open normal subgroup Hm, from a cochain in CnpH{Hm,W {W¥mq, which in turn gives rise
to fm P CnpH,W qδ when composing with any set theoretical section W {W¥m

smÝÝÑ W of
the canonical projection W

prm
ÝÝÑ W {W¥m. Note that sm is automatically continuous, since

W {W¥m is discrete. By construction we have ||f�fm|| ¤ 1
pm and pfmqm obviously is a Cauchy

sequence. This shows (i).
For (ii) recall from Lemma A.2 together with Remark A.3 the existence of a trace com-

patible system pyH 1qH 1 of elements yH 1 P pC5pqH
1
with |yH 1 |5   c and TrH|H 1pyH 1q � 1, where

H 1 runs over the open normal subgroups of H. Now we �rst de�ne pC5pqH -linear maps

σn : CnpH,W qδ Ñ Cn�1pH,W q
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satisfying ||f � Binvσ
nf || ¤ c||Binvf || and ||σnf || ¤ c||f || by setting for f P CnpH{H 1,W q

σnpfq :� yH 1 Y f

(by considering yH 1 as a �1-cochain), i.e.,

σnpfqph1, . . . , hn�1q � p�1qn
¸

τPH{H 1

ph1 . . . hn�1τqpyH 1qfph1, . . . , hn�1, τq.

The inequality ||yH 1 Y f || ¤ c||f || follows immediately from this description, see the proof
of [BC, Lem. 14.3.1.]. Upon noting that BinvyH 1 � TrH|H 1pyH 1q � 1, the Leibniz rule for the
di�erential Binv with respect to the cup-product then implies that

f � BinvpyH 1 Y fq � yH 1 Y Binvf,

hence
||f � BinvpyH 1 Y fq|| ¤ c||Binvf ||

by the previous inequality, see again loc. cit. In order to check that this map σn is well
de�ned we assume that f arises also from a cochain in CnpH{H2,W q. Since we may make
the comparison within CnpH{pH 1 X H2q,W q we can assume without loss of generality that
H2 � H 1. Then

pyH2 Y fqph1, . . . , hn�1q � p�1qn
¸

τPH{H2

ph1 . . . hn�1τqpyH2qfph1, . . . , hn�1, τq

� p�1qn
¸

τPH{H 1

��h1 . . . hn�1

¸
τ 1PH 1{H2

τ 1

�pyH2qfph1, . . . , hn�1, τq

� p�1qn
¸

τPH{H 1

ph1 . . . hn�1q p
¸

τ 1PH 1{H2

τ 1pyH2qqfph1, . . . , hn�1, τq

� p�1qn
¸

τPH{H 1

ph1 . . . hn�1q pyH 1qfph1, . . . , hn�1, τq

� pyH 1 Y fqph1, . . . , hn�1q

using the trace compatibility in the fourth equality. Finally the inequality ||σnf || ¤ c||f || im-
plies that σn is continuous on CnpH,W qδ and therefore extends continuously to its completion
CnpH,W q.

The proof of Proposition A.1 is now an immediate consequence of Lemma A.4(ii).

A.1.2 The functors D, D̃ and D̃:

Recall the de�nition of A, AL, Anr
L , Esep

L and RepoL,f pGLq from section 1.1. Let RepoLpGLq
and RepLpGLq denote the category of �nitely generated oL-modules and �nite dimensional L-
vector spaces, respectively, equipped with a continuous linear GL-action. The following result
is established in [KR] Thm. 1.6. (see also [GAL, Thm. 3.3.10]) and [SV15, Prop. 4.4 (ii)].

Theorem A.5. The functors

T ÞÝÑ DpT q :� pAboL T q
HL and M ÞÝÑ pAbAL

MqϕqbϕM�1
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are exact quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between RepoLpGLq and MetpALq.Moreover,
for any T in RepoLpGLq the natural map

(145) AbAL
DpT q

�
ÝÝÑ AboL T

is an isomorphism (compatible with the GL-action and the Frobenius on both sides).

In the following we would like to establish a perfect version of the above and prove similar
properties for it. In the classical situation such versions have been studied by Kedlaya et al
using the unrami�ed rings of Witt vectorsW pRq. In our Lubin-Tate situation we have to work
with rami�ed Witt vectorsW pRqL. Many results and their proofs transfer almost literally from
the classical setting. Often we will try to at least sketch the proofs for the convenience of the
reader, but when we just quote results from the classical situation, e.g. from [KLI], this usually
means that the transfer is purely formal.

We start de�ning Ã :�W pC5pqL and

Ã: :� tx �
¸
n¥0

πnLrxns P Ã : |πnL||xn|
r
5
nÑ8
ÝÝÝÑ 0 for some r ¡ 0u

as well as D̃pT q :� pÃboL T q
HL and D̃:pT q :� pÃ: boL T q

HL .
More generally, let K be any perfectoid �eld containing L. For r ¡ 0 let W rpK5qL be the

set of x �
°8
n�0 π

n
Lrxns P W pK5qL such that |πL|n|xn|r5 tends to zero as n goes to 8. This is

a subring by [KLI, Prop. 5.1.2] on which the function

|x|r :� sup
n
t|πnL||xn|

r
5u � sup

n
tq�n|xn|

r
5u

is a complete multiplicative norm; it extends multiplicatively to W rpK5qLr
1
πL
s. Furthermore,

W :pK5qL :�
�
r¡0W

rpK5qL is a henselian discrete valuation ring by [Ked05, Lem. 2.1.12],
whose πL-adic completion equalsW pK5qL since they coincide modulo πnL. Then Ã: �W :pC5pqL,
and we write ÃL and Ã:

L for W pL̂58qL and W :pL̂58qL, respectively. We set B̃L � ÃLr
1
πL
s,

B̃ � Ãr 1
πL
s, B̃:

L � Ã:
Lr

1
πL
s and B̃: � Ã:r 1

πL
s for the corresponding �elds of fractions.

Remark A.6. By the Ax-Tate-Sen theorem [Ax] and since C5p is the completion of an algebraic

closure L̂58 he have that pC5pqH � ppL̂58q
Hq^ for any closed subgroup H � HL, in particular

pC5pqHL � L̂58. As completion of an algebraic extension of the perfect �eld L̂58 the �eld pC5pqH

is perfect, too. Moreover, we have ÃHL � ÃL, pÃ
:qHL � Ã:

L and analogously for the rings B̃
and B̃:. It also follows that Ã is the πL-adic completion of a maximal unrami�ed extension of
ÃL.

Lemma A.7. The rings AL and A embed into ÃL and Ã, respectively.

Proof. The embedding AL ãÑ ÃL is explained in [GAL, p. 94]. Moreover, A is the πL-
adic completion of the maximal unrami�ed extension of AL inside Ã � W pC5pqL (cf. [GAL,
�3.1]).

On Ã �W pC5pqL the weak topology is de�ned to be the product topology of the valuation

topologies on the components C5p. The induced topology on any subring R of it is also called
weak topology of R. IfM is a �nitely generated R-module, then we call the canonical topology
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of M (with respect to the weak topology of R) the quotient topology with respect to any
surjection Rn � M where the free module carries the product topology; this is independent
of any choices. We recall that a pϕL,ΓLq-module M over R P tAL, ÃL, Ã

:
Lu is a �nitely

generated R-module M together with

� a ΓL-action on M by semilinear automorphisms which is continuous for the weak topol-
ogy and

� a ϕL-linear endomorphism ϕM of M which commutes with the ΓL-action.

We let MpRq denote the category of pϕL,ΓLq-modules M over R. Such a module M is called
étale if the linearized map

ϕlinM : RbR,ϕL M
�
ÝÝÑM

f bm ÞÝÑ fϕM pmq

is bijective. We let MétpRq denote the full subcategory of étale pϕL,ΓLq-modules over R.

De�nition A.8. For � � BL, B̃L, B̃
:
L we writeMétp�q :�Métp�1qboLL with �1 � AL, ÃL, Ã

:
L,

respectively, and call the objects étale pϕL,ΓLq-modules over �.

Lemma A.9. Let G be a pro�nite group and R Ñ S be a topological monomorphism of
topological oL-algebras, for which there exists a system of open neighbourhoods of 0 consisting
of oL-submodules. Consider a �nitely generated R-module M , for which the canonical map
M Ñ S bR M is injective (e.g. if S is faithfully �at over R or M is free, in addition), and
endow it with the canonical topology with respect to R. Assume that G acts continuously, oL-
linearly and compatible on R and S as well as continuously and R-semilinearly on M . Then
the diagonal G-action on S bR M is continuous with regard to the canonical topology with
respect to S.

Proof. Imitate the proof of [GAL, Lem. 3.1.11].

Proposition A.10. The canonical map

(146) ÃL bAL
DpT q

�
ÝÑ D̃pT q

is an isomorphism and the functor D̃p�q : RepoLpGLq Ñ MétpÃLq is exact. Moreover, we
have a comparison isomorphism

(147) ÃbÃL
D̃pT q

�
ÝÑ ÃboL T.

Proof. The isomorphism (146) implies formally the isomorphism (147) after base change of
the comparison isomorphism (145). Secondly, the isomorphism (146), resp. (147), implies eas-
ily that D̃pT q is �nitely generated, resp. étale. Thirdly, since the ring extension ÃL{AL is
faithfully �at as local extension of (discrete) valuation rings, the exactness of D̃ follows from
that of D. Moreover, the isomorphism (146) implies by Lemma A.9 that ΓL acts continuously
on D̃pT q, i.e., the functor D̃ is well-de�ned. Thus we only have to prove that

ÃL bAL
pAboL T q

HL �
ÝÑ pÃboL T q

HL

s an isomorphism. To this aim let us assume �rst that T is �nite. Then we �nd an open normal
subgroupHEHL which acts trivially on T. Application of the subsequent Lemma A.11 toM �
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pAboLT q
H and G � HL{H interprets the left hand side as

�
ÃL bAL

pAboL T q
H
	HL{H

while

the right hand side equals
�
pÃboL T q

H
	HL{H

. Hence it su�ces to establish the isomorphism

ÃL bAL
pAboL T q

H �
ÝÑ pÃboL T q

H .

By Lemma A.12 below this is reduced to showing that the canonical map

ÃL bAL
AH boL T

�
ÝÑ ÃH boL T

is an isomorphism, which follows from Lemma A.13 below. Finally let T be arbitrary. Then
we have isomorphisms

ÃL bAL
DpT q � ÃL bAL

limÐÝ
n

DpT {πnLT q

� ÃL bAL
limÐÝ
n

DpT q{πnLDpT q

� limÐÝ
n

ÃL bAL
DpT q{πnLDpT q

� limÐÝ
n

ÃL bAL
DpT {πnLT q

� limÐÝ
n

D̃pT {πnLT q

� D̃pT q,

where we use for the second and fourth equation exactness of D, for the second last one the
case of �nite T and for the �rst, third and last equation the elementary divisor theory for the
discrete valuation rings oL, AL and ÃL, respectively.

Lemma A.11. Let AÑ B be a �at extension of rings and M an A-module with an A-linear
action by a �nite group G. Then B bAM carries a B-linear G-action and we have

pB bAMqG � B bAM
G.

Proof. Apply the exact functor B bA � to the exact sequence

0 //MG //M
pg�1qgPG//

À
gPGM,

which gives the desired description of pB bAMqG .

Lemma A.12. Let A be A, Anr
L , Ã: or Ã and T be a �nitely generated oL-module with trivial

action by an open subgroup H � HL. Then pAboL T q
H � AH boL T. Moreover, AH and ÃH

are free AL- and ÃL-modules of �nite rank, respectively.

Proof. Since T �
Àr

i�1 oL{π
ni
L oL with ni P N Y t8u we may assume that T � oL{π

n
LoL for

some n P NY t8u. We then we have to show that

pA{πnLAq
H �AH{πnLA

H(148)

For n � 8 there is nothing to prove.
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The case n � 1: First of all we have A{πLA � Anr
L {πLAnr

L � Esep
L . On the other hand,

by the Galois correspondence between unrami�ed extensions and their residue extensions,
we have that pEsep

L qH is the residue �eld of pAnr
L q

H . Hence the case n � 1 holds true for
A � Anr

L . After having �nished all cases for A � Anr
L we will see at the end of the proof that

pAnr
L q

H � AH . Therefore the case n � 1 for A � A will be settled, too.
For A � Ã we only need to observe that Ã{πLÃ � W pC5pqL{πLW pC5pqL � C5p and that

pC5pqH is the residue �eld of pW pC5pqLqH �W ppC5pqHqL.
For A � Ã: we argue by the following commutative diagram

pC5
pq
H

�
))

� //W :ppC5
pq
HqL{πLW

:ppC5
pq
HqL

� // pÃ:qH{πLpÃ
:qH

��
ÃH{πLÃH � // pÃ{πLÃqH

� // pÃ:{πLÃ:qH .

The case 1   n   8: This follows by induction using the commutative diagram with exact
lines

0 // AH{πnLA
H

�
��

πL� // AH{πn�1
L AH

��

// AH{πLA
H

�
��

// 0

0 // pA{πnLAq
H πL� // pA{πn�1

L AqH // pA{πLAq
H ,

in which the outer vertical arrows are isomorphism by the case n � 1 and the induction
hypothesis.

Finally we can check, using the above equality (148) for A � Anr
L in the third equation:

AH �

�
limÐÝ
n

Anr
L {π

n
LAnr

L

�H
� limÐÝ

n

pAnr
L {π

n
LAnr

L q
H

� limÐÝ
n

�
Anr
L q

H{πnLpA
nr
L

�H
� pAnr

L q
H .

Note that pAnr
L q

H is a �nite unrami�ed extension of AL and therefore is πL-adically complete.
We also see that AH is a free AL-module of �nite rank. Similarly, W pC5pqHL � pW pL̂58q

nr
L q

H

is a free W pL̂58qL-module of �nite rank.

Lemma A.13. For any open subgroup H of HL the canonical maps

W pL̂58qL bAL
AH �

ÝÑW ppC5pqHqL,

W pL̂58qL bÃ:
L
pÃ:qH

�
ÝÑW ppC5pqHqL

are isomorphisms.

Proof. We begin with the �rst isomorphism. Since AH is �nitely generated free over AL by
Lemma A.12, we have

W pL̂58qL bAL
AH �

�
limÐÝ
n

WnpL̂
5
8qL

�
bAL

AH � limÐÝ
n

�
WnpL̂

5
8qL bAL

AH
	
.
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It therefore su�ces to show the corresponding assertion for Witt vectors of �nite length:

WnpL̂
5
8qL bAL

AH{πnLAH �WnpL̂
5
8qL bAL

AH �
ÝÑWnppC5pqHqL.

To this aim we �rst consider the case n � 1. From (148) we know that AH{πnLAH � pEsep
L qH .

Hence we need to check that

L̂58 bEL pE
sep
L qH

�
ÝÑ pC5pqH

is an isomorphism. Since Eperf
L (being purely inseparable and normal) and pEsep

L qH (being
separable) are linear disjoint extensions of EL their tensor product is equal to the composite
of �elds Eperf

L pEsep
L qH (cf. [Coh, Thm. 5.5, p. 188]), which moreover has to have degree rHL : Hs

over Eperf
L . Since the completion of the tensor product is L̂58 bEL pE

sep
L qH , we see that the

completion of the �eld Eperf
L pEsep

L qH is the composite of �elds L̂58pE
sep
L qH , which has degree

rHL : Hs over L̂58. But L̂
5
8pE

sep
L qH � pC5pqH . By the Ax-Tate-Sen theorem pC5pqH has also

degree rHL : Hs over L̂58. Hence the two �elds coincide, which establishes the case n � 1.
The commutative diagram

L̂58 bAL
AH

ϕmq bid �
��

� // pC5pqH

ϕmq�

��
L̂58 bϕmq ,AL

AH
idϕmq // pC5pqH

shows that also the lower map is an isomorphism. Using that Verschiebung V on WnppC5pqHqL
and WnpL̂

5
8qL is additive and satis�es the projection formula V mpxq � y � V mpx � ϕmq pyqq we

see that we obtain a commutative exact diagram

0 // L̂58 bϕnq ,AL
AH

idϕnq
��

V nbid//Wn�1pL̂
5
8qL bAL

AH

can

��

//WnpL̂
5
8qL bAL

AH

�

��

// 0

0 // pC5pqH
V n //Wn�1ppC5pqHqL //WnppC5pqHqL,

from which the claim follows by induction because the outer vertical maps are isomorphisms
by the above and the induction hypothesis. Here the �rst non-trivial horizontal morphisms
map onto the highest Witt vector component.

The second isomorphism is established as follows: We choose a subgroup N � H � HL

which is open normal in HL and obtain the extensions of henselian discrete valuation rings

Ã:
L � pÃ:qH �W :ppC5pqHqL � pÃ:qN �W :ppC5pqN qL.

The corresponding extensions of their �eld of fractions

B̃:
L � E :� pÃ:qHr 1

πL
s � F :� pÃ:qN r 1

πL
s

satisfy FH{N � E and FHL{N � B̃:
L. Hence F {E and F {B̃:

L are Galois extensions of degree

rH : N s and rHL : N s, respectively. It follows that E{B̃:
L is a �nite extension of degree

rHL : Hs. The henselian condition then implies that pÃ:qH � W :ppC5pqHqL is free of rank
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rHL : Hs over Ã:
L �W :pL̂58qL. The πL-adic completion p�qp of the two rings therefore can be

obtained by the tensor product with ÃL �W pL̂58qL. This gives the wanted

W pL̂58qL bÃ:
L
pÃ:qH �W :pL̂58q

p
L bÃ:

L
pÃ:qH �W :ppC5pqHqpL �W ppC5pqHqL.

Proposition A.14. The sequences

0 Ñ oL Ñ A
ϕq�1
ÝÝÝÑ A Ñ 0,(149)

0 Ñ oL Ñ Ã
ϕq�1
ÝÝÝÑ Ã Ñ 0,(150)

0 Ñ oL Ñ Ã: ϕq�1
ÝÝÝÑ Ã: Ñ 0.(151)

are exact.

Proof. The �rst sequence is [SV15, (26), Rem. 5.1]. For the second sequence one proves by
induction the statement for �nite length Witt vectors using that the Artin-Schreier equation
has a solution in C5p. Taking projective limits then gives the claim. For the third sequence only
the surjectivity has to be shown. This can be achieved by the same calculation as in the proof
of [KLII, Lem. 4.5.3] with R � C5p.

Lemma A.15. For any �nite T in RepoLpGLq the map Ã boL T
ϕqbid�1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ã boL T has a

continuous set theoretical section.

Proof. Since T �
Àr

i�1 oL{π
ni
L oL for some natural numbers r, ni we may assume that T �

oL{π
n
LoL for some n and then we have to show that the surjective map WnpC5pqL

ϕq�id
ÝÝÝÝÑ

WnpC5pqL has a continuous set theoretical section. Thus me may neglect the additive structure

and identify source and target with X � pC5pqn. In order to determine the components of the
map ϕq � id �: f � pf0, . . . , fn�1q : X Ñ X with respect to these coordinates we recall that
the addition in Witt rings is given by polynomials

SjpX0, . . . Xj , Y0, . . . , Yjq � Xj � Yj � terms in X0, . . . , Xj�1, Y0, . . . , Yj�1

while the additive inverse is given by

IjpX0, . . . Xjq � �Xj � terms in X0, . . . , Xj�1.

Indeed, the polynomials Ij are de�ned by the property that ΦjpI0, . . . , Ijq � �ΦjpX0, . . . , Xjq

where the Witt polynomials have the form ΦjpX0, . . . , Xjq � Xqj

0 � πLX
qj�1

1 � . . . � πjLXj .

Modulo pX0, . . . , Xj�1q we derive that πjLIjpX0, . . . , Xjq � �πjLXj and the claim follows.
Since ϕq acts componentwise rising the entries to their qth power, we conclude that

fj � SjpX
q
0 , . . . X

q
j , I0pX0q, . . . , IjpX0, . . . Xjqq.

Hence the Jacobi matrix of f at a point x P X looks like

Dxpfq �

����1 0
. . .

� �1

��,
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i.e., is invertible in every point. As a polynomial map f is locally analytic. It therefore follows
from the inverse function theorem [pLG, Prop. 6.4] that f restricts to a homeomorphism
f |U0 : U0

�
ÝÑ U1 of open neighbourhoods of x and fpxq, respectively. By the surjectivity of

f every x P X has an open neighbourhood Ux and a continuous map sx : Ux Ñ X with
f � sx � id|Ux . But X is strictly paracompact by Remark 8.6 (i) in (loc. cit.), i.e., the covering
pUxqx has a disjoint re�nement. There the restrictions of the sx glue to a continuous section
of f.

Corollary A.16. For T in RepoLpGLq, the nth cohomology groups of the complexes concen-
trated in degrees 0 and 1

0 // D̃pT q
ϕ�1 // D̃pT q // 0 and(152)

0 // DpT q
ϕ�1 // DpT q // 0(153)

are isomorphic to HnpHL, T q for any n ¥ 0.

Proof. Assume �rst that T is �nite. For (153) see [SV15, Lemma 5.2]. For (152) we use Lemma
A.15, which says that the right hand map in the exact sequence

0 // T // ÃboL T
ϕqbid�1// ÃboL T

// 0

has a continuous set theoretical section and thus gives rise to the long exact sequence of
continuous cohomology groups

(154) 0 Ñ H0pHL, T q Ñ D̃pT q
ϕ�1
ÝÝÑ D̃pT q Ñ H1pHL, T q Ñ H1pHL, ÃboL T q Ñ . . .

Using the comparison isomorphism (147) and the subsequent Proposition A.17 we see that all
terms from the �fth on vanish.

For the general case (for D̃pT q as well asDpT q) we take inverse limits in the exact sequences
for the pT {πmL T q and observe that HnpHL, T q � limÐÝmH

npHL, T {π
m
L T q. This follows for n � 2

from [NSW, Cor. 2.7.6]. For n � 2 we use [NSW, Thm. 2.7.5] and have to show that the
projective system pH1pHL, T {π

m
L T qqm is Mittag-Le�er. Since it is a quotient of the projective

system pDpT {πmL T qqm, it su�ces for this to check that the latter system is Mittag-Le�er. But
due to the exactness of the functor D this latter system is equal to the projective system of
artinian AL-modules pDpT q{πmLDpT qqm and hence is Mittag-Le�er. We conclude by observing
that taking inverse limits of the system of sequences (154) remains exact. The reasoning being
the same for D̃pT q and DpT q we consider only the former. Indeed, we split the 4-term exact
sequences into two short exact sequences of projective systems

0 Ñ H0pHL, V {π
m
L T q Ñ D̃pT {πmL T q Ñ pϕ� 1qD̃pT {πmL T q Ñ 0

and
0 Ñ pϕ� 1qD̃pT {πmL T q Ñ D̃pT {πmL T q Ñ H1pHL, T {π

m
L T q Ñ 0.

Passing to the projective limits remains exact provided the left most projective systems have
vanishing limÐÝ

1. For the system H0pHL, T {π
m
L T q this is the case since it is Mittag-Le�er. The

system pϕ � 1qD̃pT {πmL T q even has surjective transition maps since the system D̃pT {πmL T q
has this property by the exactness of the functor D̃ (cf. Prop. A.10).
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Proposition A.17. HnpH, Ã{πmL Ãq � 0 for all n,m ¥ 1 and H � HL any closed subgroup.

Proof. For j   i the canonical projectionWipC5pq � Ã{πiLÃ� Ã{πjLÃ �WjpC5pq corresponds
to the projection pC5pqi � pC5pqj and hence have set theoretical continuous sections. Using the
associated long exact cohomology sequence (after adding the kernel) allows to reduce the
statement to Proposition A.1.

For any commutative ring R with endomorphism ϕ we write ΦpRq for the category of
ϕ-modules consisting of R-modules equipped with a semi-linear ϕ-action. We write ΦétpRq
for the subcategory of étale ϕ-modules, i.e., such that M is �nitely generated over R and ϕ
induces an R-linear isomorphism ϕ�M

�
ÝÑ M . Finally, we denote by Φét

f pRq the subcategory
consisting of �nitely generated free R-modules.

For M1,M2 P ΦpRq the R-module HomRpM1,M2q has a natural structure as a ϕ-module
satisfying

(155) ϕHomRpM1,M2qpαqpϕM1pmqq � ϕM2pαpmqq ,

hence in particular

(156) HomRpM1,M2q
ϕ�id � HomΦpRqpM1,M2q.

Note that with M1,M2 also HomRpM1,M2q is étale.

Remark A.18. We recall from [KLI, �1.5] that the cohomology groups H i
ϕpMq of the complex

M
ϕ�1
ÝÝÑ M can be identi�ed with the Yoneda extension groups ExtiΦpRqpR,Mq. Indeed, if

S :� RrX;ϕs denotes the twisted polynomial ring satisfying Xr � ϕprqX for all r P R, then
we can identify ΦpRq with the category S-Mod of (left) S-modules by letting X act via ϕM on
X. Using the free resolution

0 // S
�pX�1q // S // R // 0

the result follows. Compare also with Lemma 3.12.

Remark A.19. Note that Ã:
L � ÃL is a faithfully �at ring extension as both rings are discrete

valuation rings and the bigger one is the completion of the previous one.

Proposition A.20. Base extension induces

(i) an equivalence of categories
Φét
f pÃ

:
Lq Ø Φét

f pÃLq

(ii) and an isomorphism of Yoneda extension groups

Ext1
ΦpÃ:

Lq
pÃ:

L,Mq � Ext1
ΦpÃLq

pÃL, ÃL bÃ:
L
Mq

for all M P Φét
f pÃ

:
Lq.
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Proof. For the �rst item we imitate the proof of [KLI, Thm. 8.5.3], see also [Ked15, Lem.
2.4.2,Thm. 2.4.5]: First we will show that for everyM P Φét

f pÃ
:
Lq it holds that pÃLbMqϕ�id �

Mϕ�id and hence equality. Applied toM :� Hom
Ã:
L
pM1,M2q this implies that the base change

is fully faithful by the equation (156). We observe that the analogue of [KLI, Lem. 3.2.6] holds
in our setting and that S in loc. cit. can be chosen to be a �nite separable �eld extension
of the perfect �eld R � L̂58. Thus we may choose S in the analogue of [KLI, Prop. 7.3.6]
(with a � 1, c � 0 and M0 being our M) as completion of a (possibly in�nite) separable �eld
extension of R. This means in our situation that there exists a closed subgroup H � HL such
that pÃ:qH b

Ã:
L
M �

À
pÃ:qHei for a basis ei invariant under ϕ. Now let v �

°
xiei be an

arbitrary element in

ÃL bÃ:
L
M � ÃH b

Ã:
L
M � ÃH bpÃ:qH pÃ

:qH b
Ã:
L
M �

à
ÃHei

with xi P ÃH and such that ϕpvq � v. The latter condition implies that xi P ÃH,ϕq�id � oL,
i.e., v belongs to pM b

Ã:
L
pÃ:qHq X pM b

Ã:
L

ÃLq � M , because M is free and one has

ÃL X pÃ:qH � pÃ:qHL � Ã:
L. To show essential surjectivity one proceeds literally as in the

proof of [KLI, Thm. 8.5.3] adapted to rami�ed Witt vectors.
For the second statement choose a quasi-inverse functor F : Φét

f pÃLq Ñ Φét
f pÃ

:
Lq with

F pÃLq � Ã:
L. Given an extension 0 //M // E // ÃL

// 0 over ΦpÃLq withM P

Φét
f pÃLq �rst observe that E P Φét

f pÃLq, too. Indeed, ÃL
ϕq
ÝÑ ÃL is a �at ring extension,

whence ϕ�E Ñ E is an isomorphism, if the corresponding outer maps are. The analogous

statement holds over Ã:
L. Therefore the sequence 0 // F pMq // F pEq // Ã:

L
// 0

is exact by Remark A.19, because its base extension - being isomorphic to the original extension
- is, by assumption.

We denote by Mét
f pÃ

:
Lq and Mét

f pÃLq the full subcategories of MétpÃ:
Lq and MétpÃLq,

respectively, consisting of �nitely generated free modules over the base ring.

Remark A.21. Let M be in Mét
f pÃLq and endow N :� ÃL bÃ:

L
M with the canonical

topology with respect to the weak topology of ÃL. Then the induced subspace topology ofM � N
coincides with the canonical topology with respect to the weak topology of Ã:

L. Indeed for free
modules this is obvious while for torsion modules this can be reduced by the elementary divisor
theory to the caseM � Ã:

L{π
n
LÃ:

L � ÃL{π
n
LÃL. But the latter spaces are direct product factors

of Ã:
L and ÃL, respectively, as topological spaces, from wich the claim easily follows.

Proposition A.22. For T P RepoLpGLq and V P RepLpGLq we have natural isomorphisms

ÃL bÃ:
L
D̃:pT q � D̃pT q and(157)

B̃L bB̃:
L
D̃:pV q � D̃pV q,(158)

as well as

Ã: b
Ã:
L
D̃:pT q � Ã: boL T and(159)

B̃: b
B̃:
L
D̃:pV q � B̃: bL V,(160)
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respectively. In particular, the functor D̃:p�q : RepoLpGLq ÑMétpÃ:
Lq is exact.

Moreover, base extension induces equivalences of categories

Mét
f pÃ

:
Lq ØMét

f pÃLq,

and hence also an equivalence of categories

MétpB̃:
Lq ØMétpB̃Lq.

Proof. Note that the base change functor is well-de�ned - regarding the continuity of the
ΓL-action - by Lemma A.9 and Remark A.19 while D̃: is well-de�ned by Remark A.21, once
(157) will have been shown. We �rst show the equivalence of categories for free modules: By
Proposition A.20 we already have, for M1,M2 PMét

f pÃ
:
Lq, an isomorphism

Hom
ΦpÃ:

Lq
pM1,M2q � HomΦpÃLq

pÃL bÃ:
L
M1, ÃL bÃ:

L
M2q.

Taking ΓL-invariants gives that the base change functor in question is fully faithful.
In order to show that this base change functor is also essentially surjective, consider an

arbitrary N P Mét
f pÃLq. Again by A.20 we know that there is a free étale ϕ-module M over

Ã:
L whose base change is isomorphic to N . By the fully faithfulness the ΓL-action descends to

M . Since the weak topology of M is compatible with that of N by Remark A.21, this action
is again continuous.

To prepare for the proof of the isomorphism (157) we �rst observe the following fact.
The isomorphism (147) implies that T and D̃pT q have the same elementary divisors, i.e.:
If T � `ri�1oL{π

ni
L oL as oL-module (with ni P N Y t8u) then D̃pT q � `ri�1ÃL{π

ni
L ÃL as

ÃL-module.
We shall prove (157) in several steps: First assume that T is �nite. Then T is annihilated

by some πnL. We have D̃:pT q � D̃pT q and Ã:
L{π

n
LÃ:

L � ÃL{π
n
LÃL so that there is nothing to

prove. Secondly we suppose that T is free and that D̃:pT q is free over Ã:
L of the same rank

r :� rkoL T . On the other hand, as the functor D̃: is always left exact, we obtain the injective
maps

D̃:pT q{πnLD̃
:pT q Ñ D̃:pT {πnLT q � D̃pT {πnLT q.

for any n ¥ 1. We observe that both sides are isomorphic to pÃ:
L{π

n
LÃ:

Lq
r � pÃL{π

n
LÃLq

r.
Hence the above injective maps are bijections. We deduce that

ÃL bA:
L
D̃:pT q � limÐÝ

n

D̃:pT q{πnLD̃
:pT q

� limÐÝ
n

D̃pT {πnLT q

� limÐÝ
n

D̃pT q{πnLD̃pT q

� D̃pT q

using that the above tensor product means πL-adic completion for �nitely generated Ã:
L-

modules.
Thirdly let T P RepoL,f pGLq be arbitrary and M P Mét

f pÃ
:
Lq such that ÃL bÃ:

L
M �

D̃pT q according the equivalence of categories. Without loss of generality we may treat this
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isomorphism as an equality. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition A.20 and with the same
notation one shows that pÃ: b

Ã:
L
Mqϕ�1 �

Àr
i�1 oLei for some appropriate ϕ-invariant basis

e1, . . . , er of Ã: b
Ã:
L
M . Note that r � rkoL T . Using (147), it follows that

T � pÃboL T q
ϕ�1 � pÃbÃL

D̃pT qqϕ�1 � pÃb
Ã:
L
Mqϕ�1

�
rà
i�1

Ãϕq�1ei �
rà
i�1

oLei � pÃ: b
Ã:
L
Mqϕ�1.

It shows that the comparison isomorphism (147) restricts to an injective map T ãÑ Ã:b
Ã:
L
M ,

which extends to a homomorphism Ã: boL T
α
ÝÑ Ã: b

Ã:
L
M of free Ã:-modules of the same

rank r. Further base extension by Ã gives back the isomorphism (147). Since Ã is faithfully
�at over Ã: the map α was an isomorphism already. By passing to HL-invariants we obtain an
isomorphism D̃:pT q �M and see that D̃:pT q is free of the same rank as T . Hence the second
case applies and gives (157) for free T and (158). Finally, let T be just �nitely generated
over oL. Write 0 Ñ Tfin Ñ T Ñ Tfree Ñ 0 with �nite Tfin and free Tfree. We then have the
commutative exact diagram

0 // ÃL bÃ:
L
D̃:pTfinq

�

��

// ÃL bÃ:
L
D̃:pT q

��

// ÃL b ˜
A:
L

D̃:pTfreeq

�

��

// ÃL bÃ:
L
H1pHL, Ã

: boL Tfinq

0 // D̃pTfinq // D̃pT q // D̃pTfreeq // 0,

in which we use the �rst and third step for the vertical isomorphisms. In order to show that the
middle perpendicular arrow is an isomorphism it su�ces to prove thatH1pHL, Ã

:boLTfinq � 0.
But since Tfin is annihilated by some πnL we have

Ã: boL Tfin � Ã{πnLÃboL Tfin � Ã{πnLÃbÃL
D̃pTfinq,

the last isomorphism by (147). Thus it su�ces to prove the vanishing of H1pHL, Ã{π
n
LÃq,

which is established in Proposition A.17 and �nishes the proof of the isomorphism (157).
Note that this base change isomorphism implies the exactness of D̃: as D̃ is exact by

Proposition A.10 and using that the base extension is faithfully �at by Remark A.19.
For free T the statement (159) (and hence (160)) is already implicit in the above arguments

while for �nite T the statement coincides with (147). The general case follows from the previous
ones by exactness of D̃: and the �ve lemma as above.

Corollary A.23. For a T in RepoL,f pGLq and V in RepLpGLq, the nth cohomology group,
for any n ¥ 0, of the complexes concentrated in degrees 0 and 1

0 // D̃:pT q
ϕ�1 // D̃:pT q // 0 and(161)

0 // D̃:pV q
ϕ�1 // D̃:pV q // 0 and(162)

is isomorphic to HnpHL, T q and H
npHL, V q, respectively.
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Proof. The integral result reduces, by (157), Remark A.18, and Proposition A.20, to Corollary
A.16. Since inverting πL is exact and commutes with taking cohomology [NSW, Prop. 2.7.11],
the second statement follows.

Set A: :� Ã:XA and B: :� A:r 1
πL
s as well as A:

L :� pA:qHL . Note that B:
L :� pB:qHL �

B: � B̃:. For V P RepLpGLq we de�ne D
:pV q :� pB: bL V q

HL . The categories MétpA:
Lq and

MétpB:
Lq are de�ned analogously as in De�nition A.8.

Remark A.24. There is also the following more concrete description for A:
L in terms of

Laurent series in ωLT :

A:
L � tF pωLT q P AL|F pZq converges on ρ ¤ |Z|   1 for some ρ P p0, 1qu � AL.

Indeed this follows from the analogue of [ChCo1, Lem. II.2.2] upon noting that the latter holds
with and without the integrality condition: �rvppanq � n ¥ 0 for all n P Z� (for r P RzR) in

the notation of that article. In particular we obtain canonical embeddings A:
L � B:

L ãÑ RL

of rings.

De�nition A.25. V in RepLpGLq is called overconvergent, if dim
B:
L
D:pV q � dimL V. We

denote by Rep:LpGLq � RepLpGLq the full subcategory of overconvergent representations.

Remark A.26. We always have dim
B:
L
D:pV q ¤ dimL V . If V P RepLpGLq is overconvergent

then we have the natural isomorphism

(163) BL bB:
L
D:pV q

�
ÝÑ DpV q.

Proof. Since BL and B:
L are �elds this is immediate from [FO, Thm. 2.13].

Remark A.27. In [Be16, �10] Berger uses the following condition to de�ne overconvergence
of V : There exists a BL-basis x1, . . . , xn of DpV q such that M :�

Àn
i�1 B:

Lxi is a pϕL,ΓLq-

module over B:
L. This then implies a natural isomorphism

(164) BL bB:
L
M � DpV q.

Lemma A.28. V in RepLpGLq is overconvergent if and only if V satis�es the above condition
of Berger. In this case M � D:pV q.

Proof. If V is overconvergent, we can take a basis within M :� D:pV q. Conversely let V
satisfy Berger's condition, i.e. we have the isomorphism (164). One easily checks by faithfully
�at descent that with DpV q also M is étale. By [FX, Prop. 1.5 (a)] we obtain the identity

V �
�
B: b

B:
L
M
	ϕ�1

induced from the comparison isomorphism

(165) BbL V � BbBL
DpV q � Bb

B:
L
M.

We shall prove that M � D:pV q � pB: bL V q
HL as then M � D:pV q by dimension reasons.

To this aim we may write a basis v1, . . . , vn of V over L as vi �
°
cijxj with cij P B:. Then

(165) implies that the matrix C � pcijq belongs to MnpB
:qXGLnpBq � GLnpB

:q. Thus M is
contained in B: bL V and - as subspace of DpV q - also HL-invariant, whence the claim.
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Remark A.29. Note that the imperfect version of Proposition A.22 is not true: base change
MétpB:

Lq Ñ MétpBLq is not essentially surjective in general, whence not an equivalence of
categories, by [FX]. By de�nition, its essential image consists of overconvergent pϕL,ΓLq-
modules, i.e., whose corresponding Galois representations are overconvergent.

Lemma A.30. Assume that V P RepLpGLq is overconvergent. Then there is natural isomor-
phism

B̃:
L bB̃:

L
D:pV q � D̃:pV q.

Proof. By construction we have a natural map B̃:
L bB̃:

L
D:pV q Ñ D̃:pV q, whose base change

to B̃L

B̃L bB̃:
L
D:pV q Ñ B̃L bB̃:

L
D̃:pV q � D̃pV q

arises also as the base change of the isomorphism (163), whence is an isomorphism itself. Here
we have used the (base change of the) isomorphisms (158), (146). By faithfully �atness the
original map is an isomorphism, too.

A.1.3 The perfect Robba ring

Again let K be any perfectoid �eld containing L and r ¡ 0. For 0   s ¤ r, let R̃rs,rspKq be
the completion of W rpK5qLr

1
πL
s with respect to the norm maxt| |s, | |ru, and put

R̃rpKq � limÐÝ
sPp0,rs

R̃rs,rspKq

equipped with the Fréchet topology. Let R̃pKq � limÝÑr¡0
R̃rpKq, equipped with the locally

convex direct limit topology (LF topology). We set R̃ � R̃pCpq and R̃L :� R̃pL̂8q. As in
[KLI, Thm. 9.2.15] we have

R̃HL � R̃L.

Similarly as in [KLI, Def. 4.3.1] for the cyclotomic situation one shows that the embedding
oLrrZss Ñ W pL̂58qL from subsection 1.1 extends to a ΓL- and ϕL-equivariant topological
monomorphism RL Ñ R̃L, see also [W, Konstruktion 1.3.27] in the Lubin-Tate setting.

Let R be either RL or R̃L. A pϕL,ΓLq-module over R is a �nitely generated free R-
module M equipped with commuting semilinear actions of ϕM and ΓL, such that the action
is continuous for the LF topology and such that the semi-linear map ϕM : M Ñ M induces
an isomorphism ϕlinM : R bR,ϕR M

�
ÝÑ M. Such M is called étale, if there exists an étale

pϕL,ΓLq-module N over A:
L and Ã:

L (see before De�nition A.8), such that RL bA:
L
N � M

and R̃L bÃ:
L
N �M, respectively.

By MpRq and MétpRq we denote the category of pϕL,ΓLq-modules and étale pϕL,ΓLq-
modules over R, respectively.

We call the topologies on Ã:
L and Ã:, which make the inclusions Ã:

L � Ã: � R̃ topological
embeddings, the LF-topologies.

Lemma A.31. For M PMét
f pÃ

:
Lq the ΓL-action is also continuous with respect to the canon-

ical topology with respect to the LF-topology of Ã:
L.
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Proof. The proof in fact works in the following generality: Suppose that Ã: is equipped with
an oL-linear ring topology which induces the πL-adic topology on oL. Consider on Ã:

L the
corresponding induced topology. We claim that then the ΓL-action on M is continuous with
respect to the corresponding canonical topology. By Proposition A.40 we may choose T P
RepoL,f pGLq such that M � D̃:pT q. Then we have a homeomorphism Ã:boL T � Ã:b

Ã:
L
M

with respect to the canonical topology by (159) (as any R-module homomorphism of �nitely
generated modules is continuous with respect to the canonical topology with regard to any
topological ring R). Since oL � Ã: is a topological embedding with respect to the πL-adic
and the given topology, respectively, Lemma A.9 implies that GL is acting continuously on

Ã:b
Ã:
L
M , whence ΓL acts continuously onM �

�
Ã: b

Ã:
L
M
	HL

with respect to the induced

topology as subspace of the previous module. Since all involved modules are free and hence
carry the product topologies and since Ã:

L � Ã: is a topological embedding, it is clear that
the latter topology of M coincides with its canonical topology.

We de�ne the functor

D̃:
rigp�q : RepLpGLq ÝÑMpR̃Lq

V ÞÝÑ pR̃bL V q
HL ,

where the fact, that ΓL acts continuously on the image with respect to the LF-topology can
be seen as follows, once we have shown the next lemma. Indeed, (166) implies that for any
GL-stable oL-lattice T of V we also have an isomorphism R̃LbÃ:

L
D̃:pT q

�
ÝÑ D̃:

rig. Now again

Lemma A.9 applies to conclude the claim.

Lemma A.32. The canonical map

(166) R̃L bB̃:
L
D̃:pV q

�
ÝÑ D̃:

rigpV q

is an isomorphism and the functor D̃:
rigp�q : RepLpGLq Ñ MpR̃Lq is exact. Moreover, we

have a comparison isomorphism

(167) R̃bR̃L
D̃:
rigpV q

�
ÝÑ R̃boL V.

Proof. The comparison isomorphism in the proof of (an analogue of) [KP, Thm. 2.13] implies
the comparison isomorphism

R̃bR̃L
D̃:
rigpV q � R̃boL V

together with the identity V � pR̃ bR̃L
D̃:
rigpV qq

ϕL�1. On the other hand the comparison
isomorphism (160) induces by base change an isomorphism

R̃b
B̃:
L
D̃:pV q

�
ÝÑ R̃boL V.

Taking HL-invariants gives the �rst claim. The exactness of the functor D̃:
rigp�q follows from

the exactness of the functor D̃:p�q by Proposition A.10.

Let R be BL, B:
L, RL, B̃L, B̃:

L, R̃L and let correspondingly Rint be AL, A:
L, A:

L, ÃL,

Ã:
L, Ã:

L. We denote by ΦpRqét the essential image of the base change functor R bRint � :
Φét,f pRintq Ñ Φét,f pRq (sic!).
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Proposition A.33. Base change induces an equivalence of categories

ΦpB̃:
Lq
ét Ø ΦpR̃Lq

ét

and an isomorphism of Yoneda extension groups

Ext1
ΦpB̃:

Lq
pB̃:

L,Mq � Ext1
ΦpR̃Lq

pR̃L, R̃L bB̃:
L
Mq

for all M P ΦpB̃:
Lq
ét.

Proof. The �rst claim is an analogue of [KLI, Thm. 8.5.6]. The second claim follows as in the
proof of Proposition (A.20) using the fact that by Lemma 8.6.3 in loc. cit. any extension of
étale ϕ-modules over R̃L is again étale. Note that R̃L{B̃

:
L is a faithfully �at ring extension,

B̃:
L being a �eld.

Corollary A.34. If V belongs to RepLpGLq, the following complex concentrated in degrees 0
and 1 is acyclic

0 // D̃:
rigpV q{D̃

:pV q
ϕ�1 // D̃:

rigpV q{D̃
:pV q // 0.(168)

In particular, we have that the nth cohomology groups of the complex concentrated in degrees
0 and 1

0 // D̃:
rigpV q

ϕ�1 // D̃:
rigpV q

// 0

are isomorphic to HnpHL, V q for n ¥ 0.

Proof. Compare with [KLI, Thm. 8.6.4] and its proof (Note that the authors meant to cite
Theorem 8.5.12 (taking c=0, d=1) instead of Theorem 6.2.9 - a reference which just does
not exist within that book). Using the interpretation of the H i

ϕ as Hom- and Ext1-groups,
respectively, the assertion is immediate from Proposition A.33. The last statement now follows
from Corollary A.23.

Proposition A.35. Base extension gives rise to an equivalence of categories

MétpB:
Lq ØMétpRLq.

Proof. [FX, Prop. 1.6].

Lemma A.36. (i) B:
L � RL are Bézout domains and the strong hypothesis in the sense

of [Ked08, Hypothesis 1.4.1] holds, i.e., for any n � n matrix A over A:
L the map

pRL{B
:
Lq
n 1�AϕLÝÝÝÝÑ pRL{B

:
Lq
n is bijective.

Proof. [Ked08, Prop. 1.2.6].

Proposition A.37. If V belongs to Rep:LpGLq, the following complex concentrated in degrees
0 and 1 is acyclic

0 // D:
rigpV q{D

:pV q
ϕ�1 // D:

rigpV q{D
:pV q // 0,(169)
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where D:
rigpV q :� RL bB:

L
D:pV q. In particular, we have that the nth cohomology groups of

the complex concentrated in degrees 0 and 1

0 // D:
rigpV q

ϕ�1 // D:
rigpV q

// 0

are isomorphic to Hn
: pHL, V q :� HnpϕL, D

:pV qq for n ¥ 0, see (110).

Proof. This follows from the strong hypothesis in Lemma A.36 as the Frobenius endomorphism
on M PMétpB:

Lq is of the form AϕL by de�nition.

Lemma A.38. Base change induces a fully faithful embeddings ΦpA:
Lq
ét � ΦpALq

ét and

ΦpB:
Lq
ét � ΦpBLq

ét.

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition A.20 this reduces to checking that
�
AL bA:

L
M
	ϕ�id

�

M. By that proposition we know that�
AL bA:

L
M
	ϕ�id

�
�
ÃL bA:

L
M
	ϕ�id

� Ã:
L bA:

L
M.

Since AL X Ã:
L � A:

L within ÃL by de�nition, the claim follows for the integral version,
whence also for the other one my tensoring the integral embedding with L over oL.

Remark A.39. Note that H0
: pHL, V q � H0pHL, V q and H

1
: pHL, V q � H1pHL, V q. For the

latter relation use the previous lemma, which implies that an extension which splits after base
change already splits itself, together with Corollary A.16 and Remark A.18. In general the
inclusion for H1 is strict as follows indirectly from [FX]. Indeed, otherwise the complex

0 // DpV q{D:pV q
ϕ�1 // DpV q{D:pV q // 0,(170)

would be always acyclic, which would imply by the same observation as in Proposition A.43
below together with Theorem 3.11 (ii) that H1

: pGL, V q � H1pGL, V q in contrast to Remark
3.14.

A.1.4 The complete picture

Although formally we do not need them in this article we would also mention the following
equivalences of categories, for which we only sketch proofs or indicate analogue results whose
proofs can be transferred to our setting.

Proposition A.40. The following categories are equivalent:

(i) RepoLpGLq,

(ii) MétpALq,

(iii) MétpÃLq and

(iv) MétpÃ:
Lq.

The equivalences from piiq and pivq to piiiq are induced by base change.
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Proof. This can be proved in the same way as in [Ked15, Thm. 2.3.5], although it seems to be
only a sketch. Another way is to check that the very detailed proof for the equivalence between
(i) and (ii) in [GAL] almost literally carries over to a proof for the equivalence between (i)
and (iii). Alternatively, this is a consequence of Proposition B.2 by [KLII, Thm. 5.4.6]. See
also [Kl]. For the equivalence between (iii) and (iv) consider the 2-commutative diagram

MétpÃ:
Lq
faithfully �at base change//MétpÃLq

xx
RepoLpGLq

88ff

,

which is induced by the isomorphism (157) and immediately implies (essential) surjectivity on
objects and morphisms while the faithfulness follows from faithfully �at base change.

Corollary A.41. The following categories are equivalent:

(i) RepLpGLq,

(ii) MétpBLq,

(iii) MétpB̃Lq and

(iv) MétpB̃:
Lq.

The equivalences from piiq and pivq to piiiq are induced by base change.

Proof. This follows from Propositions A.22 and A.40 by inverting πL.

Proposition A.42. The categories in Corollary A.41 are - via base change from (iv) - also
equivalent to

(v) MétpR̃Lq.

Proof. By de�nition base change is essentially surjective and it is well-de�ned - regarding the
continuity of the ΓL-action - by Lemma A.31 and Lemma A.9. Since for étale ϕL-modules
we know fully faithfulness already, taking ΓL-invariants gives fully faithfulness for pϕL,ΓLq-
modules, too.

Altogether we may visualize the relations between the various categories by the following
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diagram:

Rep:LpGLq RepLpGLqRepanL pGLq

MétpRLq MétpB:
Lq MétpBLq

MétpR̃Lq MétpB̃:
Lq MétpB̃Lq

// //
�	

D
V

AI

FN

Ṽ
D̃

���	

D:

V :

AI

��

D:
rig

V :
rig

U]

PX

Ṽ :
D̃:

��

Zb

Ṽ :
rig

D̃:
rig

�"

ks +3
OO OO

ks //

KS

Here all arrows represent functors which are fully faithful, i.e., embeddings of categories.
Arrows without label denote base change functors. Under them the functorsD, D̃,D:, D̃:, D:

rig,

and D̃:
rig are compatible. The arrows �¡ represent equivalences of categories, while the arrows

�¡ represent embeddings which are not essentially surjective in general. We recall that the
quasi-inverse functors are given as follows

V pMq �pBbBL
MqϕL�1, Ṽ pMq � pB̃bB̃L

MqϕL�1, V :pMq � pB: b
B:
L
MqϕL�1,

Ṽ :pMq �pB̃: b
B̃:
L
MqϕL�1, Ṽ :

rigpMq � pR̃bR̃L
MqϕL�1 and V :

rigpMq � pR̃bRL
MqϕL�1.

A.2 Cup products and local Tate duality

The aim of this subsection is to discuss cup products and to prove Proposition 3.20. We
�x some open subgroup U � ΓL and let L1 � LU8. Note that we obtain a decomposition
U � ∆� U 1 with a subgroup U 1 � Zdp of U and ∆ the torsion subgroup of U .

Proposition A.43. If V belongs to RepLpGLq, the canonical inclusions of Herr complexes

K
ϕ,U 1pD̃:pV q∆q � K

ϕ,U 1pD̃
:
rigpV q

∆q,

K
ϕ,U 1pD̃:pV q∆q � K

ϕ,U 1pD̃pV q∆q and

K
ϕ,U 1pDpV q∆q � K

ϕ,U 1pD̃pV q∆q

are quasi-isomorphisms and their cohomology groups are canonically isomorphic to H ipL1, V q
for all i ¥ 0.
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Proof. Forming Koszul complexes with regard to U 1 we obtain the following diagram of (dou-
ble) complexes with exact columns

0

��

0

��
KpDpV q∆q

��

ϕ�1 // KpDpV q∆q

��
KpD̃pV q∆q

��

ϕ�1 // KpD̃pV q∆q

��
KppD̃pV q{DpV qq∆q

��

ϕ�1

�
// KppD̃pV q{DpV qq∆q

��
0 0

in which the bottom line is an isomorphism of complexes by A.16, as the action of ∆ commutes
with ϕ. Hence, going over to total complexes gives an exact sequence

0 Ñ K
ϕ,U pDpV q

∆q Ñ K
ϕ,U pD̃pV q

∆q Ñ K
ϕ,U ppD̃pV q{DpV qq

∆q Ñ 0,

in which K
ϕ,U ppD̃pV q{DpV qq

∆q is acyclic. Thus we have shown the statement regarding the
last inclusion. The other two cases are dealt with similarly, now using (168) and A.23 com-
bined with (152). It follows in particular that all six Koszul complexes in the statement are
quasi-isomorphic. Therefore it su�ces for the second part of the assertion to show that the
cohomology groups of K

ϕ,U 1pDpV q∆q are isomorphic to H ipL1, V q.
To this aim let T be a GL-stable lattice of V . In [Ku, Thm. 5.1.11.], [KV, Thm. 5.1.11.] it

is shown that the cohomology groups of Tϕ,U pDpT qq are canonically isomorphic to H ipL1, T q
for all i ¥ 0, whence the cohomology groups of Tϕ,U pDpT qqr 1

πL
s are canonically isomorphic to

H ipL1, V q for all i ¥ 0. For M0 � DpT q Lemma A.44 below establishes a quasi-isomorphism

Tϕ,U pDpT qqr
1

πL
s � K

ϕ,U 1pDpV q∆q

which gives the last statement.

Lemma A.44. Let M0 be a complete linearly topologised oL-module M with continuous U -
action. Then there is a canonical quasi-isomorphism

Tϕ,U pM0qr
1

πL
s � K

ϕ,U 1pM0r
1

πL
s∆q.

If M0 is an L-vector space, the inversion of πL can be omitted on both sides.

Proof. Let CnpU,M0q � CpU,M0q denote the subcomplex of normalized cochains. Since ∆ is
�nite, [Th, Thm. 3.7.6] gives a canonical quasi-isomorphism:

CnpU,M0q � Cnp∆� U 1,M0q
�
ÝÑ Cnp∆, CnpU 1,M0qq.
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Here we understand the above objects in the sense of hypercohomology as total complexes of
the obvious double complexes involved. After inverting πL we may compute the right hand
side further as

Cnp∆, CnpU 1,M0qqr
1

πL
s � Cnp∆, CnpU 1,M0qr

1

πL
sq

�
ÐÝ CnpU 1,M0qr

1

πL
s∆ � CnpU 1,M∆

0 qr
1

πL
s .

Here the middle quasi-isomorphism comes from the fact that a �nite group has no cohomology
in characteristic zero. The right hand equality is due to the fact that ∆ acts on the cochains
through its action on M0. Altogether we obtain a natural quasi-isomorphism

CnpU,M0qr
1

πL
s � CnpU 1,M∆

0 qr
1

πL
s .

By using [Th, Prop. 3.3.3] we may replace the normalized cochains again by general cochains
obtaining the left hand quasi-isomorphism in

CpU,M0qr
1

πL
s � CpU 1,M∆

0 qr
1

πL
s � K

U 1pM∆
0 qr

1

πL
s � K

U 1pM0r
1

πL
s∆q .

The middle quasi-isomorphism is (121). The claim follows by taking mapping �bres of the
attached map ϕL � 1 of complexes.

Recall from [Ne, (5.2.1)] the quasi isomorphism Lr�2s
ι
ÝÑ τ¥2CpGL1 , Lp1qq which allows

to de�ne a trace map
trC : CpGL1 , Lp1qq Ñ Lr�2s

in the derived category DpL�Modq as

CpGL1 , Lp1qq Ñ τ¥2CpGL1 , Lp1qq
ι
ÐÝ Lr�2s.

Then local Tate duality is induced by the following pairing on cocycles

(171) CpGL1 , V �p1qq � CpGL1 , V q
YG

L1 // CpGL1 , Lp1qq
trC // Lr�2s.

As before let T be a GL-stable lattice of V . Setting M0 � DpT �p1qq, M � DpV �p1qq,
M̃ :
rig � D̃:

rigpV
�p1qq, N0 � DpT q, N � DpV q, Ñ :

rig � D̃:
rigpV q etc. we obtain the following

commutative diagram, in which we require for the two last lines that V �p1q is L-analytic,
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(172)

CpGL1 , V �p1qq

�
��

� CpGL1 , V q
YG

L1 //

�
��

CpL1, Lp1qq

�
��

trC // Lr�2s

T 
ϕ,U pM0qr

1
πL
s � T 

ϕ,U pN0qr
1
πL
s

YU // T 
ϕ,U pDpoLp1qqqr

1
πL
s

trT // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1pM∆q

�
��

�

OO

� K
ϕ,U 1pN∆q

�
��

�

OO

YK // K
ϕ,U 1pDpLp1qq∆q

�
��

�

OO

trK // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1ppM̃

:
rigq

∆q � K
ϕ,U 1ppÑ

:
rigq

∆q

adj
��

YK // K
ϕ,U 1pD̃

:
rigpLp1qq

∆q

tr
K̃
:
rig // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1ppM̃

:
rigq

∆q � K
ϕ,U 1ppM̃

:
rigq

∆q�r�2s

c

��

ev2 // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1ppM

:
rigq

∆q
?�
b

OO

� K
ϕ,U 1ppM

:
rigq

∆q�r�2s

g �
��

ev2 // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1ppM

:
rigq

∆q � K
ψ,U 1pppM

:
rigq

_q∆qrd� 1s

�
��

YK,ψ // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1pD

:
rigpV

�p1qq∆q �K
ψ,U 1pD

:
rigpV pτ

�1qq∆qrd� 1s
YK,ψ // Lr�2s

in which trace maps trT , trK , trK̃:
rig

are de�ned by requiring that the �rst three rectangles

on the right hand side become commutative in the derived category. Moreover, 99K indicates
a map in the derived category while the usual arrows denote morphisms in the category of
complexes; in both cases � indicates quasi-isomorphisms. The pairings in the 2nd, 3rd and
4th line arise as in indicated in Remark 3.16. The pairings in line 5 and 6 are the evaluation
ones ev2 according to (105). The pairing YK,ψ in line 7 is induced from the one in line 6 by
requiring commutativity. Since ∆ interchanges well with respect to � and ˇ as its action is
semi-simple, the isomorphism (125) restricts to an isomorphism

g : K
ϕ,U 1ppM

:
rigq

∆q�r�2s � K
ψ,U 1pppM

:
rigq

_q∆qrd� 1s.

Now we explain the remaining vertical maps. From line 1 to line 2 we have the quasi-
isomorphisms from [KV, Thm. 5.1.11.]. They are compatible with cup products by Lemma
A.45 below. The quasi-isomorphism between the 2nd and 3rd as well as 3rd and 4th lines are
those induced from Proposition A.43 and its proof. They involve (123), which is compatible
with products by Remark 3.16 as well as the quasi-isomorphism [Th, Thm. 3.7.6] which is
compatible with cup products by [Th1, Theorem 11.16.] while the inclusion from normalized
to all cocycles is obviously compatible. The map adj is given as

K
ϕ,U 1pÑ

:
rigq

adjptr
K̃
:
rig

�YKq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomL,ctspK

ϕ,U 1pM̃

:
rigq, Lr�2sq � K

ϕ,U 1pM̃
:
rigq

�r�2s,
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where the �rst map uses the notation of (105) while the second map is the canonical isomor-
phism which pulls the twist outside: by our sign conventions this is the identity in all degrees.
So commutativity between the 4th and 5th line follows by the same lemma. Moreover the
map b arises by base change, while c � b�r�2s is the continuous L-dual of the corresponding
base change map, whence the commutativity between the 5th and 6th line is clear. Finally,
we use the identi�cation pM :

rigq
_ � D:

rigpV pτ
�1qq because the functor D:

rigp�q is compatible
with forming inner homomorphisms. Altogether we have established the commutativity of the
diagram, which implies Proposition 3.20.

Lemma A.45. (i) Cup products are compatible with in�ation maps.

(ii) Let G be any pro�nite group and

0 // A
ι // B

f // C // 0

as well as

0 // A1
ι1 // B1 f 1 // C 1 // 0

two exact sequences of continuous G-modules (with continuous set theoretic section).
Then there is a commutative diagram

CpG,Aq

ι�

��

� CpG,A1q

ι1�
��

Y // CpG,AbA1q

pιbι1q�
��

CpG,Bq� _

��

� CpG,B1q� _

��

Y // CpG,B bB1q� _

��
CpG,B Ñ Cq � CpG,B1 Ñ C 1q

Y // CpG, pB Ñ Cq b pB1 Ñ C 1qq,

in which the vertical composites are the canonical maps CpG,Aq Ñ CpG,B Ñ Cq,
CpG,A1q Ñ CpG,B1 Ñ C 1q and CpG,A b A1q Ñ CpG, pB Ñ Cq b pB1 Ñ C 1qq in the
sense of hyper-cohomology of [Ne, (3.4.5.2)], e.g. B Ñ C is considered as complex in degrees
0 and 1 and CpG,B Ñ Cq � TotpCpG,Bq Ñ CpG,BCqq.

Proof. The �rst item is immediately checked on cochains. For the second item we observe
that the upper rectangle commutes due to the compatibility of cup products with change
of coe�cients, while the lower one commutes as the cup product for hyper-cohomology is
combined from the usual cup products up to sign, see [Ne, (3.4.5.2)]. Since we consider the
complex B Ñ C as concentrated in degrees 0 and 1 the middle cup product contributes with
the sign p�1q�0 � 1 to the lower one.

Proposition A.46. Let M be a ϕL-module over R � RK (cf. 2.19) and c P K�. Then
M{pψ � cqpMq is �nite-dimensional over K.

Proof. (The proof follows closely the proof of [KPX, Prop. 3.3.2] in the cyclotomic situation)
We set ψc :� c�1ψ and show that M{pψc � 1qpMq is �nite-dimensional over K.

Choose a model M rr0,1q of M with 1 ¡ r0 ¡ p
�1

pq�1qe and put r � r
1
q2

0 . Recall that

for all 1 ¡ s ¥ r we have maps M rs,1q ψc�1
ÝÝÝÑ M rs,1q (where strictly speaking we mean
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ψc followed by the corresponding restriction). We �rst show that it su�ces to prove that

coker
�
M rr,1q ψc�1

ÝÝÝÑM rr,1q
	
has �nite dimension over K. Indeed, given any m P M we have

m PM rs,1q for some 1 ¡ s ¥ r. Then there exists k ¥ 0 such that r ¥ sq
k
¥ r0, whence ψkc pmq

belongs to M rr,1q and represents the same class in M{pψc � 1qpMq as m.
Choose a basis e11, . . . , e

1
n of M rr0,1q and take ei :� ϕpe1iq P M rrq ,1q; by the ϕ-module

property the latter elements also form a basis of M rrq ,1q . Note that by base change these
two bases also give rise to bases in M rs,1q for 1 ¡ s ¥ rq. Thus we �nd a matrix F 1 with
entries in Rrrq ,1q such that ej �

°
i F

1
ije

1
i and we put F � ϕpF 1q with entries in Rrr,1q,

i.e., ϕpejq �
°
Fijei. Similarly let G be a matrix with values in Rrrq ,1q � Rrr,1q such that

e1j �
°
iGijei and hence ej � ϕ p

°
iGijeiq .

We identifyM rr,1q with
�
Rrr,1q

�n
by sending pλiqi to

°
i λiei and endow it for each r ¤ s   1

with the norm given by maxi |λi|s. Note that then the �semi-linear� map ψc (followed by the
corresponding restriction) on

�
Rrr,1q

�n
is given by the matrix G as follows from the projection

formula (43):
ψcp
¸
j

λjejq �
¸
j

ψcpλjϕp
¸
i

Gijeiqq �
¸
i,j

ψcpλjqGijei.

Moreover, the restriction of ϕ : M rr,1q Ñ M rr
1
q ,1q to

°
I R�ei becomes the semi-linear map

pR�q
n
Ñ
�
Rrr,1q

�n
given by the matrix F .

Consider, for I any subset of the reals R, the K-linear map PI : Rrr,1q Ñ Rrr,1q,
°
aiZ

i ÞÑ°
iPZXI aiZ

i. We then introduce K-linear operators PI and Qk, k ¥ 0, on M rr,1q by

PIppλqiq :� pPIpλiqqi,

Qk :� Pp�8,�kq �
cπL
q
ϕ � Ppk,8q, i.e.,

Qkppλqiq � pPp�8,�kqpλqiqi �
cπL
q
F � pϕpPpk,8qpλiqqqi,

because Ppk,8q factorises through R�. Then the K-linear operator Ψk :� id�Pr�k,ks � pψc �

1qQk of M rr,1q satis�es

Ψk � ψc � Pp�8,�kq �
cπL
q
ϕ � Ppk,8q, i.e.,

Ψkppλiqiq � G � pψcpPp�8,�kqpλiqqqi � F � p
cπL
q
ϕpPpk,8qpλiqqqi,

whence its operator norm satis�es

}Ψk}s ¤ maxt}G}s}ψc � Pp�8,�kq}s,
cπL
q
}F }s}ϕ � Ppk,8q}su.

It is easy to check that, for 1 ¡ s ¡ q
�1
q�1 , we have }ϕ � Ppk,8q}s ¤ |Z|

pq�1qk
s � spq�1qk (using

the norm relation after (31)) and }ψc � Pp�8,�kq}s ¤ Css
kp1�q�1q for some constant Cs ¡ 0.
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E.g. for the latter we have for λ �
°
i aiZ

i P Rrr,1q

|
¸
i �k

ψcpaiZ
iq|s ¤ sup

i �k
|ai||ψcpZ

iq|s

¤ sup
i �k

|ai|Css
i
q

¤ Cs sup
i �k

|ai||Z|
i
ss
ipq�1�1q

¤ Cs|λ|ss
�kpq�1�1q,

where we use that by continuity of ψc there exists Cs such that

|ψcpZ
iq|s ¤ Cs|Z

i|
s

1
q
� Css

i
q .

Thus we may and do choose k su�ciently big such that }Ψk}r ¤
1
2 . Given m0 PM

rr,1q we
de�ne inductively mi�1 :� Ψkpmiq. This sequence obviously converges to zero with respect to

the r-Gauss-norm. We shall show below that also for all s P pr
1
q , 1q the series pmiqi tends to

zero with respect to the Gauss norm | |s, i.e., by co�nality the sum m :�
°
i¥0mi converges

in M rr,1q for the Frechét-topology and satis�es

m�m0 � m� Pr�k,kspmq � pψc � 1qQkpmq,

i.e. Pr�k,kspmq represents the same class as m0 in M rr,1q{pψc � 1qpMq. Since the image of
Pr�k,ks has �nite dimension, the proposition follows, once we have shown the following

Claim: For all s P pr
1
q , 1q we have

|Ψkpmq|s ¤ maxt
1

2
|m|s, Cs}G}s

�
s

1
q

r

��k
|m|r, |

cπL
q
|}F }s

�
sq

r


k1
|m|ru.

Indeed, we �x such s and may choose k1 ¥ k such that }Ψk1}s ¤
1
2 . Then Ψk � Ψk1 � ψc �

Pr�k1,�kq �
cπL
q ϕ � Ppk,k1s, whence the claim as for λ P Rrr,1q

|ψc � Pr�k1,�kqpλq|s ¤ Cs

�
s

1
q

r

��k
|λ|r

|ϕ � Ppk,k1spλq|s ¤

�
sq

r


k1
|λ|r

by similar estimations as above.

Remark A.47. This result answers the expectation from [BF, Remark 2.3.7.] positively.

Corollary A.48. Let V �p1q be L-analytic and M :� D:
rigpV

�p1qq.

(i) The cohomology group h2pK
ψ,U 1ppMq∆qrd� 1sq is �nite dimensional over L.
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(ii) We have isomorphisms

h1pK
ψ,U 1pD

:
rigpV pτ

�1qq∆qrd� 1sq� � h1pK
ϕ,U 1pM∆qq

� H1
: pL

1, V �p1qq,

and

h2pK
ψ,U 1pD

:
rigpV pτ

�1qq∆qrd� 1sq� � h0pK
ϕ,U 1pM∆qq

� pV �p1qqGL1 .

Proof. (i) Since h2pK
ψ,U 1ppMq∆qrd � 1sq is a quotient of pM{pψ � 1qpMqq∆ by (128) this

follows from the Proposition. (ii) We are in the situation of Remark 3.7 (i) with regard to
C � K

ψ,U 1pD
:
rigpV pτ

�1qq∆qrd � 1s and i � 2, 3 in the notation of the remark. Indeed, for
h3pCq � C4 � 0 by construction and C3 � 0 as well as h2pCq is �nite by (i). Hence the
�rst isomorphism follows in both cases from (125) using the re�exivity of M. The second
isomorphisms arise by Lemma A.44 together with (117) and (116), respectively.

In accordance with diagram at the end of subsection A.1.4 we may visualize the relations
between the various Herr-complexes by the following diagram:

T an
ϕL,ΓL

pD:
rigpV qq CpGL1 , V q

K
ϕ,U 1pD

:
rigpV q

∆q K
ϕ,U 1pD:pV q∆q K

ϕ,U 1pDpV q∆q

K
ϕ,U 1pD̃

:
rigpV q

∆q K
ϕ,U 1pD̃:pV q∆q K

ϕ,U 1pD̃pV q∆q

��

EEYY

ks +3

b

OO OO

ks //

KS

Here all arrows represent injective maps of complexes, among which the arrows �¡ repre-
sent quasi-isomorphisms, while the arrows �¡ need not induce isomorphisms on cohomology,
in general. The interrupted arrow � �¡ means a map in the derived category while   � �¡
means a quasi-isomorphism in the derived category. By Lemma A.44 we have a analogous
diagram for Tϕ,U p?pV qq with ? P tD, D̃,D:, D̃:, D:

rig, D̃
:
rigu.

Remark A.49. The image of

hipTϕ,U pD:
rigpV qqq � hipK

ϕ,U 1pD
:
rigpV q

∆qq � hipK
ϕ,U 1pD:pV q∆qq � hipTϕ,U pD:pV qqq

in H ipL1, V q is independent of the composite (� path) in above diagram.
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We quickly discuss the analogues of some results of �I.6 in [ChCo2]. Consider the subring
A � A�

L rr
πL
Zq�1 ss � tx �

°
k akZ

k P AL|vπLpakq ¥ � k
q�1u � AL. For x P AL and each inter

n ¥ 0, we de�ne wnpxq to be the smallest integer k ¥ 0 such that x P Z�kA � πn�1
L AL. It

satis�es wnpx� yq ¤ maxtwnpxq, wnpyqu and wnpxyq ¤ wnpxq �wnpyq (since A is a ring) and
wnpϕpxqq ¤ qwnpxq (use that

ϕpZq
Zq P A�, whence ϕpZ�kqA � Z�qkA).

Set for n ¥ 2,m ¥ 0 the integers rpnq :� pq � 1qqn�1, lpm,nq � mpq � 1qpqn�1 � 1q �
mprpnq � pq � 1qq and de�ne A:,n

L � tx �
°
k akZ

k P AL|vπLpakq �
k

rpnq Ñ 8 for k ÞÑ �8u.

By Remark A.24 we obtain that A:
L �

�
n¥2 A:,n

L .

Lemma A.50. Let x �
°
k akZ

k P AL and l ¥ 0, n ¥ 2. Then

(i) we have

wmpxq ¤ lô vπLpakq ¥ mintm� 1,�
k � l

q � 1
u for k   �l.(173)

(ii) x P A:,n
L if and only if wmpxq � lpm,nq goes to �8 when m runs to 8.

Item (ii) of the Lemma is an analogue of [ChCo2, Prop. III 2.1 (ii)] for A:,n
L instead of

A:,n
L,¤1 � tx �

°
k akZ

k P A:,n
L |vπLpakq �

k
rpnq ¥ 0 for all k ¤ 0u.

Proof. (i) follows from the fact that x P Z�lA if and only if vπLpakq ¥ � k�l
q�1 for k   �l. (ii)

Let M,N �Mpq � 1q " 0 be arbitrary huge integers and assume �rst that x P A:,n
L . Then

(174) wmpxq � lpm,nq ¤ �N

is equivalent to

(175) vπLpakq ¥ mintm� 1,�
k � lpm,nq �N

q � 1
u for k   �lpm,nq �N.

by (i). To verify this relation for m su�ciently huge, we choose a k0 P Z such that vπLpakq �
k

rpnq ¥ N ¥ 0 for all k ¤ k0. Now choose m0 with �lpm0, nq   k0 and �x m ¥ m0. For
�k
rpnq ¡ m we obtain vπLpakq ¥ m� 1, because k   k0 holds. For k with

(176) k ¥ �rpnqmô
k

rpnq
�
k � lpm,nq

q � 1
¤ 0

we obtain vπLpakq ¥ �k�lpm,nq�N
q�1 . Thus the above relation holds true.

Vice versa choose m0 such that (174) holds for all m ¥ m0, and �x
k ¤ k0 :� �rpnqmaxtMqn�1,m0u. Let m1 be the unique integer satisfying rpnqM � k ¥
rpnqm1 ¥ rpnqM�k�rpnq. In particular, we havem1�1� k

rpnq ¥M and k ¥ �rpnqm1, which

implies �k�lpm1,nq�N
q�1 � k

rpnq ¥M by (176). Moreover, it holdsm1 ¥ m0 and k   �lpm1, nq�N

(using k ¤ rpnqM � rpnqm1 � �lpm1, nq� q
n�1N �pq� 1qm1 and m1 ¡ pqn�1� 1qM by our

assumption on k). Hence we can apply (175) to conclude vπLpakq �
k

rpnq ¥M as desired.
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The analogue of Lemma 6.2 in (loc. cit.) holds by the discussion in [SV15] after Remark
2.1. This can be used to show the analogue of Corollary 6.3, viz wnpψpxqq ¤ 1 � wnpxq

q . Now
�x a basis pe1, . . . , edq of DpT q over AL and denote by Φ � paijq the matrix de�ned by
ej �

°d
i�1 aijϕpeiq. The proof of Lemma 6.4 then carries over to show that for x � ψpyq � y

with x, y P DpT q we have

(177) wnpyq ¤ maxtwnpxq,
q

q � 1
pwnpΦq � 1qu,

where wnpΦq � maxij wnpaijq and wnpaq � maxiwnpaiq for a �
°d
i�1 aiϕpeiq with ai P AL.

Lemma A.51. Let T P RepoLpGLq such that V � T boL L is overconvergent. Then the
canonical map D:pT q Ñ DpT q induces an isomorphism D:pT q{pψ � 1qpD:pT qq � DpT qpψ �
1qpDpT qq.

Proof. We follow closely the proof of [Li, Lem. 3.6], but note that he claims the statement
for D:

¤1pT q Choose a basis e1, . . . , ed of D:pT q, which is free by Lemma ??. Since V is over-

convergent it is also a basis of DpT q. Due to étaleness and since pA:
Lq X A�

L � pA:
Lq
� also

ϕpe1q, . . . , ϕpedq is a basis of all these modules. Given x � ψpyq � y with x P D:pT q and
y P DpT q there is an m ¡ 0 such that all xi, aij lie in A:,m

L for some m. Since q ¥ 2 it fol-

lows from the criterion in Lemma A.50 (ii) combined with (177) that all yi belong to A:,m�1
L ,

whence y P D:pT q. This shows injectivity. In order to show surjectivity we apply Nakayamas
Lemma with regard to the ring oL upon recalling that DpT q{pψ � 1q is of �nite type over it.
Indeed, by left exactness of D: we obtain D:pT q{πLD

:pT q � D:pT {πLT q � DpT {πLT q. Since
these are vector spaces over EL of the same dimension, they are equal, whence

pD:pT q{pψ�1qq{pπLq � pD:pT q{pπLqq{pψ�1q � pDpT q{pπLqq{pψ�1q � pDpT q{pψ�1qq{pπLq.

Corollary A.52. Under the assumption of Lemma 1.30 for V pτ�1q, the inclusion of complexes

K
ψ,U 1pD:pV pτ�1qq∆q � K

ψ,U 1pDpV pτ�1qq∆q

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. Use the automorphism ψ � 1 of DpV pτ�1qq{D:pV pτ�1qq and proceed as in the proof
of Proposition A.43.

Remark A.53. Instead of using Lemma 1.30 (for crystalline, analytic representations) one
can probably show by the same techniques as in [ChCo2, Prop. III.3.2(ii)] that for any over-
convergent representation V we have D:pV qψ�1 � DpV qψ�1.

The interest in the following diagram, the commutativity of which is shown before Lemma
A.58, stems from the discrepancy that the reciprocity law has been formulated and proved
in the setting of K

ψ,U 1pD
:
rigpV pτ

�1qq∆qrd� 1s while the regulator map originally lives in the
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setting of K
ψ,U 1pDpV pτ�1qq∆qrd� 1s:

(178) CpGL1 , V �p1qq

�
��

� CpGL1 , V q
YG

L1 //

�e
��

CpL1, Lp1qq trC // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1pM∆q �K

ψ,U 1pDpV pτ�1qq∆qrd� 1s
YK,ψ // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1ppM :q∆q

� _

�
��

?�

OO

�K
ψ,U 1pD:pV pτ�1qq∆qrd� 1s

?�

OO

� _

��

YK,ψ // Lr�2s

K
ϕ,U 1ppM

:
rigq

∆q �K
ψ,U 1pD

:
rigpV pτ

�1qq∆qrd� 1s
YK,ψ // Lr�2s

which in turn induces the commutativity of the lower rectangle in the following diagram (the
upper rectangles commute obviously)
(179)

D:
rigpV pτ

�1qqψ�1

prU
��

D:pV pτ�1qqψ�1

prU
��

? _oo � � a // DpV pτ�1qqψ�1

prU
��

h1
�
K
ψ,U 1pD

:
rigpV pτ

�1qq∆qrd� 1s
	

� a

��

h1
�
K
ψ,U 1pD:pV pτ�1qq∆qrd� 1s

	
oo b // h1

�
K
ψ,U 1pDpV pτ�1qq∆qrd� 1s

	
�c

��
H1
{:pL

1, V q H1pL1, V q
proooo

Here the vertical maps prU are de�ned as in (129), a and pr are taken from Proposition 3.20
while the isomorphism c stems from (185). The map a is bijective under the assumption of
Lemma 1.30, which extends to the map b by Corollary A.52.

A.3 Iwasawa cohomology and descent

In this subsection we recall a crucial observation from [Ku, KV], which is based on [Ne]
and generalizes [SV15, Thm. 5.13 ]. As before let U be an open subgroup of ΓL. We set
T :� ΛpUq boL T with actions by ΛpUq :� oLrrU ss via left multiplication on the left factor
and by g P GL1 given as λb t ÞÑ λḡ�1 b gptq, where ḡ denotes the image of g in U. We write
RΓIwpL8{L

1, T q for the continuous cochain complex CpU,Tq and recall that its cohomology
identi�es with H

IwpL8{L
1, T q by [SV15, Lem. 5.8]. For any continuous endomorphism f of

M , we set Tf pMq :� rM
f�1
ÝÝÑM s, a complex concentrated in degree 0 and 1.

The map p : T Ñ oL bΛpUq T � T, t ÞÑ 1 b t, and its dual i : T_p1q Ñ T_p1q induce
on cohomology the corestriction and restriction map, respectively, and they are linked by the
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following commutative diagram

(180) CpGL1 ,Tq

p�

��

� CpGL1 ,T_p1qq
YG

L1 // CpL1, L{oLp1qq
trC // L{oLr�2s

CpGL1 , T q � CpGL1 ,T_p1qq

i�

OO

YG
L1 // CpL1, L{oLp1qq

trC // L{oLr�2s

By [FK, Prop. 1.6.5 (3)] (see also [Ne, (8.4.8.1)]) we have a canonical isomorphism

(181) oL b
L
ΛpUq RΓpL1,Tq � RΓpL1, oL bΛpUq Tq � RΓpL1, T q

where we denote by RΓpL1,�q the complex CpGL1 ,�q regarded as an object of the derived
category. Dually, by a version of Hochschild-Serre, there is a canonical isomorphism

(182) RHomΛpoL, RΓpL1,T_p1qqq � RΓpL1, T_p1qq.

It follows that the isomorphism

RΓIwpL8{L
1, T q � RHomoLpRΓpL1,T_p1qq, L{oLqr�2s

induced by the upper line of (180) induces an isomorphism

(183) oL b
L
ΛpUq RΓIwpL8{L

1, T q � RHomoLpRHomΛpoL, RΓpL1,T_p1qqq, L{oLqr�2s,

which is compatible with the lower cup product pairing in (180) via the canonical identi�ca-
tions (181) and (182).

Lemma A.54. There is a canonical isomorphism RΓpL1,T_p1qq � TϕpDpT_p1qqq in the
derived category.

Proof. See [KV, Thm. 5.1.11].

For the rest of this section we assume that U � ΓL is an open torsionfree subgroup.

Lemma A.55. Let T be in RepoLpGLq of �nite length. Set Λ :� ΛpUq and let γ1, . . . , γd be
topological generators of U. Then we have a up to signs canonical isomorphism of complexes

Hom
ΛpKpγq, TϕpDpT_p1qqqq_r�2s � tot

�
TψpDpT pτ�1qqqr�1s bΛ Kpγ

�1qpΛq
�

where �_ denotes forming the Pontrjagin dual.

Proof. Upon noting that TϕpDpT_p1qqq_r�2s � TψpDpT pτ�1qqqr�1s (canonically up to a
sign!) this is easily reduced to the following statement

Hom
ΛpKpγq,Mq_ �M_ bΛ Kpγ

�1qpΛq,

which can be proved in the same formal way as (107), and a consideration of signs.

Remark A.56. For every M PMpALq we have a canonical isomorphism

Hom
ΛpK

U
 , TϕpMqq � Kϕ,U pMq

up to the sign p�1qn in degree n and a non-canonical isomorphism

tot
�
TψpMqr�1s bΛ K

U
 pΛq


�
� Kψ,U pMqrd� 1s

(involving the self-duality of the Koszul complex). Here, the right hand sides are formed with
respect to the same sequence of topological generators as the left hand sides.
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Proof. By our conventions in section 3.2.1Kϕ,U pMq is the total complex of the double complex

HompKpΛq
,Mq

1�ϕ�
ÝÝÝÑ HompKpΛq

,Mq. A comparison with the total Hom-complex (with
the same sign rules as in secton 3.2.1) shows the �rst claim. For the second statement we have

tot pTψpMqr�1s bΛ KpΛq
q � tot pTψpMq bΛ KpΛq

q r�1s

� tot pTψ pM bΛ KpΛq
qq r�1s

� tot pTψ pM bΛ K
pΛqrdsqq r�1s

� tot pTψ pKpMqrdsqq r�1s

� cone
�
K
U pMqrds

1�ψ
ÝÝÝÑ K

U pMqrds
	
r�2s

� Kψ,U pMqrd� 1s.

The �rst isomorphism involves a sign on T 1
ψ pMq. The third isomorphisms stems from (106)

while the last isomorphism again involves signs.

Theorem A.57. There are canonical isomorphisms

RΓIwpL8{L, T q � Tψ
�
DpT pτ�1qq

�
r�1s(184)

Kψ,U pDpT pτ
�1qqqrd� 1s

�
ÝÑ RΓpL1, T q.(185)

in the derived category Dperf pΛoLpΓLqq of perfect complexes and in the derived category D�poL�Modq
of bounded below cochain complexes of oL-modules, respectively.

Proof. The �rst isomorphism is [KV, Thm. 5.2.54 ] while the second one follows from this and
(181) as

RΓIwpL8{L, T q b
L
ΛoL pUq

oL � Tψ
�
DpT pτ�1qq

�
r�1s bL

Λ KpΛq


� tot
�
Tψ
�
DpT pτ�1qq

�
r�1s bΛ KpΛq


�

� Kψ,U pDpT pτ
�1qqqrd� 1s.

by Remark A.56.

By Lemma A.55 and Remark A.56 we see that, for T be in RepoLpGLq of �nite length,

(186) Kϕ,U pDpT
_p1qqq � RHomΛpoL, TϕpDpT_p1qqqqqr2s

is dual to

(187) Kψ,U pDpT pτ
�1qqq � oL b

L
ΛpUq TψpDpT pτ

�1qqqr�1s,

such that the upper rectangle in the diagram (178) commutes by (183), taking inverse limits
and inverting πL.

Lemma A.58. Let T be in RepoLpGLq. Then the left rectangle in (143) is commutative.

Proof. (Sketch) By an obvious analogue of Remark 3.18 it su�ces to show the statement for
U � Γn � Zdp. In this situation we have a homological spectral sequence

Hi,ctspU,H
�j
Iw pL8{L, T qq ùñ H�i�j

cts pL1, T q
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which is induced by (181), see [Ne, (8.4.8.1)] for the statement and missing notation. We may
and do assume that T is of �nite length. Then, on the one hand, the map H1

IwpL8{L, T q
cor
ÝÝÑ

H1pL1, T q is dual to H1pL1, T_p1qq
res
ÝÝÑ H1pL8, T

_p1qq, which sits in the �ve term exact
sequence of lower degrees associated with the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. As explained
just before this lemma the above homological spectral sequence arises by dualizing from the
latter. Hence cor shows up in the �ve term exact sequence of lower degrees associated with
this homological spectral sequence. On the other hand via the isomorphisms (181) and (185)
the latter spectral sequence is isomorphic to

Hi,ctspU, h
�jpTψ

�
DpT pτ�1qq

�
r�1sq ùñ h�i�jpKψ,U pDpT pτ

�1qqqrd� 1sq

and one checks by inspection that cor corresponds to prU .

B Weakly decompleting towers

Kedlaya and Liu's developed in [KLII, �5] the concept of perfectoid towers and studied their
properties in an axiomatic way. The aim of this section is to show that the Lubin-Tate exten-
sions considered in this article form weakly decompleting, but not decompleting tower, proper-
ties which we will recall or refer to in the course of this section. Moreover, we have to show
that the axiomatic period rings coincide with those of Appendix A.

In the sense of Def. 5.1.1 in (loc. cit.) the sequence Ψ � pΨn : pLn, oLnq Ñ pLn�1, oLn�1qq
8
n�0

forms a �nite étale tower over pL, oLq or X :� SpapL, oLq, which is perfectoid as L̂8 is by
[GAL, Prop. 1.4.12].

Therefore we can use the perfectoid correspondence [KLII, Thm. 3.3.8] to associate with
pL̂8, oL̂8q the pair

pR̃Ψ, R̃
�
Ψq :� pL̂58, o

5
L̂8
q.

Now we recall the variety of period rings, which Kedlaya and Liu attach to the tower, in our
notation, starting with

Perfect period rings: ÃΨ :� ÃL � W pL̂58qL, Ã�
Ψ :� W po5

L̂8
qL � Ã:,r

Ψ :� Ã:,r
L � tx �°

i¥0 π
i
Lrxis PW pL̂58qL| for i to 8 :|πiL||xi|

r
5 Ñ 0u, Ã:

Ψ :�
�
r¡0 Ã:,r

Ψ � Ã:
L.

Imperfect period rings:

Recall the map Θ : W po5CpqL Ñ oCp ,
°
i¥0 π

i
Lrxis ÞÑ

°
πiLx

7
i, which extends to a map

Θ : Ã:,s
Ψ Ñ Cp for all s ¥ 1; for arbitrary r ¡ 0 and n ¥ � logq r the composite Ã:,r

Ψ

ϕ�nLÝÝÑ

Ã:,1
Ψ

Θ
ÝÑ Cp is well de�ned and continuous as it is easy to check. It is a homomorphism of

oL-algebras by [GAL, Lem. 1.4.18].

Following [KLII, �5] we set A:,r
Ψ :� tx P Ã:,r

Ψ |Θpϕ�nq pxqq P Ln for all n ¥ � logq ru,

A:
Ψ :�

�
r¡0 A:,r

Ψ , its completion AΨ :� pA:
Ψq

^πL-adic, and residue �eld RΨ :� AΨ{pπLq �

pA:
Ψq{pπLq � R̃Ψ, R

�
Ψ :� RΨ X R̃�Ψ.
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Note that ωLT � trιptqsu P Ã�
Ψ :� W po5

L̂8
qL � Ã:,r

Ψ for all r ¡ 0 (in the notation of

[GAL]). [GAL, Lem. 2.1.12] shows

Θpϕ�nq pωLT qq � Θptrϕ�nq pωqsuq � lim
iÑ8

rπiLsϕpzi�nq � zn P Ln,

where t � pznqn¥1 is a �xed generator of the Tate module T of the formal Lubin-Tate group
and ω � ιptq P W po5CpqL is the reduction of ωLT modulo πL satisfying with EL � kppωqq.

Therefore ωLT belongs to A�
Ψ :� AΨ X Ã�

Ψ. Then it is clear that �rst A�
L :� oLrrωLT ss � Ã:

Ψ

and by the continuity of Θ �ϕ�nL even A�
L � A:

Ψ holds. Since ω�1
LT P Ã

:, q�1
q

Ψ by [St, Lem. 3.10]
(in analogy with [ChCo1, Cor. II.1.5]) and Θ � ϕ�nL is a ring homomorphism, it follows that

ω�1
LT P A

:, q�1
q

Ψ and oLrrωLT ssr 1
ωLT

s � A:
Ψ.

Lemma B.1. We have R�Ψ � E�
L and RΨ � EL.

Proof. From the above it follows that EL � RΨ, whence Eperf
L � RperfΨ � R̃Ψ � L̂58 the latter

being perfect. Since
{
Eperf
L � L̂58 by [GAL, Prop. 1.4.17] we conclude that

(188) RperfΨ is dense in R̃Ψ.

By [KLII, Lem. 5.2.2] have the inclusion

R�Ψ � tx P R̃Ψ|x � px̄nq with x̄n P oLn{pz1q for n ¡¡ 1u
(*)
� E�

L � krrωss

where the equality (*) follows from work of Wintenberger as recalled in [GAL, Prop. 1.4.29].
Since E�

L � R̃�Ψ by its construction in (loc. cit.), we conclude that R�Ψ � E�
L .

Since each element of RΨ is of the form a
ωm with a P R�Ψ and m ¥ 0 by [GAL, Lem. 1.4.6],

we conclude that RΨ � EL.

Thus for each r ¡ 0 such that ω�1
LT P A:,r

Ψ , reduction modulo πL induces a surjection

A:,r
Ψ � RΨ. Recall that Ψ is called weakly decompleting, if

(i) RperfΨ is dense in R̃Ψ.

(ii) for some r ¡ 0 we have a strict surjection A:,r
Ψ � RΨ induced by the reduction modulo

πL for the norms | � |r de�ned by |x|r :� supit|π
i
L||xi|

r
5u for x �

°
i¥0 π

i
Lrxis, and | � |

r
5 .

We recall from [FF, Prop. 1.4.3.] or [KLI, Prop. 5.1.2 (a)] that | � |r is multiplicative.

Proposition B.2. The above tower Ψ is weakly decompleting.

Proof. Since (188) gives (i), only piiq is missing: Since ωLT has rωs in degree zero of its
Teichmüller series, we may and do choose r ¡ 0 such that |ωLT � rωs|r   |ω|r5 . Then |ωLT |r �
maxt|ωLT � rωs|r, |ω|

r
5u � |ω|r5 . Consider the quotient norm ||b||prq � inf

aPA:,r
Ψ ,a�b mod πL

|a|r.

Now let b �
°
n¥n0

anω
n P RΨ � kppωqq with an0 � 0. Lift each an � 0 to ăn P o

�
L and set

ăn � 0 otherwise. Then, for the lift x :�
°
n¥n0

ănω
n
LT of b we have by the multiplicativity of

| � |r that
||b||prq ¤ |x|r � p|ωLT |rq

n0 � p|ω|r5q
n0 � |b|r5 .

Since, the other inequality |b|r5 ¤ ||b||prq giving by continuity is clear, the claim follows.
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Proposition B.3. AL � AΨ.

Proof. Both rings have the same reduction modulo πL. And using that the latter element is
not a zero-divisor in any of these rings we conclude inductively, that AL{π

n
LAL � AΨ{π

n
LAΨ

for all n. Taking projective limits gives the result.

Proposition B.4. A:
L � A:

Ψ.

Proof. By [KLII, Lem. 5.2.10] we have that A:
Ψ � Ã:

L X RL. On the other hand A:
L �

pÃ: X AqHL � Ã:
L X A is contained in RL by Remark A.24, whence A:

L � A:
Ψ while the

inclusion A:
Ψ � Ã: XAL � A:

L follows from Proposition B.3.

This interpretion allows to partly deduce results of Appendix A from the machinery of
�5.2-5 in (loc. cit.). In De�nition 5.6.1 they de�ne the property decompleting for a tower Ψ,
which we are not going to recall here as it is rather technical. The cyclotomic tower over
Qp is of this kind for instance. If our Ψ would be decompleting, the machinery of (loc. cit.),
in particular Theorems 5.7.3/4, adapted to the Lubin-Tate setting would imply that all the
categories at the end of subsection A.1.4 are equivalent, which contradicts Remark A.29.
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